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Abstract
People often fail to exercise the self-control required to tackle their goals and improve their performance. However, many feel that we have opportunities throughout our lives to start fresh with a clean slate (e.g., around New Year's Day, after a Catholic confession). Although the notion of “fresh starts” has long been endorsed by our culture, researchers have not systematically explored the implications of fresh starts for people's motivation to exert effort in goal-directed activities. Across three chapters, I examine (a) how and why fresh starts affect individuals' ability to exert the self-control needed to achieve their aspirations and (b) when fresh starts may adversely influence individuals' motivation to improve their performance.

In Chapter 1, three archival field studies demonstrate that people engage in aspirational behaviors (e.g., exercising, creating a goal commitment contract) more frequently at the start of new time periods that are initiated by temporal landmarks (e.g., the beginning of a new week/month/year/school semester, or immediately following a holiday, a school break, or a birthday). In Chapter 2, five laboratory studies show that meaningful temporal landmarks--dates imbued with meaning due to their identity-relevance or rarity--are more likely to spur goal pursuit than (a) ordinary days or (b) objectively identical but psychologically less meaningful landmarks. Further, I provide evidence for one mechanism underlying these findings: temporal landmarks (particularly meaningful landmarks) relegate past imperfections to a previous period, making the current self feel more capable of pursuing aspirations. Chapter 3 investigates the impact on individuals' future performance of tracking their performance without incorporating records of their past performance (a phenomenon I refer to as a performance reset). I propose that when individuals believe their past performance was poor, a performance reset will improve their performance by boosting self-efficacy and commitment. However, I expect resets to hurt performance by decreasing commitment without increasing self-efficacy when individuals believe their past performance was strong. One archival field study and four laboratory experiments support this hypothesized relationship between performance resets, past performance, and future performance; these studies also provide preliminary evidence that self-efficacy mediates this relationship. Chapter 4 discusses directions for future research.
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ABSTRACT

PUTTING YOUR PAST BEHIND YOU: WHY AND HOW FRESH STARTS MOTIVATE GOAL PURSUIT—AND WHEN THEY BACKFIRE

Hengchen Dai
Katherine L. Milkman

People often fail to exercise the self-control required to tackle their goals and improve their performance. However, many feel that we have opportunities throughout our lives to start fresh with a clean slate (e.g., around New Year’s Day, after a Catholic confession). Although the notion of “fresh starts” has long been endorsed by our culture, researchers have not systematically explored the implications of fresh starts for people’s motivation to exert effort in goal-directed activities. Across three chapters, I examine (a) how and why fresh starts affect individuals’ ability to exert the self-control needed to achieve their aspirations and (b) when fresh starts may adversely influence individuals’ motivation to improve their performance.

In Chapter 1, three archival field studies demonstrate that people engage in aspirational behaviors (e.g., exercising, creating a goal commitment contract) more frequently at the start of new time periods that are initiated by temporal landmarks (e.g., the beginning of a new week/month/year/school semester, or immediately following a holiday, a school break, or a birthday). In Chapter 2, five laboratory studies show that meaningful temporal landmarks—dates imbued with meaning due to their identity-relevance or rarity—are more likely to spur goal pursuit than (a) ordinary days or (b) objectively identical but psychologically less meaningful landmarks. Further, I provide
evidence for one mechanism underlying these findings: temporal landmarks (particularly meaningful landmarks) relegate past imperfections to a previous period, making the current self feel more capable of pursuing aspirations. Chapter 3 investigates the impact on individuals’ future performance of tracking their performance without incorporating records of their past performance (a phenomenon I refer to as a *performance reset*). I propose that when individuals believe their past performance was poor, a performance reset will improve their performance by boosting self-efficacy and commitment. However, I expect resets to hurt performance by decreasing commitment without increasing self-efficacy when individuals believe their past performance was strong. One archival field study and four laboratory experiments support this hypothesized relationship between performance resets, past performance, and future performance; these studies also provide preliminary evidence that self-efficacy mediates this relationship. Chapter 4 discusses directions for future research.
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INTRODUCTION

Although people often fail to exercise the self-control required to tackle their goals and improve their performance, many feel that they have opportunities throughout their lives to start fresh with a clean slate. For example, New Year’s Day traditionally motivates people to exert greater than usual effort towards achieving their goals; religious purification ceremonies are deemed as opportunities for people to put their imperfections behind them. Despite that the notion of such “fresh starts” has long been endorsed by many cultures, researchers have not systematically explored the implications of fresh starts for people’s motivation to engage in goal-directed activities and improve their performance.

This dissertation is dedicated to advance our understanding of how fresh starts affect motivation and individual performance. I define fresh starts broadly as moments or events that make people feel psychologically more distant from the past than they otherwise would. Fresh starts are pervasive in our lives. Transitions that signify the beginning of a new chapter in our lives (e.g., graduating from college; starting a first job; moving to a new city) may cause us to feel separated from who we were in the past (Bartels & Rips, 2010; Cantor, Norem, Niedenthal, Langston, & Brower, 1987). We may also feel further away from our past selves following certain personal and calendar events (e.g., birthdays, wedding anniversaries, Mondays, holidays) that do not change our environments but simply demarcate adjacent time periods in our lives (Peetz & Wilson, 2013, 2014). In addition, fresh starts may arise and separate us from our past success or failures when we have a clean performance record at the beginning of a new performance
period (e.g., at the outset of a sales season for salespeople, at the beginning of a semester for students). Understanding the effects of fresh starts on people’s motivation to pursue their aspirations and improve their performance has the potential to deepen our understanding of what spurs goal pursuit and the exertion of self-control.

Across three chapters, I examine two types of fresh starts that are prevalent inside and outside of the workplace. The first type of fresh start includes naturally-arising occasions and calendar events (e.g., birthdays, holidays, the beginning of a work week) that demarcate the passage of time. The second type of fresh start occurs when individuals’ performance is tracked from a new reference point and past performance is not separated from performance appraisals in the current performance period. I investigate (1) how and why fresh starts affect individuals’ ability to exert the self-control needed to achieve their aspirations and (b) when fresh starts may adversely influence individuals’ motivation to improve their performance.

**Overview of Chapter 1**

In Chapter 1 (co-authored with Katherine L. Milkman and Jason Riis), I investigate whether people feel particularly motivated to tackle their goals at certain naturally arising points in time. Specifically, I test the hypothesis that temporal landmarks—distinctive calendar dates (e.g., the beginning of the week/month) or notable life events (e.g., a birthday) that stand out from more ordinary dates in our lives—can spur goal pursuit. Across three field studies, I analyzed the frequency with which (a) Americans search for the term “diet” on Google, (b) undergraduate students visit a university gym, and (c) Internet users commit to pursuing a personal goal on a goal-
setting website. I document the existence of a “fresh start effect,” whereby people engage in goal-directed, aspirational behaviors (i.e., dieting, exercising, and creating goal-commitment contracts) more frequently at the start of new periods demarcated by temporal landmarks, including the beginning of a new week, month, year, and school semester, as well as right after a public holiday, a school break, or a birthday.

Chapter 1 provides the first systematic investigation of naturally arising points in time when people are motivated to pursue their aspirations. The findings presented in this chapter add to a growing body of research demonstrating the impact of ubiquitous environmental factors and organizational cues on individuals’ capacity to exert self-control and highlight the inaccuracy of models assuming that self-control is a time-invariant trait.

**Overview of Chapter 2**

Chapter 2 (co-authored with Katherine L. Milkman and Jason Riis) builds on and extends Chapter 1 in three ways. First, Chapter 1 relies on archival data analyses and provides correlational evidence that goal-related activities are more frequent following temporal landmarks. In Chapter 2, I experimentally manipulate the salience of temporal landmarks and test whether temporal landmarks causally spur goal pursuit. Second, I examine which types of temporal landmarks are especially likely to motivate goal-directed activities in Chapter 2. Across five laboratory studies, I demonstrate that meaningful temporal landmarks—dates imbued with meaning due to their identity-relevance or rarity—are more likely to spur goal pursuit than (a) ordinary days and (b) objectively identical but psychologically less meaningful landmarks. Further, I provide a
theoretical account for these findings, building on (a) the theory of temporal self-appraisal and (b) the notion that subjective perceptions of time are malleable.

Specifically, I propose and show that temporal landmarks (particularly more meaningful ones) help an individual relegate past imperfections to her past self, making her current self feel superior and more capable of pursuing aspirations.

Chapter 2 brings together past psychological research on subjective perceptions of time and temporal self-appraisals with the literature on motivation. Further, it highlights that the non-linear way temporal landmarks cause us to perceive time can alter our motivation to pursue our goals. It also demonstrates that more meaningful temporal landmarks can create a greater separation between our temporal selves than less meaningful landmarks, encouraging us to strive for our goals more determinedly.

Overview of Chapter 3

Taken together, Chapters 1 and 2 demonstrate that naturally arising points in time that initiate “new epochs” (e.g., the beginning of the week, month, season, or year) motivate people to exert efforts toward their self-improvement goals. In Chapter 3, I examine the motivating effects of fresh starts as well as when fresh starts may hamper individuals’ motivation to expend effort, thus decreasing their overall performance. In addition, I explore a different type of fresh start than examined in Chapters 1 and 2: I explore the type of fresh start associated with the outset of a new performance tracking period in an organization.

In many organizations, metrics tracking performance are reset to zero at the start of a new performance period. For example, for a salesperson, monthly sales totals might
be reset at the beginning of each month. Additionally, some milestone events may cause organizations to disregard individuals’ historic performance records (e.g., a relocation to a different branch office). Chapter 3 examines the effects on individuals’ future performance of “performance resets” or tracking individuals’ performance from a new starting point after excluding their past performance record.

Drawing on the literature about performance feedback, self-efficacy, commitment, and motivation, I propose that the effects of a performance reset on future performance will depend on an individual’s past performance. I argue that this can be explained by changes in an individual’s self-efficacy and commitment to performing well. Specifically, I expect that when individuals perceive their past performance as poor, resetting their performance statistics should (a) boost their self-efficacy because they now view past failures as less indicative of their future ability and (b) increase their commitment to working hard because they now have a new opportunity to establish their capability. However, when individuals believe their past performance was strong, resetting their record should (a) have no benefits for self-efficacy because they will already have a positive self-view and (b) decrease commitment because once past achievements are set in stone, the value of proving themselves is reduced. In light of the well-known positive relationship between self-efficacy, commitment, and future performance, I predict that performance resets will improve future performance when individuals performed well in the past but dampen future performance when individuals performed poorly.
Across an archival field study and four laboratory experiments, I find that performance resets improve performance when individuals view their past performance as poor, but reset harm performance when individuals view their past performance as strong consistent with my hypothesis. I provide preliminary evidence that self-efficacy mediates the relationship between performance resets, past performance, and future performance, but I find no support for goal commitment as a mediator.

Research on motivation and performance management has previously shown that an individual’s past performance significantly influences her self-efficacy, commitment, and future performance (e.g., Bandura, 1991, 1997; Klein & Kim, 1998; Locke, Latham, & Erez, 1988). However, there has been sparse research on how an individual’s psychological separation from her past (poor or strong) performance may affect her motivation and effort allocation moving forward. Chapter 3 contributes to the management literature by investigating conditions under which the experience of having a clean slate may increase versus decrease an individual’s motivation and performance.

**Summary**

This dissertation examines fresh starts induced by two types of events: temporal landmarks and performance resets. It provides a theoretical framework that predicts when a fresh start will inspire an individual to improve her performance (working harder to achieve personal goals or tasks at work) as well as when a fresh start may be demotivating. Chapter 4 discusses directions for future research.

In addition to contributing to the psychology and management literatures, this dissertation offers practical insights into how managers can help employees pursue their
personal goals and improve their productivity. For example, messages and interventions designed to promote goal-directed activities may be more effective when provided after landmark events at work (e.g., the completion of a project, a change in the company’s leadership) and particularly after work events that feel especially meaningful (e.g., an employee’s 10th work anniversary, the first time in years an employee has moved to a new office). Further, when deciding whether and when to reset employees’ performance metrics to zero, managers should consider that performance resets may affect employees differently depending on their past performance.
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CHAPTER 1

THE FRESH START EFFECT:

TEMPORAL LANDMARKS MOTIVATE ASPIRATIONAL BEHAVIOR

Hengchen Dai, Katherine L. Milkman and Jason Riis

ABSTRACT

The popularity of New Year’s resolutions suggests that people are more likely to tackle their goals immediately following salient temporal landmarks. If true, this little-researched phenomenon has the potential to help people overcome important willpower problems that often limit goal attainment. Across three archival field studies, we provide evidence of a “fresh start effect.” We show that Google searches for the term “diet” (Study 1), gym visits (Study 2), and commitments to pursue goals (Study 3) all increase following temporal landmarks (e.g., the outset of a new week, month, year, or semester; a birthday; a holiday). We propose that these landmarks demarcate the passage of time, creating many new mental accounting periods each year, which relegate past imperfections to a previous period, induce people to take a big-picture view of their lives, and thus motivate aspirational behaviors.

Keywords: goals; motivation; self-control; temporal landmarks; mental accounting
Introduction

The beginning of the year is widely documented as a time when millions of people commit themselves with atypical vigor to achieving their goals, such as losing weight, eating more healthfully, quitting smoking, obtaining a better education, and saving more money (Marlatt & Kaplan, 1972; Norcross, Mrykalo, & Blagys, 2002). The U.S. government actually lists popular New Year’s resolutions on its official website and provides resources to help its citizens tackle their goals in the coming year (USA.gov, 2013). More broadly, the notion that fresh starts are possible and offer individuals an opportunity to improve themselves has long been endorsed by our culture. For example, Christians can be “born again,” Catholic confessions and penance provide sinners with a fresh start, many religious groups engage in ritual purification or ablution ceremonies (e.g., Buddhists, Christians, Muslims, and Jews), and the metaphorical phoenix rising from the ashes is a ubiquitous symbol of rebirth. This suggests a widely shared belief that we have opportunities throughout our lives to start fresh with a clean slate, with the “New Year’s effect” representing just one example of a far broader phenomenon documented in this paper. Specifically, we show that special occasions and calendar events (e.g., a birthday, a holiday, the beginning of a new week/month), which demarcate the passage of time and create numerous “fresh start” opportunities at the beginning of new cycles throughout each year, are associated with subsequent increases in aspirational behavior.

Understanding when people are most motivated to pursue their aspirations is important for a number of reasons. Aspirational behaviors are activities that help people achieve their wishes and personal goals (Merriam-Webster.com, 2013). Examples of
behaviors that people frequently aspire to engage in more often include exercising, saving money, studying, dating, and dieting (Khan, Dhar, & Wertenbroch, 2005). Notably, we often lack the self-control to expend the time and effort needed to achieve our aspirations and instead postpone the work necessary to tackle our goals until a later date (Bazerman, Tenbrunsel, & Wade-Benzoni, 1998; Milkman, Rogers, & Bazerman, 2008; O'Donoghue & Rabin, 1999). For example, individuals often repeatedly procrastinate when it comes to dieting, exercising, and quitting smoking. Over time, such near-sighted decision making can result in serious individual and societal problems, such as high rates of obesity and cancer.

Many researchers have sought to understand situational factors that motivate people to pursue their aspirations (e.g., Shiv & Fedorikhin, 1999; Botti et al., 2008; Sela, Berger, & Liu, 2009; Milkman, 2012; Toure-Tillery & Fishbach, 2012). However, sparse research has investigated naturally-arising points in time when people feel particularly motivated to tackle their goals. Notable exceptions include past work demonstrating increased attention to aspirations at the outset of the new year (Marlatt & Kaplan, 1972; Norcross et al., 2002) as well as unpublished (Cross, Peretz, Munoz-LaBoy, Lapp, Shelley, & Rosenfield, 2006; Fry & Neff, 2010) and concurrent studies (Ayers, Althouse, Johnson, & Cohen, 2014) suggesting that people are most likely to think about their health on Mondays.

This paper empirically examines whether other points in time, beyond (but including) the start of a new year or week, are associated with increases in aspirational behavior. Across three field studies, we demonstrate that people are more likely to pursue
various types of aspirational behavior (e.g., dieting, exercising, goal pursuit) at the start of “new epochs” initiated by the incidence of temporal landmarks, including the beginning of a new week, month, year, and school semester, as well as immediately following a public holiday, a school break, or a birthday. We use historical Google search volume data, university gym attendance records, and data from the goal-setting website (www.stickK.com; hereafter referred to as stickK) to document this phenomenon, which we call “the fresh start effect.” Though much past research assumes that self-control is a time-invariant trait (e.g., Shoda, Mischel, & Peake, 1990), we add to a growing body of recent research suggesting that self-control capacity is variable (Shiv & Fedhorkin, 1999; Khan & Dhar, 2006).

We postulate that temporal landmarks, including personally meaningful events (e.g., birthdays, job changes) and socially constructed calendar partitions (e.g., the outset of a new month, the observance of a public holiday), demarcate the passage of time and open new mental accounting periods. We propose two primary explanations for the fresh start effect. Specifically, we propose that naturally-arising time markers (a) create discontinuities in time perceptions that make people feel disconnected from their past imperfections; and (b) disrupt people’s focus on day-to-day minutiae, thereby promoting a big-picture view of life. We postulate that these processes triggered by fresh start moments encourage people to pursue their aspirations. We will address and rule out a number of key alternative explanations for our findings, but it is important to acknowledge that our field data provide imperfect insights into the mechanisms
responsible for the fresh start effect and thus additional future research on this topic would be extremely valuable.

**Conceptual Framework**

**Temporal Landmarks Segregate Life into Numerous, Distinct Mental Accounting Periods**

Past research on mental accounting has demonstrated that “choices are altered by the introduction of notional…boundaries” (Thaler, 1999, p.197) and has largely focused on examining how the initiation of new mental accounting periods affects financial outcomes (for reviews, see Read, Loewenstein, & Rabin, 1999; Thaler, 1999; Soman, 2004; Soman & Ahn, 2011). While this previous research has shown that time is not treated as continuous and fungible (Rajagopal & Rha, 2009; Soman, 2001), many implications of the non-linear way in which we experience time have not yet been explored. In this paper, we investigate how people’s motivation to pursue personal goals can be altered by the initiation of new mental accounting periods, as demarcated by temporal landmarks.

Temporal landmarks, or distinct events that “stand in marked contrast to the seemingly unending stream of trivial and ordinary occurrences that happen to us everyday” (Shum, 1998, p.423), have been shown to structure our memories and experiences (Robinson, 1986; Shum, 1998). One type of temporal landmark includes reference points on socially constructed and shared timetables. Examples include the beginning of an academic semester, secular and religious holidays, and time dividers on the yearly calendar (Kurbat, Shevell, & Rips, 1998; Robinson, 1986). Another type of
temporal landmark includes personally-relevant life events that demarcate our personal histories, such as developmental milestones, life transitions, first experiences, and occasions of recurrent significance (Robinson, 1986; Rubin & Kozin, 1984). These temporal landmarks not only influence the manner in which people recall memories, experiences, and time durations retrospectively (Ahn, Liu, & Soman, 2009; Rubin & Kozin, 1984; Shum, 1998; Zauberman, Levav, Diehl, & Bhargave, 2010), but they are also used to organize current activities and future plans and to designate the boundaries of temporal periods (LeBoeuf, Williams, & Brenner, 2014; Peetz & Wilson, 2013; Robinson, 1986; Soster, Monga, & Bearden, 2010; Tu & Soman, 2014). For example, when asked to describe the periods into which they divide their time, people frequently list cycles such as a day, week, month, school semester, and school break (Soster et al., 2010). Furthermore, when a salient temporal landmark (e.g., a public holiday, a birthday, a school event) in between two points in time is highlighted, people are more likely to perceive those two points in time as arising in two distinct periods (Peetz & Wilson, 2013; Soster et al., 2010; Tu & Soman, 2014). Together, this research suggests that temporal landmarks open new mental accounts. We propose that when temporal landmarks open new mental accounts, the beginning of a new period stands in contrast to more typical days in our lives. Below, we describe two perspectives on why temporal landmarks may then motivate people to pursue their aspirations.

**Temporal Landmarks Relegate Past Imperfections to a Previous Mental Accounting Period**
Individuals think of their past, current, and future selves as interconnected but separable components of their identity (Parfit, 1984) and often compare these selves to one another (Wilson & Ross, 2001). For example, an individual might consider whether she is a wiser person now than she was in the past, or she might plan to be a better person in the future.

Past research has shown that the perceived connection between our present and past temporal selves can be affected by (a) personally-relevant events such as a religious conversion (Libby & Eibach, 2002, 2011; Wilson & Ross, 2003; Bartels & Rips, 2010) and (b) the salience of calendar landmarks (Peetz & Wilson, 2013). Anecdotally, past researchers have noted that people who change (e.g., receive a cancer diagnosis, recover from an addiction) often describe their pre-change self as a distinct person (Libby & Eibach, 2002). Wilson and Ross (2003) suggest that many real-life experiences, ranging from personal milestones (e.g., a marriage or job change) to mundane changes in appearance or possessions (e.g., getting a new haircut or suit) can distance us from our past self. Together, this research demonstrates that landmarks in people’s lives generate a disassociation between present and past selves.¹

We propose that the psychological separation between one’s present and past selves induced by temporal landmarks motivates people to pursue their aspirations. The theory of temporal self-appraisal contends that people evaluate their past self in a manner

¹ Recent research has also shown that temporal landmarks affect the perceived psychological distance between people’s present and future selves. Bartels and Rips (2010) demonstrated that the psychological connectedness between a person’s present and future selves can be weakened by prompting them to imagine experiencing landmark events (e.g., finding out that they were adopted, being imprisoned as a political hostage). Also, recent work showed that highlighting a future landmark event (e.g., a public holiday, a birthday) induces a psychological separation between the current self and the post-landmark future self (Peetz & Wilson, 2013).
that flatters their current self (Wilson & Ross, 2001). In particular, people tend to disparage and attribute their past failures to their former, distant self because (a) faults of a remote, past self are less apt to tarnish their present self-image and thus are less threatening and (b) criticizing a distant, inferior self implies self-improvement over time, which is viewed as desirable (Wilson & Ross, 2001). Importantly, temporal landmarks – moments that psychologically disconnect one’s past, current and future selves – lead people to perceive a contrast between their disconnected selves (Peetz & Wilson, 2013). This facilitates a tendency to view one’s past self as inferior and one’s current self as superior (Wilson & Ross, 2001).

We argue that by relegating previous imperfections to a past self and generating a sense that the current self is superior, temporal landmarks can alter people’s decisions. Considerable past research has shown that people are motivated to maintain a coherent self-image (Epstein, 1973; Markus, Mullally, & Kitayama, 1997; Kivetz & Tyler, 2007). For example, if people perceive themselves as moral, they are more likely to pursue moral actions (Aquino & Reed, 2002). Thus, when people perceive themselves to be superior to a past self (e.g., more self-disciplined, more extroverted, etc.), past research suggests they will behave in accordance with those perceptions (e.g., study harder, become more active in social events, etc.). Therefore, we hypothesize that when temporal landmarks psychologically disconnect us from our inferior, past self and make us feel superior, we will be motivated to behave better than we have in the past and strive with enhanced fervor to achieve our aspirations.
It should be noted that some people may not see their past self as inferior to their current self. However, so long as the average person sees her past self as more flawed than her current self, the fresh start effect should emerge on average, albeit not necessarily for every individual.

**Temporal Landmarks Promote a Focus on the Big Picture**

In addition to psychologically separating people from their past imperfections, temporal landmarks may motivate people to pursue their aspirations by altering the manner in which they process information and form preferences. Specifically, by creating discontinuities in our perceptions of time, experiences, and activities, temporal landmarks may promote taking a broader view of decisions. Liu (2008) shows that interruptions to decision making (e.g., switching to a new background task while pondering a focal decision) change information processing. Specifically, interruptions move people from a bottom-up, contextually rich mode of thinking focused on concrete data to a higher level, top-down mode guided by pre-existing goal and knowledge structures. Temporal landmarks may serve as one type of disruption to decision making and thus direct attention to high-level, goal-relevant information. Indeed, there is some evidence that this is the case. For example, Bhargave and Miron-shatz (2012) show that people at milestone ages (e.g., 30, 40 years old) are more likely than those at other ages to judge their life satisfaction based on their overall achievements rather than their daily emotions, highlighting that temporal landmarks can lead to bigger picture thinking.

Past research has shown that high-level, big picture thinking has important implications for goal motivation. When induced to take a high-level view of a situation, people are more likely to evaluate their actions based on the desirability of the end state.
(or goal) they hope to achieve rather than the time and effort required to achieve it (Liu, 2008; Rogers & Bazerman, 2008; Trope & Liberman, 2003). As a result, high-level thinking leads people to make choices that are more oriented towards goal achievement (Liberman & Trope, 1998; Liu, 2008; Trope & Liberman, 2003). We therefore predict that when temporal landmarks serve as interruptions, leading people to take a higher-level, big picture view of their lives, people’s motivation to achieve their aspirations will increase.

**Hypothesis and Study Overview**

Integrating the past literature described above, we propose that temporal landmarks (a) separate people from their past imperfections and (b) shift people to think at a higher level about their lives and decisions. Consequently, we hypothesize that people will exhibit an increased tendency to pursue their aspirations following temporal landmarks.

Across three field studies, we test the hypothesis that temporal landmarks motivate aspirational behaviors, but that these effects weaken as people perceive themselves to be further from a temporal landmark. Based on past research on landmarks in autobiographical memory, we know that the beginning of a generic calendar cycle (e.g., the beginning of a week, month, or year), the beginning of a new period on an academic or work calendar (e.g., the first month of a semester, the first workday after a meaningful holiday) and the beginning of a new period in one’s personal history (e.g., immediately following a birthday) serve as salient temporal landmarks (Robinson, 1986; Soster et al., 2010). We therefore predict that aspirational behaviors will increase.
following these temporal landmarks. The aspirational behaviors we examine primarily involve the initiation of behaviors that contribute to achieving a goal and tend to require repeated effort (e.g., dieting, exercising). Specifically, Study 1 uses daily Google searches for the term “diet” to examine how public interest in one particularly common aspirational activity changes over time. Study 2 tests whether actual engagement in an aspirational behavior (exercise) increases following temporal landmarks using university gym attendance records. Study 3 investigates the frequency with which people commit to a broad set of goals on the goal-setting website, “stickK” (www.stickk.com). Our findings are consistent with the hypothesis that we propose based on the theories described above. Although the current research primarily focuses on illustrating an important phenomenon and does not provide a direct test of the underlying mechanisms, these three field studies rule out a number of uninteresting alternative explanations for our findings, which we will discuss in the sections below.

**Study 1: Google Searches for “Diet”**

In Study 1, we measure public interest in the adoption of one aspirational behavior at different points in time. Specifically, we explore whether Internet searches for the term “diet” by the general population increase following temporal landmarks. Maintaining a healthy diet is considered one of the most effective methods for maintaining an optimal body weight (Shai et al., 2008), and about two-thirds of adult Americans are currently classified as overweight or obese (Centers for Disease Control

---

Note that we examine the impact of a set of temporal landmarks that past research has shown demarcate the transition to a new mental accounting period. However, we do not address precisely what types of temporal landmarks produce fresh starts and what types of temporal landmarks fail to do so in the current research. This is a question worthy of future investigation.
and Prevention, 2013), making dieting an important goal for most Americans. Indeed, dieting, losing weight, and eating more healthfully are among the most popular New Year’s resolutions listed on U.S. government’s website (USA.gov, 2013). As described above, we propose that temporal landmarks motivate the pursuit of aspirations by making an individual feel segregated from and superior to her past, imperfect self and by triggering her to take a big-picture view, which promotes a focus on goal attainment. Therefore, we predict that people will search for the term “diet” more frequently following temporal landmarks than on other days but that this increase will fade as the temporal landmark recedes into the past.

Data

We obtained data from “Google Insights for Search” (http://www.google.com/insights/search), a website where it is possible to download the daily number of Google web searches that include a given search term dating back to 2004. Daily data on a given search term can only be extracted in intervals of three months or less. We downloaded data on the daily number of Google searches in the United States for the term “diet” over three-month intervals ranging from January 1, 2004 to June 30, 2012 (a time period including 3,104 days). Daily search volume data provided by Google Insights for Search is both normalized relative to the total number of daily searches (for any and all terms) on Google and further scaled based on search activity for the specific query in question over the time period extracted (three months in this case). More specifically, the day in a downloaded extraction period with the highest number of searches (relative to total Google queries) is assigned a scaled value of 100, and other
days receive values that are scaled accordingly to fall between 0 and 100. The relative daily search volume ranges from 19 to 100 during the study period ($M = 64$, $SD = 18$). See Appendix A for Google’s description of these data.

**Analysis Strategy**

We examine whether people are more interested in dieting following temporal landmarks using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analyses. Our regression models predict daily Google search volume for the term “diet” as a function of a series of temporal landmark predictor variables described below. We estimate these regressions with fixed effects for the 34 three-month intervals in our data to account for the fact that search data is scaled within each interval and therefore cannot be compared directly over time. We also cluster standard errors at the three-month interval level.

Because public holidays and the start of a new week, a new month, and a new year all represent partitions on the calendar, we expect that Internet searches for the term “diet” will be highest immediately following these temporal landmarks. Notably, individuals are naturally aware of the (continuously measured) day of the week (Monday-Sunday), day of the month (1-31), and month of the year (1-12), which means they are always aware of the time elapsed since the last temporal landmark corresponding to a new week, month or year. However, calendars do not track the number of days that have elapsed since the latest holiday. Thus, we do not expect people to be aware of how many

---

3 Further, Google Insights for Search reports a search volume of “zero” when actual volume falls below a certain, undisclosed threshold. Zeros appear on seven days in our 3,104-day dataset. To ensure that these zero values did not spuriously magnify differences in search volume over time, we replaced each zero value with the lowest observed non-zero search frequency during the same extraction period. However, all reported results are robust to retaining zeros in our dataset.

4 Our results do not change qualitatively or in terms of statistical significance if standard errors are not clustered.
days have elapsed since the last holiday they celebrated, but we do expect them to be aware of how far they are from weekly, monthly, and yearly fresh start moments on the calendar. In light of this, the predictor variables in our OLS regressions include measures of a given day’s distance from the beginning of the week, month, and year. However, when evaluating the fresh start effect associated with public holidays, we simply test whether searches for “diet” spike on the first workday after a holiday compared with other, mundane days. Specifically, we include the following predictor variables in our regression analyses to test for evidence of a fresh start effect:

- *Days since the start of the week.* We construct a continuous predictor variable indicating the days elapsed since the beginning of the current week (from 1 = Monday to 7 = Sunday).
- *Days since the start of the month.* We create a continuous predictor variable indicating the days elapsed since the beginning of the current month (min = 1, max = 31).
- *Months since the start of the year.* We include a continuous predictor variable indicating the number of months elapsed since the beginning of the current year (from 1 = January to 12 = December).  

- *First day after a Federal holiday.* We focus on the most widely celebrated U.S. holidays, or Federal holidays, which we define as one of the ten annual U.S. Federal holidays. We define the first workday after a Federal holiday as the first

---

5 Because calendars count the time elapsed since the start of the year in months rather than days, we specified our regressions accordingly, but notably our results are robust to instead including a measure of the days elapsed since the start of the year.
day when people return to work after a Federal holiday and include a dummy variable in our regressions to indicate whether or not a given day is the first workday after a Federal holiday.

- **First workday x Fresh start score of Federal holiday.** If, as hypothesized, temporal landmarks elicit fresh start feelings and increase aspirational behavior, we would expect search volume for the term “diet” to be particularly high on days that feel more like a fresh start. For a separate research project, we identified a list of 26 holidays, 10 of which were the Federal holidays studied here. We asked 52 participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to rate the extent to which each of these 26 holidays (or the day after it) felt like a fresh start on a seven-point scale (1 = not at all; 7=very much) (see Appendix B for these 26 holidays and the exact wording of our question). For the current study, we examine ratings of the 10 Federal holidays of interest. For each of these 10 holidays, we averaged participants’ ratings to form a composite fresh start score and standardized this score across the 10 holidays in our sample. We then created the variable first workday x fresh start score of Federal holiday by assigning the standardized rating of fresh start feelings associated with each Federal holiday to the first workday after a corresponding Federal holiday and assigning 0 to other days. Note that all reported results are robust to studying the set of 26 holidays rated instead of focusing only on the 10 Federal holidays.

**Results**

As predicted, we find that searches for the term “diet” are most frequent at the start of each new calendar cycle: the beginning of the week, month, and year (see Model
First, searches for the term “diet” are more common at the beginning of the week and decrease as the week proceeds, as indicated by a significant, negative coefficient on \textit{days since the start of the week}. Further, the significant, negative coefficients on \textit{days since the start of the month} and \textit{months since the start of the year} indicate that search volume for the term “diet” decreases over the course of each month as well as each year.

As we hypothesized, there is also an increase in search volume for the term “diet” following Federal holidays (see Model 1 in Table 1). Consistent with our prediction that temporal landmarks stimulate increases in aspirational behavior, there are more searches for “diet” following Federal holidays perceived as more like a fresh start. Specifically, a one standard deviation increase in a Federal holiday’s fresh start rating is associated with a 6.78 point increase in daily search volume for the term “diet” (on a scale ranging from 0-100; \( p < .001 \), see Model 1 in Table 1).

Figure 1 illustrates that the magnitude of these effects is quite large when compared to the effect of the \textit{New York Times} releasing a report on the successful clinical trial of an experimental diet pill in May, 2005 (Pollack 2005), a benchmark event that we expected to dramatically alter searches for the term “diet” (and which indeed increased “diet” search volume; \( p < .001 \)). For example, the increase in daily search volume for the term “diet” associated with the start of the week (versus the end of the week) is about three times as large as the increase in search volume caused by this \textit{New York Times} article.
Search volume for placebo terms. It is important to highlight that search volume for the term “diet” is already scaled by Google Insights for Search to adjust for the total number of daily Google queries, so the detected relationships between daily searches for “diet” and temporal landmarks cannot be attributed to changes in Internet search volume. However, to further exclude the possibility that our findings in Study 1 can be attributed to general patterns of Internet search over time, we compare searches for the term “diet” with searches for two popular search terms: “news” and “weather” (e.g., “news” was on Google’s list of “hot searches” in the United States on July 23rd, 2012), which do not relate to aspirational behaviors. Furthermore, to empirically address two alternative explanations that may account for our findings in this paper (discussed in detail in our General Discussion), we identified and analyzed two additional placebo terms: “laundry” and “gardening.” 6 We download daily search volume for these four terms during the same period when searches for the term “diet” are analyzed (from January 1, 2004 to June 30, 2012). When we re-run our models with the aforementioned placebo terms (news, weather, laundry, and gardening), we neither predict nor find that searches for these terms systematically increase following the temporal landmarks examined in Model 1 (see Models 2-5 in Table 1). 7

---

6 See the General Discussion section for details about the two alternative accounts as well as how we identified these placebo terms.

7 Across our regressions with these four placebo terms, a few coefficient estimates are statistically significant in the predicted “fresh start” direction, whereas others show significant effects in the opposite direction. Consistent with our hypothesis, we did not observe reliable increases following temporal landmarks in searches for any of these placebo terms—only for the term “diet.” The coefficient on days since the start of the week is a negative and significant predictor of daily searches for “news.” A closer examination reveals that the negative coefficient on days since the start of the week, however, is driven by a dramatic drop in “news” search volume on weekends compared with weekdays, rather than by a gradual decline over the course of a week as is the case with searches for “diet” (and as the fresh start hypothesis predicts). In fact, people are significantly more likely to search for “news” on each day from Tuesday to
Discussion

The findings presented in Study 1 support our hypothesis that public interest in one important aspirational behavior – dieting – is higher following temporal landmarks. Specifically, we find that relative to baseline (Model 1 in Table 1), interest in dieting increases at the start of a new week (by 14.4%), a new month (by 3.7%), and a new year (by 82.1%), and following Federal holidays (by 10.2%). The effects cannot be attributed to general patterns of Internet traffic since the data we analyze is already scaled to account for overall search traffic on a given day and the search volume for other popular terms (news, gardening, laundry, and weather) does not exhibit the same systematic patterns.

Study 1 examines people’s tendency to search for information about one particularly common aspirational behavior. However, we predict that the fresh start effect alters not only searches for information, but also actual decisions, as motivations and intentions are the first steps toward initiating actions and are predictive of behaviors (Ajzen, 1991; Gollwitzer, 1999). Our next study examines this prediction.

Study 2: Undergraduate Gym Attendance

By creating a discontinuity in our time perceptions and experiences, temporal landmarks can both psychologically separate individuals from their past imperfections and promote high-level thinking. Such processes are predicted to spur people to pursue aspirational behaviors following temporal landmarks. This is a hypothesis that we test in Study 2 by examining the frequency of engagement in one important aspirational

Friday relative to Monday, whereas people are more interested in dieting on Mondays than on all other days of the week (all p’s < 00001; see Models A1 and A2 in Appendix C).
behavior – exercise. Increasing the frequency of exercise is one of the three most popular New Year’s resolutions (Norcross et al., 2002; Schwarz, 1997). Like dieting, regular physical activity helps with weight loss and weight maintenance (Catenacci & Wyatt, 2007). However, only about 50% of American adults exercise as often as recommended by government guidelines (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2007). Thus, for many, exercise is an important but difficult-to Engage in aspirational behavior.

In addition to examining actual engagement in an aspirational behavior (exercise), Study 2 also explores an additional, important predictor variable that was not available in Study 1. Specifically, in Study 2, we are able to investigate the impact on exercise of both calendar markers (e.g., holidays, the start of a new week, month or year) and one type of personal temporal landmark: birthdays.

Data

We obtained historical, daily gym attendance data for every undergraduate member ($N_{members} = 11,912$) of a fitness center affiliated with a large university in the northeastern United States from September 1, 2010 through December 9, 2011 ($N_{days} = 442$). Attendance was recorded automatically when students presented a magnetic student identification card to enter this facility. We also obtained information about the birthdates of a subset of these undergraduate members ($N_{members\ with\ birthday\ data} = 2,076$). The number of students visiting the gym per day ranged from 31 to 2,270 during the study period ($M = 883, SD = 470$).

Analysis Strategy

---

8 During this period, the gym was closed on 19 days. No observations about these days were therefore included in the raw dataset that the fitness center shared with us, and we thus exclude them from our analysis.
We conduct two types of OLS regressions to analyze our gym attendance data. The first aggregates attendance records across all undergraduate gym members on a daily basis. The outcome variable in this regression specification is the total number of gym visits on a given day divided by the number of hours the gym was open on that day (or the average gym visits per hour), which ranged from 5 to 142 ($M = 54, SD = 27$) in our sample. Our second analysis examines the likelihood that a given gym member visits the gym on each day in our dataset using an OLS regression model including fixed effects for each gym member and clustering standard errors at the date level.\(^9\) The inclusion of gym member fixed effects controls for the effects of individual differences in time-invariant characteristics (e.g., gender, race, birth month) on gym attendance. To conduct this second analysis, we create a data set that contains one observation for each gym member on each day ($N_{person-days} = 5,265,104$). The dependent variable in this analysis equals one if a given gym member visited the gym on a given day and equals zero otherwise. In both of our regression specifications, we include predictor variables capturing the relationship between a given calendar day and temporal landmarks, as described below.

We predict that students will be more likely to visit the gym immediately following calendar landmarks and that their attendance will decline as these time markers become less salient. As in Study 1, we include *days since the start of the week, days since the start of the month, and months since the start of the year* as predictor variables in our

\(^9\) We use an ordinary least squares regression model (rather than a more computationally intensive logistic regression model) because we include a large number of fixed effects and because logistic regression models typically produce inconsistent estimates when fixed effects are included unless data characteristics meet a stringent set of assumptions (Wooldridge, 2010). However, we obtain qualitatively similar results when we re-run our analyses using logistic regression models, though the significance of some predictors changes.
regressions. However, unlike in Study 1, we do not expect Federal holidays to be particularly salient calendar markers in the Study 2 student population because the university whose fitness center provided data for our study only closes for a subset of public holidays and has its own break schedule during the academic cycle. Thus, we expect the set of holidays and breaks recognized by this university to be more relevant landmarks than Federal holidays for our study population. As explained in Study 1, people do not naturally track the number of days elapsed since a recent holiday, so we measure the effects of holidays by creating a dummy predictor variable to indicate whether or not a day is the first day after any of the breaks listed on the university’s academic calendar.

In addition, we expect the start of a new academic semester and birthdays to be meaningful partitioning points in the lives of the students included in our gym dataset. We predict that gym attendance will be highest immediately following the outset of a new semester and following an individual’s birthday and will decline as the new semester or year of life proceeds. We include the following predictor variables in our regression analyses to test these hypotheses:

- **Months since the start of the semester.** We include a continuous predictor variable indicating the months elapsed since the beginning of the current semester (e.g., 1 = September or January; 4 = December or April).

- **Months since last birthday.** We were able to obtain information about the birthdates of a subset of 2,076 gym members, which we matched with their gym attendance records. We define a *birth year* as a personalized year that starts on the
first day following an individual’s birthday and ends on his or her next birthday. For each of the 2,076 students in our dataset with a known birthday, we include a continuous predictor variable in our regressions indicating the months elapsed since their last birthday. Specifically, we calculate the distance in days between each date in the study period and a given student’s previous birthday. We convert this distance to units of months with each “month” taking on the actual length of the appropriate calendar month (e.g., 1 = the 31 days immediately following an individual’s birthday; 12 = the 31 days immediately preceding an individual’s birthday, including the birthday itself).

We control for a number of other variables that may affect a student’s likelihood of attending the gym. Since college students are likely to be away from campus during school breaks, we create one dummy variable to indicate whether the university studied was in normal class session (fall and spring semesters, excluding school breaks) and another dummy variable to indicate whether the university was in summer session on a given date. Furthermore, since exam periods occur at the end of the semester and the calendar year, it is possible that month of the year and month of the semester affect gym attendance because students are busier than usual or more likely to have left school during exams. To alleviate this concern, we control for whether each date fell during the university’s final exam period. To account for the fact that more students leave campus as the exam period progresses, we also include a variable in our regressions to indicate the number of days since the start of the final exam period, which is coded as zero for dates falling outside of the university’s final exam period. All reported results are also robust to
excluding days falling during exam periods from our data analysis. For the analyses at the level of the individual gym member, we also control for the number of hours that the gym was in operation on a given calendar date.

**Results**

Models 6-8 in Table 2 present results from OLS regressions exploring the statistical relationship between temporal landmarks and (a) average gym visits per hour across all gym members (Model 6) and (b) daily gym attendance by individual members (Models 7 and 8).

First, as we observed with searches for the term “diet,” we find that gym attendance increases at the start of each new week, month, and year. As Models 6 and 7 in Table 2 show, *days since the start of the week* takes on a significant, negative coefficient, indicating that people visit the gym less as each week proceeds.\(^{10}\) Further, the significant, negative coefficients on *days since the start of the month* and *months since the start of the year* in Models 6 and 7 suggest that gym attendance decreases over the course of each month as well as each year.\(^ {11}\) In addition, as hypothesized, Models 6 and 7 show that students exercise more both at the start of a new semester (relative to the end of the semester)\(^ {12}\) and on the first day after a school break.

\(^{10}\) In separate regressions where we replace days since the start of the week with six indicator variables – one for each day of the week from Tuesday to Sunday (with Monday omitted) – we find that hourly gym traffic is higher on Mondays than on all other days (all p’s < 0.05 except the comparison with Tuesday; see Models A6-A8 in Appendix D).

\(^{11}\) It is worth noting that students in our study do not pay to use the gym: all enrolled undergraduates are automatically granted memberships at the university’s fitness facility. Therefore, the observed decrease in usage over the course of a given month or semester could not be attributed to gradually decreasing sensitivity to membership payments as described by Gourville and Soman (1998).

\(^{12}\) Importantly, the finding that gym attendance decreases over the course of a semester, though consistent with our proposed fresh start effect, may be driven by the fact that students become busier as the semester proceeds. However, other temporal landmarks examined in this study could not be explained by this alternative account.
For the subset of 2,706 gym members whose birthdates were made available to us, we explore whether the likelihood that a student visits the gym is higher in the weeks and months immediately following a birthday than later in the year. In an initial regression analyzing daily gym attendance in this sub-population, we actually observe a positive correlation between the variable months since birthday and gym attendance ($\beta = 3.6 \times 10^{-4}, p < 0.0001$) – the opposite of our prediction. However, when we examine this relationship more closely, we find that gym members react dramatically differently to their 21st birthdays than to other birthdays. Specifically, students turning 21 tend to decrease their gym attendance following this birthday. However, for students celebrating other birthdays, we observe the predicted, significant and negative correlation between months since birthday and gym attendance (see Model 8 in Table 2). This indicates that students exercise more frequently right after most birthdays. The 21st birthday exception may be related to the fact that this birthday corresponds to the date when students are first legally permitted to purchase alcoholic beverages or to the fact that it is associated with an increase in autonomy and social status, which may reduce students’ urges to change themselves for the better. Of course, while it is interesting that the 21st birthday is qualitatively different from other birthdays, it is important to highlight that potential explanations are entirely speculative.

To confirm that the 21st birthday differs significantly from other birthdays with respect to the predicted fresh start effect, we ran a regression including observations of all students with available birthdate data to predict whether each student visited the gym on each date in our dataset. We added a dummy variable (age 21) to indicate whether an
observation corresponded to a day in the year following a gym member’s 21st birthday and interacted this dummy variable with all other predictor variables in our model (including control variables and person fixed effects). The interaction between months since birthday and age 21 is significant and positive in this model ($\beta = 7.9 \times 10^{-4}, p < 0.05$), which means that the coefficient on months since birthday for observations associated with all birthdays other than the 21st is significantly larger than the coefficient for observations associated with students’ 21st birthdays.13 Because we are interested in the effect of birthdays on gym attendance at a typical age, we report the results from analyses of all other birthdays in Table 2 (see Model 8). In a regression where we replace months since birthday with 11 dummy variables to indicate each month in a person’s birth year (with the half-birthday month marker as the omitted reference month), we find that people are more likely to exercise during the first month after a birthday than during the half-birthday month ($\beta = 2.9 \times 10^{-3}, p < 0.05$), and they are also less likely to exercise during the final month preceding a birthday ($\beta = -3.4 \times 10^{-3}, p < 0.05$). We conclude that birthday temporal landmarks typically motivate exercise, and motivation declines over the course of the year, reaching its lowest level in the final month preceding a birthday.

Figure 2 illustrates the magnitude of these effects. Specifically, these effects are compared to the impact of extending the gym’s hours of operation by one hour (which itself is a significant, positive predictor of attendance; $p < 0.001$). We observe that the effects of temporal landmarks on gym attendance are quite large in comparison with the effect associated with extended hours. For example, the increase in an individual’s probability of going to the gym in the month immediately following a birthday (versus
the month immediately preceding a birthday) is equivalent to the effect associated with keeping the gym open for two extra hours.

Discussion

Study 2 shows that people are more likely to exercise following temporal landmarks: the probability of visiting the gym increases at the beginning of a new week (by 33.4%), month (by 14.4%), year (by 11.6%), and semester (by 47.1%), as well as following school breaks (by 24.3%), relative to baseline (Model 7 in Table 2). In addition to replicating the findings of Study 1 with a consequential behavioral outcome, Study 2 also demonstrates that personally-relevant temporal landmarks – namely, birthdays – are, like calendar landmarks, associated with subsequent upticks in aspirational behavior. In this case, the probability of visiting the gym is increased by 7.5% following birthdays besides the 21st (Model 8 in Table 2).

One alternative explanation for some of our findings in Studies 1 and 2 is that people consume a larger amount of food on certain temporal landmarks, such as holidays and weekends. As a result, people might try to reduce their caloric intake or exercise more intensively following these “binges” in an attempt to lose weight gained leading up to temporal landmarks. This alternative account suggests that the tendency to start healthier routines following temporal landmarks is simply a physiological response to the health effects of overindulgence. In light of the concern that some Federal holidays are excuses for gluttony, we conducted robustness checks by removing Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas from the list of public holidays and school breaks included in our regression analyses. We found that daily Google searches for the term “diet,” average gym visits per hour, as well as the probability of visiting the gym are
still significantly higher on the first workday after a Federal holiday or a school break than on typical days. In spite of this alternative explanation’s inability to account for all of our empirical findings in Studies 1 and 2, to more carefully address the possibility that the fresh start effect is exclusively the product of overeating on weekends and holidays, we conduct an additional study.

**Study 3: Commitment Contracts**

The objective of Study 3 is to demonstrate that following temporal landmarks, people take steps to tackle a broad set of goals that they aspire to achieve, and increases in the intensity of goal pursuit cannot be explained by the physiological alternative explanation articulated above. We expect temporal landmarks to propel the pursuit of a broad set of goals because temporal landmarks, by demarcating new mental accounting periods, can both psychologically distance the current self from past imperfections and direct an individual to focus on high-level, goal-relevant ambitions.

**Data**

We obtained data from stickK (www.stickK.com), a website that helps customers achieve their personal goals. Specifically, stickK offers users an opportunity to set personal goals and specify consequences that will ensue if they fail to achieve those goals. It is well-documented that goal-setting establishes reference points (e.g., Heath, Larrick, & Wu, 1999; Sackett, Wu, White, & Markel, 2012) and is instrumental to goal achievement (Locke & Latham, 1990). To create what stickK terms a “commitment contract,” users first specify their goal and select a date by which they contractually agree to accomplish it. Next, users choose an amount of money to forego if they fail to achieve their goal. When users put a positive amount of money on the line, they also select a
recipient of these stakes (e.g., a friend, a charity), should they fail to achieve their goal. Finally, users have the option to (a) designate a third party to monitor and verify their achievements and (b) designate other stickK users as their supporters. When creating a commitment contract, users can choose one of stickK’s five standard goals (*exercise regularly, lose weight, maintain weight, quit smoking, or run a race*) or specify a *custom goal*, which they are asked to classify into one or more of the following categories: career, diet and healthy eating, education and knowledge, exercise, family and relationships, green initiatives, health and lifestyle, home improvement, money and finance, personal relationships, quit smoking, religion, hobbies and recreation, and weight loss.

The data that stickK provided for this study contains 66,062 records of commitment contracts that 43,012 unique users created between October 1, 2010 and February 13, 2013 (*N*<sub>days</sub> = 886). Table 3 lists summary statistics for the number of contracts created per day in each goal category.

**Analysis Strategy**

We conduct two types of analyses with data from stickK. The first aggregates commitment contracts across all users on a daily basis (*N*<sub>contracts</sub> = 66,062, *N*<sub>users</sub> = 43,012, *N*<sub>days</sub> = 866) and relies on OLS regression models to predict the total number of contracts created each day. The second method allows us to examine the motivating effects of birthdays by examining the likelihood that a given user creates a goal on each day in our dataset using an OLS regression model including fixed effects for each of 42,913 users whose birthdates were made available to us. We cluster standard errors at the date level. As in Study 2, we create a data set that contains one observation per user per day (*N*<sub>person</sub>-
We set the dependent variable in this person-day analysis equal to one if a given stickK user created a commitment contract on a given day and zero otherwise.

As in Studies 1 and 2, we create a set of predictor variables indicating a given calendar day’s proximity to the beginning of the week (days since the start of the week), the beginning of the month (days since the start of the month), and the beginning of the year (months since the start of the year). Using the same methods described in Study 1, we construct (a) the dummy variable, first workday after a Federal holiday, to indicate whether a given day is the first workday after a Federal holiday, and (b) the variable first workday x fresh start score of Federal holiday, to indicate the extent to which each Federal holiday was rated as a fresh start. We again expect that birthdays represent important personal temporal landmarks and therefore promote a focus on aspirations. For the subset of 42,913 stickK users whose birthdates were available to us, we create the additional predictor variable months since last birthday using the method described in Study 2 ($N_{\text{contracts}} = 65,845$).

We control for stickK’s considerable growth in users and contracts during our study period. For each calendar day in our dataset, we create a control variable, days since launch, to indicate the number of days elapsed since the start of our dataset. We also include its quadratic term to control for the potentially non-linear trend in the growth of the stickK customer population.$^{13}$

**Results**

---

$^{13}$ Our independent variables of interests remained qualitatively the same in terms of magnitude and statistical significance if we excluded the quadratic term from our regression models.
All types of commitment contracts. Consistent with our hypothesis, we find that goal contracts are created more frequently at the beginning of the week than at the end of the week, as indicated by a significant, negative coefficient on days since the start of the week in our regression models (see Models 9 and 10 in Table 4). Also, the significant, negative coefficients on days since the start of the month and months since the start of the year in Models 9 and 10 in Table 4 indicate that people create more new goals at the beginning of the month and year as compared with the end of the month and year.

Further, as we hypothesized, the total number of commitment contracts increases immediately following Federal holidays, and the magnitude of this increase is larger after holidays rated as more likely to elicit fresh start feelings (see Models 9 and 10 in Table 4).

We next turn to an exploration of whether the likelihood that a user creates a contract is higher in the weeks and months immediately following his or her birthday compared with later in the year. For the 42,913 users in our dataset with a known birthdate, the variable months since birthday is a negative and marginally significant predictor of the likelihood that a user will create a goal contract on a given day (see Model 10 in Table 4). This suggests that people are more motivated to pursue goals following a birthday than preceding one. In a regression where we replace months since birthday with 11 dummy variables to indicate each month in a person’s birth year (with

---

14 In a separate regression where we replace days since the start of the week with six indicator variables – one for each day of the week from Tuesday to Sunday (with Monday omitted) – we find that the number of commitment contracts created is significantly higher on Mondays than on any other day of the week (all p’s <0.05 except the comparison with Tuesday; see Models A9 and A10 in Appendix E).

15 Note that we do not expect the 21st birthday to differ from other birthdays (and do not find that it differs) when it comes to general goal setting. The legal option to purchase alcohol may alter one’s immediate inclination to exercise (Study 2) but it should not affect one’s general inclination to set goals (Study 3).
the half-birthday month marker as the omitted reference month), we find that people are significantly more likely to create a commitment contract during the first month after a birthday than during the month of their half-birthday ($\beta = 7.0 \times 10^{-5}, p < 0.05$), and they also show an (insignificant) trend of creating fewer commitment contracts in the last month before their birthday relative to their half-birthday month ($\beta = -3.4 \times 10^{-5}, p > 0.10$).

Figure 3 illustrates that the magnitude of these effects is quite large in comparison with the impact of *ABC News* releasing a feature article about stickK in March, 2012 (Farnham 2012), a benchmark event that we would expect to dramatically increase attention to stickK (indeed, this article significantly increased the number of contracts created on the day of its release; $p < 0.05$). For example, the increase in an individual’s probability of creating a contract right after a Federal holiday (relative to other more mundane days) is four times as large as the effect of the release of this *ABC News* article.

**Commitment contracts for custom goals.** It is important to address the possibility that some of our findings in Studies 1 and 2 could be driven by over-indulgence associated with certain types of temporal landmarks (e.g. holidays, weekends, birthdays), which might lead to subsequent compensatory exercising and dieting. To address this possibility, we investigate the patterns described above for custom goals that are not health-related. As described above, when creating a custom goal, stickK provides a list of goal sub-categories and requires users to check all sub-categories that apply. The list of sub-categories encompasses a broad set of domains, including many that are not directly related to health (specifically, these include: career, education and knowledge, money and finance, personal relationships, green initiatives, home improvement, religion,
family and relationships, as well as hobbies and recreation). Examples of health-irrelevant custom goals that are featured on www.stickK.com include “being on time”, “spending more time with family”, “helping others”, “learning something new”, and “reducing debt” (http://www.stickk.com, accessed July 28, 2013). To ensure that the fresh start effect is not simply the result of compensatory cutbacks following overindulgence, we focus on custom goals for which stickK users did not select any health-related sub-categories ($N_{contracts} = 15,213, N_{days} = 866, N_{users} = 10,074$). Using the same OLS regression model specifications described above in the Analysis Strategy section of Study 3, we predict the total number of contracts created each day for health-irrelevant custom goals.

As predicted, health-irrelevant custom goal contracts (see Table 4, Models 11 and 12) are created more frequently at the beginning of the week, month, and year, following Federal holidays, and particularly after holidays rated as more like a fresh start, compared with other days. Although there is a trend whereby more health-irrelevant custom goals are initiated following a birthday, this trend is not significant (see Table 4, Model 12).

Models 13-15 in Table 5 report regression results for the three most popular health-irrelevant custom goals (career, education and knowledge, and money and finance), which all show these same trends.

**Robustness across goal types.** We find the same basic patterns of results when we separately analyze health-relevant custom goals as well as the five types of standard goal contracts offered by stickK: *exercise regularly, lose weight, maintain weight, quit*
smoking, and run a race. See Models 16-21 in Table 5 for regression results broken down by goal type.

**Discussion**

Consistent with our hypothesis, Study 3 shows that relative to baseline, people are more likely to commit to their goals at the beginning of a new week (by 62.9%), month (by 23.6%), or year (by 145.3%), and following Federal holidays (by 55.1%), as well as following their birthdays (by 2.6%) (Model 10 in Table 4). Further, Study 3 provides evidence that the fresh start effect pertains to a broad set of health-irrelevant goals (e.g., career, education and knowledge, and personal relationships). This suggests that the increase in aspirational behaviors following temporal landmarks that we document throughout this paper cannot be parsimoniously explained by the physiological need to offset overindulgence.

**General Discussion**

Across three field studies, we find evidence of a fresh start effect whereby people exhibit a higher likelihood of engaging in aspirational behaviors following temporal landmarks such as the initiation of new calendar cycles (e.g., the start of a new week, month, year, or academic semester), holidays, and birthdays. We analyze a broad set of aspirational activities: web searches for the term “diet”, gym attendance, and the creation of commitment contracts to support a wide range of different goals. The effects we document are large in magnitude, suggesting that the fresh start effect has meaningful implications for individual and societal welfare.

The fresh start effect documented in this paper is consistent with two psychological processes we proposed to parsimoniously explain it. First, new mental
accounting periods as demarcated by temporal landmarks psychologically distance the current self from past imperfections, propelling people to behave in line with their new, positive self-image. Second, temporal landmarks interrupt attention to day-to-day minutiae, causing people to take a big-picture view of their lives and thus focus more on achieving their goals. This paper relies on field data to demonstrate the existence of the fresh start effect, but it does not offer a direct test of the underlying mechanisms responsible for this effect. Thus, future research documenting the psychological processes that underlie the fresh start effect would be extremely valuable. In the next section, we discuss and provide evidence that helps rule out a number of uninteresting alternative explanations for our findings.

**Alternative Explanations**

One concern with our findings is that people tend to engage in activities prior to (or during) temporal landmarks that harm goal pursuit, and our findings might simply reflect a rational attempt to offset these bad behaviors after temporal landmarks. For example, the fresh start effect could simply be attributed to the desire to counteract excessive caloric intake associated with weekends and holidays. We can rule out this alternative explanation in a number of ways. First, in Study 3, we rule out this alternative explanation by showing that following temporal landmarks, commitment contracts for health-irrelevant goals increase. Second, when we remove holidays that are particular excuses for gluttony (Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas), we still find a significant uptick in aspirational behaviors immediately following holidays and school breaks. Third, this compensatory alternative explanation cannot account for our consistent finding that aspirational behaviors are more intense at the start of the
month than at the close of a month since neither the start nor the end of a new month is
associated with increased indulgence. Finally, this alternative explanation suggests that
engagement in aspirational activities would be significantly lower right before temporal
landmarks than on other days. We can directly test whether this is the case by exploring
whether people are indeed significantly less likely to engage in aspirational behaviors
immediately before temporal landmarks than on other days across our three field data
sets.

Although we hypothesize that temporal landmarks elevate the frequency of
aspirational behaviors and that these effects weaken as people perceive temporal
landmarks to be further away, our hypothesis does not predict that engagement in
aspirational behaviors will be significantly lower in the short period immediately
preceding (or during) a temporal landmark than on any other, typical day. Therefore, we
created indicator variables for weekends, the last seven days of each month, the last seven
days of each year, the seven days preceding the first workday after each Federal holiday
(Studies 1 and 3), the seven days preceding the first school day after each school break
(Study 2), the seven days preceding each semester’s start (Study 2), and the seven days
immediately before and including a person’s birthday (Studies 2 and 3). We then added
these additional predictor variables to our primary regression models (Models 1, 6, 7, 8, 9
and 10). If our findings were simply attributable to reduced engagement in aspirational
behaviors prior to temporal landmarks, we would expect the coefficients on these new
predictor variables to be significant and negative. In fact, among 29 new predictor
variables across six regression models, only three predictor variables have a significant,
negative coefficient at the 5% level, which is not significantly more than the number that would be expected by chance. In addition, the inclusion of these predictor variables does not qualitatively change the coefficients on our primary predictor variables, which remain essentially the same in terms of magnitude and statistical significance. Therefore, it is unlikely that our findings are solely driven by people’s reduced engagement in aspirational behaviors prior to temporal landmarks.

Another alternative explanation for our findings is that people do not have enough time and energy to tackle their goals before temporal landmarks and thus put off aspirational behaviors until after temporal landmarks have passed. Such an alternative account suggests that the period before a temporal landmark is not a good time to initiate goal pursuit and thus should be associated with a significant dip in the frequency of aspirational behaviors, but the analyses described above show that this is not the case. Further, while it is likely that the arrivals of some new mental accounting periods (e.g., following a wedding or a job change) are accompanied by more free time to tackle goals than the windows preceding them, people do not typically have more free time to pursue aspirational activities following most of the types of temporal landmarks studied in this paper (e.g., the beginning of a new week, the beginning of a new month, the first workday after a holiday, or during the first few months following a birthday) than before these temporal landmarks (e.g., on the weekend, at the end of the month, before or during a holiday, or in the few months preceding a birthday). To further address this alternative explanation, however, we recruited 53 participants online from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to participate in a survey about daily activities. They were first asked to list three
activities that they had the tendency to put off doing until a future date when they thought they would have more time and energy. Next, participants were asked to select the subset of activities from their list that were not aspirational (see Appendix F for the exact questions). A research assistant removed activities that fit our definition of “aspirational” and then identified the most frequently listed activity that participants tended to put off doing and that was not aspirational in nature: “laundry.” Following the procedures described in Study 1, we downloaded daily Google search volume for this word from January 1, 2004 to June 30, 2012. We neither predict nor find that searches for “laundry” systematically increase following the temporal landmarks examined in Model 1 (see Model 4 in Table 1), suggesting that temporal landmarks do not simply increase the interest in all types of activities that require planning, time, and energy.

There are several other potential explanations for the documented fresh start effect besides the psychological processes we propose that can be ruled out. First, it could be argued that people generally embrace all types of new activities at the beginning of new cycles. Study 3 helps address this alternative account by showing that the fresh start effect is not confined to the adoption of new habits. For example, temporal landmarks are followed by an increase in the number of commitment contracts created for smoking cessation, an aspirational behavior that disrupts an existing habit (see Table 5). To further address this alternative account, we recruited another 49 participants online from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to list three “new” activities that they had never engaged in before but would consider pursuing in the future. As in the survey we described above, we again asked participants to indicate the subset of activities on their list that were not
aspirational (see Appendix F for the exact questions) and asked a research assistant to remove activities that fit our definition of “aspirational”. “Gardening” was the most frequently listed “new” activity that was not aspirational in nature. We did not find that Google searches for “gardening” systematically increase following the temporal landmarks examined in Study 1 (see Model 5 in Table 1), suggesting that temporal landmarks do not induce increased engagement in all types of new activities.

It is also important to note that some temporal landmarks, particularly personally-meaningful life events (e.g., a wedding, a job change) tend to alter one’s surroundings and daily routines, which in turn trigger certain habitual actions. Past research has shown that altering one’s surroundings and routines can lead to behavior change (Wood, Tam, & Witt, 2005). For example, a move to a new residence may promote a healthy lifestyle because recurring stimuli that cue old, unhealthy habits no longer exist (e.g., a favorite bakery is now far away). Alternatively, a move to a new residence may promote an unhealthy lifestyle because a favorite salad shop is no longer nearby and instead an ice cream parlor is just down the street. There are several reasons why we believe we can rule out this explanation for our findings. First, while many temporal landmarks do disrupt routines, many of those we study (e.g., the start of a new week/month, the celebration of a birthday) do not typically alter routines significantly. In fact, weekly and monthly cycles may actually reinforce routines. Second, this past research on habit disruption does not clearly predict whether contextual shifts that may be induced by certain types of temporal landmarks will lead to increases in aspirational or harmful behaviors. In fact, there is evidence that routine changes can disrupt beneficial habits
such as reading the newspaper (Wood et al., 2005). Thus, past research on routines and habit formation does not seem likely to explain the fresh start effect detected in this paper.

It could be argued that some temporal landmarks associated with relaxation, such as weekends and holidays, might replenish self-regulatory resources, restoring the self-control that people need to tackle aspirational behaviors (Baumeister et al., 1998). Though repletion could contribute to the elevated motivation to pursue goals that we detect following weekends and holidays and strengthen the impact of the psychological processes highlighted in the Conceptual Framework section, this account cannot explain why people choose to engage in aspirational activities at a higher rate following the start of a new month or immediately following a birthday. Also, more nuanced analyses of our field data suggest that the observed fresh start effect is unlikely to be solely driven by changes in self-regulatory resources. Specifically, this alternative account predicts that the frequency of aspirational behaviors should be higher on Saturday and Sunday than Friday because having a day off from work or school is relaxing. However, eight regression models where we replace *days since the start of the week* with six indicator variables – one for each day of the week from Tuesday to Sunday (with Monday omitted) – provide no consistent evidence that Friday is associated with lower engagement in aspirational behaviors than either Saturday or Sunday (see Models A1, A6-8, and A9-12 in Appendices C, D, and E, respectively). In concurrent research exploring the mechanism underlying the fresh start effect through laboratory experiments, Dai, Milkman, and Riis (2015) show that people are more motivated to pursue aspirational
behaviors following more psychologically meaningful temporal landmarks (e.g., a meaningful birthday or job change) than objectively commensurate but less psychologically meaningful temporal landmark (e.g., a typical birthday or job change). These findings help rule out relaxation as the sole explanation for the fresh start effect because psychologically meaningful temporal landmarks would not be expected to provide greater opportunities for relaxation than objectively identical but less meaningful landmarks.

**Implications**

The fresh start effect has significant practical implications for individual decision makers, managers, and policy makers. First, individuals can not only take advantage of their fresh start feelings at naturally-arising temporal landmarks to follow through on good intentions, but they may also be able construct fresh starts themselves by strategically “creating” turning points in their personal histories, such as moving to a new residence to start over (a previously-named phenomenon called “relocation therapy”; Kaufman, 2013). Second, our findings suggest new ways in which people may be effectively “nudged” (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008) to begin pursuing their aspirations. For example, messages designed to promote aspirational behaviors may be most impactful at fresh start moments (e.g., the beginning of a new month, right after holidays) when message recipients will be more interested in striving to achieve their long-term goals, as shown in this paper. Further, marketers of products designed to help people attain desirable objectives (e.g., retirement counseling services, gym memberships, online education programs) may best appeal to consumers’ desires for self-improvement by advertising at fresh start moments.
Another implication of this research is that framing certain days as opportunities for a fresh start (e.g., birthdays, the start of a new week/month/year, etc.) may help people make choices that maximize their odds of achieving their aspirations. For example, employers could potentially reframe transition points in the workplace (e.g., a desk move, or a return from vacation) to increase the adoption of aspirational activities (e.g., attending training workshops or onsite biometric screenings).

An important question related to the practical implications of fresh start effects is how long fresh-start feelings persist following the incidence of a temporal landmark. Plots (see Appendix G) suggest that the elevated motivation we document in this paper spikes on the first workday after a Federal holiday and declines rapidly thereafter, whereas motivation wears off much more gradually over the course of each week, month, year, and semester. However, it is worth noting that even fleeting fresh start feelings following temporal landmarks can potentially be valuable for at least two reasons. First, the abundance of fresh-start opportunities throughout the year offer repeated chances for people to attempt positive self-change, so even if they initially fail, they may subsequently succeed (Polivy & Herman, 2002). Second, transient increases in motivation may be sufficient to help people fulfill important one-shot goals such as receiving a medical test or signing up for a 401(k) account with monthly payroll deductions. In this paper, we primarily study aspirational behaviors where the end goal requires engaging in a series of goal-directed actions (e.g., dieting, exercising, committing to a personal goal). It would be valuable for future research to examine the
extent to which temporal landmarks can spur aspirational behaviors that only require a single action (e.g., getting a vaccine, donating to a charity).

**Limitations and Future Directions**

The empirical evidence presented in this paper primarily focuses on temporal landmarks associated with socially-constructed timetables (including the yearly calendar, work calendar, and academic calendar). Birthdays are the one exception and example of personally-relevant temporal landmarks studied here. Further, we focus on the Gregorian calendar given its relevance to the settings studied. Future research exploring and comparing a broader set of temporal landmarks, including temporal landmarks on different calendars (e.g., the Chinese New Year, the Jewish New Year) as well as additional personal landmarks (e.g., religious conversions, relocations, job changes, etc.) would be valuable. We expect that the fresh start effect likely extends to all temporal landmarks, not only those examined in this paper, though certain types of temporal landmarks may produce stronger effects than others (Dai et al., 2015).

In addition, the temporal landmarks highlighted here are all associated with either neutral or positive experiences. Temporal landmarks of negative valence (e.g., a divorce, the death of a family member) may not immediately increase motivation to pursue aspirations if people need to first cope with stressful experiences (Cohen & Hoberman, 1983). It would be valuable for future research to explore whether the fresh start effect extends to temporal landmarks stained by negative emotions such as grief and anger.

Our findings raise a number of other questions worthy of exploration. One such question is how the anticipation of a temporal landmark affects behavior. Some recent work suggests that people might feel less compelled to begin pursuing their goals when
upcoming landmark events are highlighted because the future self (who will benefit from goal pursuit) feels more disconnected from the current self (Bartels & Rips, 2010; Bartels & Urminsky, 2011; Tu & Soman, 2014). On the other hand, Peetz and Wilson (2013) contend that when an intervening landmark event and a future desirable state are both made salient, the discrepancy between the current self and the future, desired self is highlighted, which motivates beneficial behaviors. Another possibility is that people may use upcoming landmarks as self-imposed deadlines and attempt to bring ongoing goals to closure by these deadlines (e.g., finish reading a book, complete an assignment). Our research suggests two other possible effects of anticipating an upcoming temporal landmark. First, anticipated temporal landmarks might liberate people to make goal-incongruent choices if they anticipate wiping the slate clean after an upcoming temporal landmark (Zhang, Fishbach, & Dhar, 2007). Second, if a decision maker foresees that a better opportunity to pursue her aspirations will arise following an impending landmark (e.g., after her next birthday), she may strategically delay launching her plans until after the landmark. Future research exploring these possibilities would be valuable.

Further, future research could explore if and how social influence reinforces the fresh start effect. For example, a spike in goal pursuit on January 1 may partly reflect a social bandwagon effect. Though other fresh start moments highlighted in the current research (e.g., the beginning of the week or month) attract less attention, the fresh start effects we observe across three studies could be magnified in part by a social contagion process whereby others’ engagement in aspirational activities stimulates increases in our own goal motivation. Exploring this hypothesis in future research would be valuable.
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Table 1. Ordinary Least Squares Regressions to Predict Daily Google Search Volume for Various Search Terms (Study 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Google search term:</th>
<th>Diet (Model 1)</th>
<th>News (Model 2)</th>
<th>Weather (Model 3)</th>
<th>Laundry (Model 4)</th>
<th>Gardening (Model 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generic calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the week (Monday)</td>
<td>-1.63***</td>
<td>-2.09***</td>
<td>0.72***</td>
<td>1.89***</td>
<td>2.23***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.08)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.10)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the month</td>
<td>-0.09***</td>
<td>-0.05*</td>
<td>0.09^</td>
<td>1.8e-03</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since the start of the year</td>
<td>-3.81***</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>-1.02*</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.42)</td>
<td>(0.45)</td>
<td>(0.83)</td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td>(1.88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First workday after a federal holiday</td>
<td>7.40***</td>
<td>-1.76*</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>2.89**</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.73)</td>
<td>(0.84)</td>
<td>(0.76)</td>
<td>(0.94)</td>
<td>(1.11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First workday x Fresh start score of federal holiday</td>
<td>6.78***</td>
<td>-2.19***</td>
<td>2.27*</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-3.25***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.65)</td>
<td>(0.54)</td>
<td>(0.73)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td>(0.75)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed effects for each three-month download interval</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>3,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Model 1 reports the coefficients from an OLS regression predicting the relative Google search volume for “diet” as a function of a given day’s proximity to a variety of calendar markers. Models 2-5 predict search volume for the placebo terms “news”, “weather”, “laundry”, and “gardening” respectively, using the same regression specification as Model 1. Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the three-month interval level.

^ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001
Table 2. Ordinary Least Squares Regressions to Predict Daily Undergraduate Gym Attendance (Study 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample:</th>
<th></th>
<th>All undergraduate gym members</th>
<th>Members with birthday information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average gym visits per hour</td>
<td>Daily individual indicator&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 6</td>
<td>Model 7</td>
<td>Model 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generic calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the week (Monday)</td>
<td>-2.12***</td>
<td>-3.5e-03***</td>
<td>-3.5e-03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the month</td>
<td>-0.37***</td>
<td>-4.3e-04***</td>
<td>-3.9e-04**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since the start of the year</td>
<td>-0.66**</td>
<td>-9.6e-04**</td>
<td>-7.1e-04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since the start of the semester</td>
<td>-6.97***</td>
<td>-9.8e-03***</td>
<td>-9.7e-03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First day after a school break</td>
<td>15.53***</td>
<td>0.02**</td>
<td>0.03**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal calendar predictor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since last birthday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls for school session&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Yes&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects for each gym member</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>5,265,104</td>
<td>722,362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of gym members</td>
<td>11,912</td>
<td>11,912</td>
<td>2,076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Models 6–8 report the results from OLS regressions in which the dependent measure is the daily average visits per hour at a university gym (Model 6) and the likelihood that a given person visited the university gym on a given day (Models 7 and 8). Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the date level in Models 7 and 8. Predictor variables include measures of a given day’s proximity to a variety of temporal landmarks.

<sup>a</sup> School session control variables include normal school session indicator (during the fall and spring semesters), summer session indicator, final exam period indicator, and days since the exam period starts.

<sup>b</sup> Besides school session control variables, the number of operating hours on each date is included as a control variable.

<sup>p</sup> < 0.10; * < 0.05; ** < 0.01; *** < 0.001
Table 3. Summary Statistics for Goal Contracts Created on stickK.com from October 1, 2010, to February 13, 2013, by Goal Category (Study 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal Category</th>
<th>Total contracts</th>
<th>Daily contracts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>% of all contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom goal</td>
<td>28,830</td>
<td>43.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health-irrelevant custom goal</td>
<td>15,213</td>
<td>23.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health-relevant custom goal</td>
<td>12,976</td>
<td>19.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise regularly</td>
<td>10,759</td>
<td>16.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lose weight</td>
<td>23,823</td>
<td>36.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain weight</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quit smoking</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run a race</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All types of goals</td>
<td>66,062</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a The data set does not contain sub-category information for all custom goals, but instead for a subset of 28,189 (or 98% of) custom goals.
Table 4. Ordinary Least Squares Regressions to Predict Daily Creation of Commitment Contracts on stickK.com in Aggregate (Study 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal category:</th>
<th>All categories</th>
<th>Health-irrelevant custom goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression outcome variable:</td>
<td>Daily number of contracts</td>
<td>Did individual create a goal? (Y=1, N=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 9</td>
<td>Model 10⁠</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generic calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the week (Monday)</td>
<td>-5.73***</td>
<td>-1.2e-04***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.79)</td>
<td>(1.7e-05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the month</td>
<td>-0.49**</td>
<td>-1.0e-05**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.18)</td>
<td>(3.2e-06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since the start of the year</td>
<td>-6.09***</td>
<td>-1.2e-04***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.43)</td>
<td>(1.1e-05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First workday after a federal holiday</td>
<td>41.96***</td>
<td>8.0e-04**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9.34)</td>
<td>(2.3e-04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First workday x Fresh start score of federal holiday</td>
<td>67.74***</td>
<td>1.3e-03**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8.60)</td>
<td>(3.7e-04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal calendar predictor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since last birthday</td>
<td>-3.4e-06^</td>
<td>-1.8e-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.9e-06)</td>
<td>(5.1e-07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since launch⁠</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.5e-05^</td>
<td>9.7e-10⁠</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.8e-05)</td>
<td>(5.8e-10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects for each stickK user</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>37,162,658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stickK users⁠</td>
<td>43,012</td>
<td>42,913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>2.3e-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Models 9 and 11 predict the daily number of commitment contracts associated with all types of goals (Model 9) and health-irrelevant custom goals (Model 11). Models 10c and 12 predict the likelihood that a given user created a goal contract on a given day for all types of goals (Model 10) and for health-irrelevant custom goals (Model 12). Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the date level for Models 10 and 12. Across all models, independent variables include measures of a given day’s proximity to a variety of temporal landmarks.

This regression model includes the 99.5% of users whose birthdates were available to us.

This represents the number of stickK users who created at least one commitment contract in a corresponding goal category and thus were included in each corresponding regression model.

We only include regression results for the 42,913 users with a known birthdate because these users account for more than 99.5% of all users in our data set. When we predict the likelihood of creating a commitment contract on a given day as a function of the aforementioned predictors (with the exception of months since last birthday) for all 43,012 users in our data set, the regression results we obtain are virtually identical.

^ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001
**Table 5. Ordinary Least Squares Regressions to Predict Daily Creation of Commitment Contracts on stickK.com by Goal Category (Study 3)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression outcome variable: Daily number of contracts</th>
<th>Goal category:</th>
<th>Career</th>
<th>Education and knowledge</th>
<th>Money and finance</th>
<th>Health-relevant custom goals</th>
<th>Regular exercise</th>
<th>Weight loss</th>
<th>Weight maintenance</th>
<th>Smoking cessation</th>
<th>Running a race</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 13</td>
<td>Model 14</td>
<td>Model 15</td>
<td>Model 16</td>
<td>Model 17</td>
<td>Model 18</td>
<td>Model 19</td>
<td>Model 20</td>
<td>Model 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generic calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the week (Monday)</td>
<td>-0.59***</td>
<td>-0.25***</td>
<td>-0.08*</td>
<td>-0.95***</td>
<td>-1.03***</td>
<td>-2.30***</td>
<td>-0.04**</td>
<td>-0.17***</td>
<td>-0.09***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.16)</td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the month</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.02*</td>
<td>-0.06*</td>
<td>-0.07*</td>
<td>-0.29**</td>
<td>-2.1e-03</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>8.1e-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(2.7e-03)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(4.0e-03)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since the start of the year</td>
<td>-0.33***</td>
<td>-0.30***</td>
<td>-0.13***</td>
<td>-1.05***</td>
<td>-1.08***</td>
<td>-2.41***</td>
<td>-0.02**</td>
<td>-0.12***</td>
<td>-0.07***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(0.22)</td>
<td>(6.5e-03)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(9.8e-03)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First workday after a federal holiday</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.93**</td>
<td>0.94*</td>
<td>6.77***</td>
<td>7.37***</td>
<td>20.10***</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.16**</td>
<td>0.55*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.64)</td>
<td>(0.73)</td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td>(1.54)</td>
<td>(1.87)</td>
<td>(4.80)</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
<td>(0.35)</td>
<td>(0.21)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First workday x Fresh start score of federal holiday</td>
<td>1.85**</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.21***</td>
<td>7.48***</td>
<td>13.22***</td>
<td>36.64***</td>
<td>9.6e-03</td>
<td>1.42***</td>
<td>0.34*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.59)</td>
<td>(0.67)</td>
<td>(0.37)</td>
<td>(1.42)</td>
<td>(1.72)</td>
<td>(4.42)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.33)</td>
<td>(0.20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since lunch</td>
<td>-1.3e-03</td>
<td>-1.3e-03</td>
<td>9.0e-05</td>
<td>9.2e-05***</td>
<td>-3.8e-03</td>
<td>4.8e-03</td>
<td>6.0e-04*</td>
<td>6.9e-04</td>
<td>-6.4e-04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.7e-03)</td>
<td>(2.0e-03)</td>
<td>(1.1e-03)</td>
<td>(1.0e-03)</td>
<td>(5.1e-03)</td>
<td>(3.8e-04)</td>
<td>(9.6e-04)</td>
<td>(5.8e-04)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since lunch³</td>
<td>7.0e-06***</td>
<td>5.5e-06*</td>
<td>1.2e-06</td>
<td>1.9e-06</td>
<td>9.4e-06</td>
<td>1.9e-06</td>
<td>-6.7e-07</td>
<td>-1.4e-07</td>
<td>8.3e-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.9e-06)</td>
<td>(2.2e-06)</td>
<td>(1.2e-06)</td>
<td>(1.0e-03)</td>
<td>(5.7e-06)</td>
<td>(1.5e-05)</td>
<td>(4.3e-07)</td>
<td>(1.1e-06)</td>
<td>(6.4e-07)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of stickK users⁴</td>
<td>3.068</td>
<td>2.944</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>8.493</td>
<td>9.695</td>
<td>20.273</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>1.329</td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** Models 13–21 predict the daily number of commitment contracts associated with each of the three most popular health-irrelevant custom goals (Models 13–15), all health-irrelevant custom goals combined (Model 16), as well as each of the five standard goals (Models 17–21). Across all models, independent variables include measures of a given day’s proximity to a variety of temporal landmarks.

⁵ This represents the number of stickK users who created at least one commitment contract in a corresponding goal category and thus were included in each corresponding regression model.

[^p: p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001]
Figure 1. Changes in the Fitted Daily Search Volume for the Term “Diet” as a Function of the Date and Its Proximity to a Variety of Temporal Landmarks (Study 1)

Note. These effects are compared with the effect of the New York Times releasing a report about a promising new diet pill (Pollack 2005) on searches for the term “diet.”
Figure 2. Changes in the Fitted Probability of Going to the Gym as a Function of the Date and Its Proximity to a Variety of Temporal Landmarks (Study 2)

Note. These effects are compared with the effect of a one-hour increase in the gym’s operating hours on the likelihood of going to the gym.
Figure 3. Changes in the Fitted Probability of Creating a Commitment Contract as a Function of the Date and Its Proximity to a Variety of Temporal Landmarks (Study 3)

Note. These effects are compared with the effect of *ABC News* releasing an article featuring stickK (Farnham 2012) on the likelihood of creating a commitment contract.
Appendix A. Description of Data from Google Insights for Search (Analyzed in Study 1)

Google Insights for Search provides data on the relative search volume for a given term on Google based on the raw number of searches for that term. The data provided by Google has the following features, which are described on the Google Insights for Search website:

1. It excludes repeated queries: “Our system also eliminates repeated queries from a single user over a short period of time, so that the level of interest isn't artificially impacted by these types of queries.”

2. Data is normalized: “…All the results in Google Insights for Search are normalized, which means that we've divided the sets of data by a common variable to cancel out the variable's effect on the data. Doing so allows the underlying characteristics of the data sets to be compared. If we didn't normalize the results and displayed the absolute rankings instead, data from regions generating the most search volume would always be ranked high.”

3. Data is scaled: “The data is displayed on a scale of 0 to 100. To arrive at those values, we first normalize the data. After normalization, we divide each point on the graph by the highest value and then multiply by 100. Different plots are not comparable unless they share the same original highest value before scaling.”

4. Data values below a certain threshold are recorded as zeros: “…Insights designates a certain threshold of traffic for search terms, so that those with low volume won't appear.”

---


Appendix B. Survey Question Used to Generate Holidays’ Fresh Start Ratings

Question

Think about the following days in a typical man’s life. To what extent would each day (or the day just after it) feel like a fresh start? (1 = Not at all; 7=Very much)

List of holidays

- New Year’s Day (January 1st)
- Martin Luther King Day (the third Monday of January; January 16th in 2012)
- Groundhog Day (February 2nd)
- Valentine’s Day (February 14th)
- President’s Day (the third Monday of February; February 20th in 2012)
- The day when Daylight Saving Time begins (the Second Sunday in March; March 11th in 2012)
- St. Patrick’s Day (March 17th)
- April Fool’s Day (April 1st)
- Tax Day (usually April 15th; April 16th in 2012)
- Earth Day (April 22nd)
- National Secretary's Day (the Wednesday of the last full week of April; April 25th in 2012)
- Mother’s Day (the second Sunday of May; May 13th in 2012)
- Memorial Day (the last Monday of May; May 28th in 2012)
- Flag Day (June 14th)
- Father’s Day (June 17th in 2012)
- Independence Day (July 4th in 2012)
- Labor Day (the first Monday of September; September 3rd in 2012)
- Patriot Day or 9/11 (Sep 11th)
- Columbus Day (the second Monday of October; October 8th in 2012)
- Halloween (October 31st)
- The day when Daylight Saving Time ends (the first Sunday in November; November 4th in 2012)
- Election Day (the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November; November 6th in 2012)
- Veteran’s Day (November 11th)
- Thanksgiving Day (the fourth Thursday of November; November 22nd in 2012)
- Black Friday (the day after Thanksgiving; November 23rd in 2012)
- Christmas Day (December 25th)
### Appendix C. Additional Regression Results with Google Search Data (Study 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Google search term:</th>
<th>Diet</th>
<th>News</th>
<th>Weather</th>
<th>Laundry</th>
<th>Gardening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model A1</td>
<td>Model A2</td>
<td>Model A3</td>
<td>Model A4</td>
<td>Model A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generic calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>-3.82***</td>
<td>1.15***</td>
<td>-2.75***</td>
<td>-5.40***</td>
<td>-5.02***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.33)</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td>(0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>-5.10***</td>
<td>2.69***</td>
<td>-1.26*</td>
<td>-6.82***</td>
<td>-7.28***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.37)</td>
<td>(0.36)</td>
<td>(0.50)</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
<td>(0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>-8.36***</td>
<td>2.90***</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-7.33***</td>
<td>-8.11***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td>(0.39)</td>
<td>(0.63)</td>
<td>(0.37)</td>
<td>(0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>-13.82***</td>
<td>1.75***</td>
<td>3.20**</td>
<td>-7.84***</td>
<td>-7.87***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
<td>(0.83)</td>
<td>(0.36)</td>
<td>(0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>-13.50***</td>
<td>-10.70***</td>
<td>3.39**</td>
<td>3.78***</td>
<td>6.02***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.42)</td>
<td>(0.59)</td>
<td>(0.95)</td>
<td>(0.55)</td>
<td>(0.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>-5.82***</td>
<td>-11.18***</td>
<td>1.24^</td>
<td>11.74***</td>
<td>13.55***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.38)</td>
<td>(0.66)</td>
<td>(0.66)</td>
<td>(0.74)</td>
<td>(0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the month</td>
<td>-0.09***</td>
<td>-0.04^</td>
<td>0.09^</td>
<td>-1.4e-03</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since the start of the year</td>
<td>-3.78***</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>-0.95*</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.42)</td>
<td>(0.45)</td>
<td>(0.83)</td>
<td>(0.40)</td>
<td>(1.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First workday after a federal holiday</td>
<td>7.21***</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>1.70^</td>
<td>2.07*</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.69)</td>
<td>(0.84)</td>
<td>(0.85)</td>
<td>(0.94)</td>
<td>(1.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First workday x Fresh start score of federal holiday</td>
<td>6.99***</td>
<td>-2.23**</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-3.31***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.63)</td>
<td>(0.68)</td>
<td>(1.07)</td>
<td>(0.54)</td>
<td>(0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed effects for each three-month download interval</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>3,104</td>
<td>3,104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R^2</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** Models A1-A5 report coefficients from OLS regressions predicting the relative Google search volume for the term “diet” and the placebo terms “news,” “weather,” “laundry,” and “gardening” respectively as a function of a given day’s proximity to a variety of breaking points. The models here rely on identical specifications to those presented in Table 1, Models 1-5 in the main manuscript with one exception: the continuous measure days since the start of the week is replaced with six indicator variables – one for each day of the week from Tuesday to Sunday (with Monday omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the three-month interval level; these intervals correspond to the time periods over which Google’s data was automatically scaled (see Appendix A).

^p < 0.10; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001
### Appendix D. Additional Regression Results with Gym Attendance Data (Study 2)

#### Sample:
Members with birthday information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression outcome variable</th>
<th>All undergraduate gym members</th>
<th>Members with birthday information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model A6</td>
<td>Model A7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Generic calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>-3.40</td>
<td>-3.1e-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.77)</td>
<td>(3.7e-03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>-7.68**</td>
<td>-0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.75)</td>
<td>(3.7e-03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>-9.29**</td>
<td>-0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.78)</td>
<td>(3.6e-03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>-10.96***</td>
<td>-0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.80)</td>
<td>(4.0e-03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>-11.09***</td>
<td>-0.02***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.81)</td>
<td>(5.3e-03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>-13.86***</td>
<td>-0.02***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.80)</td>
<td>(4.8e-03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days since the start of the month</td>
<td>-0.38***</td>
<td>-2.4e-04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
<td>(1.1e-04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since the start of the year</td>
<td>-0.66**</td>
<td>-1.1e-03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.22)</td>
<td>(2.8e-04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Academic calendar predictors</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since the start of the semester</td>
<td>-7.02***</td>
<td>-5.4e-03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.91)</td>
<td>(8.5e-04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First day after a school break</td>
<td>15.61**</td>
<td>0.03**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.47)</td>
<td>(8.4e-03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal calendar predictor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months since last birthday</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Controls for school session | Yes | Yes | Yes |
| Fixed effects for each gym member | No | Yes | Yes |
| Observations                | 442 | 5,265,104 | 722,362 |
| Number of gym members       | 11,912 | 11,912 | 2,076 |
| R²                           | 0.67 | 0.14 | 0.14 |

**Notes.** Models A6-A8 report coefficients from OLS regressions in which the dependent measure is the daily average hourly attendance at the university gym in our study (Model A6) and the likelihood that a given person visited the university gym on a given day (Models A7-A8). The models here rely on identical specifications to those presented in Table 2, Models 6-8 in the main manuscript with one exception: the continuous measure days since the start of the week is replaced with six indicator variables – one for each day of the week from Tuesday to Sunday (with Monday omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the date level in Models 7 and 8.

*a School session control variables include normal school session indicator (during the fall and spring semesters), summer session indicator, final exam period indicator, and days since the exam period starts.

*b Besides school session control variables, the number of operating hours on each date is included as a control variable.

^p < 0.10; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001
Appendix E. Additional Regression Results with stickK Commitment Contract Data (Study 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal category:</th>
<th>All categories</th>
<th>Health-irrelevant custom goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression outcome variable:</td>
<td>Daily number of contracts</td>
<td>Daily number of contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Did individual create a goal? (Y=1, N=0)</td>
<td>Did individual create a goal? (Y=1, N=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model A9</td>
<td>Model A10</td>
<td>Model A11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Generic calendar predictors**

| Tuesday | -10.70* | -2.0e-04 | -2.64* | -2.1e-04* |
| Wednesday | -16.28** | -3.0e-04* | -3.75** | -3.0e-04** |
| Thursday | -23.45*** | -4.4e-04*** | -3.85** | -3.1e-04** |
| Friday | -31.38*** | -6.3e-04*** | -5.62*** | -4.9e-04*** |
| Days since the start of the month | -0.50** | -1.0e-05** | -0.06^ | -4.3e-06 |
| Months since the start of the year | -6.08*** | -8.7e-04*** | -5.39*** | -5.0e-04*** |

**Work calendar predictors**

| First workday after a federal holiday | 41.45*** | 7.9e-04** | 5.94** | 5.0e-04* |
| First workday x Fresh start score of federal holiday | 67.06*** | 1.3e-03** | 8.81*** | 5.9e-04* |

**Personal calendar predictor**

| Months since last birthday | -3.4e-06^ | -5.8e-06 |
| Days since launch | -0.01 | -1.8e-07 | -0.01* | -6.6e-07 |
| Days since launch^2 | 5.5e-05^ | 9.7e-10^ | 2.8e-05*** | 2.1e-09*** |
| Fixed effects for each stickK user | No | Yes | No | Yes |
| Observations | 866 | 37,162,658 | 866 | 8,694,640 |
| Number of stickK users^b | 43,012 | 42,913 | 10,074 | 10,040 |
| R^2 | 0.33 | 2.3e-03 | 0.37 | 2.5e-03 |

**Notes.** Models A9 and A11 predict the daily number of commitment contracts associated with all types of goals (Model A9) and health-irrelevant custom goals (Model A11). Models A10 and A12 predict the likelihood that a given user created a goal contract on a given day for all types of goals (Model A10) and for health-irrelevant custom goals (Model A12). The models here rely on identical specifications to those presented in Table 4, Models 9-12 in the main manuscript with one exception: the continuous measure days since the start of the week is replaced with six indicator variables – one for each day of the week from Tuesday to Sunday (with Monday omitted). Standard errors are clustered at the date level for Models A10 and A12.

^ This regression model includes the 99.5% of users whose birthdates were available to us.

^b This represents the number of stickK users who created at least one commitment contract in a corresponding goal category and thus were included in each corresponding regression model.

\(^p < 0.10; ^* p < 0.05; ^** p < 0.01; ^*** p < 0.001\)
Appendix F. Surveys Used to Generate Placebo Search Terms

Instructions on listing activities that people tend to put off

There are some activities that you tend to engage in right away when the inclination strikes you (e.g., getting food when you feel hungry, watching TV when you want to learn the latest news). There are other activities that you tend to put off because you think you will have more time and energy later than you have now.

Please list three activities that you have the tendency to put off doing until a future date when you think you will have more time and energy.

Instructions on listing “new” activities that people do not engage in regularly

There are some activities that you engage in on a daily basis (e.g., eating, reading newspapers). There are also activities that you do not engage in regularly but may consider doing when you want to start something new.

Please list three “new” activities (i.e., not activities of the type that you engage in on a daily basis) that you have never engaged in before but would consider pursuing in the future.

Instructions on selecting activities that are not aspirational

On the previous page, you listed several activities that are reprinted below.

[Insert here activities that participants listed]

Please read the following definition closely:

Aspirational activities are activities that you are aspired to do. They could be any activities that help you achieve your goals or activities that you set a goal to engage in.

Please check the box in front of any activity you do NOT think is aspirational.
Appendix G. Raw Plots of Representative Year-long Periods in Studies 1-3

Panel A. Daily Google search volume for “diet” by date for 2011 (Study 1)

Panel B. The average hourly gym attendance by date of the 2010-2011 calendar year (Study 2)
Panel C. The average daily commitment contracts created on stickK.com by date for 2011 (Study 3)

Notes. Panel A depicts daily searches for the term “diet” on Google from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011. The raw data from Google Insights for Search has been rescaled based on search volumes between April 1, 2004 and June 30, 2004 so it is comparable across all three-month period intervals. Dashed lines correspond to the first day of each month. Each federal holiday is labeled on the first workday following the holiday.

Panel B depicts average hourly gym attendance (equal to the total number of gym visits on a given day divided by the number of hours the gym was open on that day) over the 2010-2011 academic year. Dashed lines correspond to the first day of each month. Days on a grey background arose during while school was in regular session (during the fall or spring semester). Each school break listed on the university’s academic calendar is labeled on the first school day following the relevant school break.

Panel C depicts daily commitment contracts on stickK.com from January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011. Dashed lines correspond to the first day of each month. Each federal holiday is labeled on the first workday following the relevant holiday.
CHAPTER 2
PUT YOUR IMPERFECTIONS BEHIND YOU: WHY AND HOW
MEANINGFUL TEMPORAL LANDMARKS MOTIVATE GOAL PURSUIT

Hengchen Dai, Katherine L. Milkman and Jason Riis

ABSTRACT

Pursuing our goals is challenging and we can’t always muster the requisite motivation. Across five laboratory studies, we explore when people naturally experience enhanced motivation to take actions that facilitate goal achievement and why certain days are more likely to spur goal pursuit than others. We provide causal evidence that the arrival or emphasis of a meaningful temporal landmark increases people’s intentions to engage in goal pursuit. In addition, we propose and show that people’s strengthened motivation to pursue their aspirations following meaningful temporal landmarks originates in part from the greater psychological disassociation these landmarks induce from a person’s past, imperfect self.

Keywords: temporal landmarks; multiple selves; mental accounting; motivation; goals
Introduction

Pursuing our goals is challenging and we can’t always muster the requisite motivation. On some days we are inspired to push hard: visiting the gym, ordering a salad, hitting the books; on others, we falter and give into unwanted temptations. But what explains this? In this paper, we consider when people naturally experience enhanced motivation to act on their goals and why motivation is greater on certain days than others. Addressing these questions can both advance our understanding of naturally-arising points in time that spur goal-directed behaviors and suggest when it may be most effective to provide people with encouragement and tools known to facilitate successful goal pursuit.

We propose that temporal landmarks stimulate goal pursuit. Temporal landmarks are days that “stand in marked contrast to the seemingly unending stream of trivial and ordinary occurrences” (Shum, 1998, p.423) in people’s lives. They include transition points on social timetables (e.g., holidays, the start of a new week/month/year/semester; Robinson, 1986). They also included personal life events, such as first experiences (e.g., a first date), developmental milestones (e.g., a wedding), and recurring occasions of significance (e.g., a wedding anniversary; Shum, 1998). Temporal landmarks demarcate adjacent time periods—on socially-shared calendars or on an individual’s personal life timeline—and help structure our memories and experiences (Robinson, 1986; Shum, 1998).

We theorize that by demarcating and disrupting the continuous flow of time, temporal landmarks can alter our self-evaluations and open new “mental accounts”,
thereby stimulating several psychological processes that facilitate goal pursuit. In terms of altering self-evaluations, research has shown that intervening temporal landmarks weaken the psychological connection between one’s past, current, and future selves (Bartels & Rips, 2010; Peetz & Wilson, 2013, 2014). People also tend to attribute negative traits and failures to their disconnected past self to maintain a positive image of their current self (Wilson & Ross, 2001, 2003; Ross & Wilson, 2000). We therefore postulate that the arrival of temporal landmarks creates psychological separation from people’s past selves and failures, helping people relegate their missteps to the past and elevating their current self-image.

We argue that feeling separated from past failures and imperfections (and the altered self-evaluation that accompanies it) should motivate goal pursuit for several reasons. First, feeling disconnected from past failures may boost people’s self-efficacy, or their belief in their ability to carry out their plans and reach their goals (Bandura, 1997; Libby & Eibach, 2002). Since people exert more effort when they experience higher self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977), increased self-efficacy caused by the relegation of past failures to a preceding period should motivate goal pursuit. Further, feeling optimistic and un tarnished by the looming specter of past failures may motivate people to behave consistently with their new, positive self-view (Festinger, 1962; Cialdini, 2007). Finally, any new, goal-incongruent behaviors (e.g., eating a cheeseburger instead of dieting) may loom particularly large, when older failures of the past self become less accessible following a temporal landmark. In prospect theory terms, eating a cheeseburger may now feel like a large, initial loss relative to a reset reference point (where the utility curve for
losses is steepest), rather than another small additional loss added to many other accumulated failures (where the utility curve for losses has flattened; Colby & Chapman, 2013; Heath, Larrick, & Wu, 1999; Soman & Cheema, 2004).

All of these theories lead to our central prediction that temporal landmarks will facilitate goal pursuit. However, we expect some temporal landmarks to be more meaningful and stand out more starkly than others as barriers separating our past and current selves. But what makes a landmark more significant and more likely to segregate time into distinct mental accounting periods? Shum (1998) contends that temporal landmarks carry greater importance and meaning when they resonate with our cultural, occupational or religious identity. For example, 36th birthdays should carry more weight for Chinese people than for Americans since they mark the beginning of a new 12-year Chinese zodiac cycle. First experiences (e.g., moving to a new city for the first time) should also be more momentous than repeated events of the same nature (e.g., moving to a new city for the ninth time; Shum, 1998). We propose that the motivation to tackle goals stimulated by temporal landmarks will be magnified when a landmark’s meaningfulness is greater or simply made more salient.

Although recent field research has provided some correlational evidence that goal-related activities (e.g., dieting, exercising) increase following temporal landmarks (e.g., the start of the week/month/year, holidays, and birthdays; Dai, Milkman, & Riis, 2014), this paper provides a critical first test of whether temporal landmarks causally spur goal pursuit. Specifically, we test whether meaningful temporal landmarks—dates imbued with meaning due to their identity-relevance or rarity—are stronger instigators of
goal pursuit than (a) ordinary days and (b) objectively identical but psychologically less meaningful landmarks. Further, we explore one psychological mechanism that we hypothesize contributes to the link between meaningful landmarks and goal pursuit: psychological segregation from past failures.

**Study 1**

Study 1 provides an initial test of whether individuals are more motivated to pursue health goals on days they perceive as more meaningful.

**Method**

We recruited participants through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (an online labor market) to take a short survey. Participants first responded to a series of questions about their activities over the last six months, including one inquiry about whether or not they had dieted or considered dieting at any point in the last six months. Unbeknownst to participants, only those who reported they had thought about dieting in the last six months proceeded to our study; the others were directed to an unrelated study of equal length. We aimed for a sample of 50 participants per experimental condition. Based on pretests, we estimated that approximately 80% of participants who entered our survey would have considered dieting in the past six months. Thus, we invited 200 people to participate in our survey. Data collection ceased when total sample size reached our target number. Complete study materials for all studies are available in my supplemental materials.

Our final study sample included 152 participants (59.2% female, $M_{age} = 33$). Participants were provided with a list of 94 days that might arise in their lives, ranging
from the relatively mundane (e.g., a day in the middle of a year; a day they purchased a new set of dishware) to the personally meaningful (e.g., the first day after a major birthday; a day they purchased a new car). These days were divided into six unique categories, including:

- **Birthdays** (e.g., the 26th, 30th, 34th, 47th) \( (N_{\text{birthday\_stimuli}} = 24) \)
- **Calendar dates** (e.g., the first day or middle day of a month) \( (N_{\text{calendar\_date\_stimuli}} = 15) \)
- **Annual holidays** (e.g., Groundhog Day, Thanksgiving Day) \( (N_{\text{holiday\_stimuli}} = 26) \)
- **Days when a new person arrives in the participant’s life** (e.g., a new neighbor, a newborn niece) \( (N_{\text{new\_person\_stimuli}} = 10) \)
- **Days associated with obtaining a new possession** (e.g., a new outfit, a new home) \( (N_{\text{new\_possession\_stimuli}} = 11) \)
- **Days associated with a job-related change** (e.g., an office move, the initiation of a new project) \( (N_{\text{job\_change\_stimuli}} = 8) \)

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three experimental conditions. Participants in the **motivation condition** were asked to rate how likely they would be to start a diet on or just after each of these 94 days on a seven-point scale (1 = not at all likely; 7 = very likely). Participants in the **meaningfulness condition** rated the extent to which each day or the day just after it felt meaningful to them on a seven-point scale (1 = not at all; 7 = very much). Following Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker, and Garbinsky (2013), we allowed participants in our survey to define meaningfulness as they saw fit rather than providing a definition. We were primarily interested in the relationship between the perceived meaningfulness of a given day and participants’ motivation to begin a diet after
that day. However, past research suggests that life transitions (e.g., becoming a parent, going to college) may shift an individual’s surrounding environment and daily routines, and produce changes in habits for reasons other than those of interest here (Wood, Tam, & Witt, 2005). To address this alternative explanation, we included a third experimental condition: a *routine change condition*. We asked participants randomly assigned to this condition to rate the extent to which their normal daily routines would differ before versus after each of the days in question (1 = not at all to 7 = very much).

**Results**

For each of the 94 days in our study, we averaged responses from participants in a given experimental condition and created three composite scores for the day in question: *average likelihood of beginning a diet, average meaningfulness, and average anticipated routine change*. We thus created 282 composite scores in total (282 = 94 days x 3 conditions). This allowed us to analyze the relationship between participants’ average *likelihood of beginning a diet* on a given day, that day’s *meaningfulness*, and that day’s *anticipated routine change* across the 94 days studied. As Figure 1 illustrates, there was a significant and positive correlation (correlation coefficient = 0.17, *p* < .01) between how meaningful a given day felt to participants (*Max* = 6.56, *Min* = 1.50, *M* = 3.73, *SD* = 1.21) and how likely participants believed they would be to begin a diet on or immediately following the day in question (*Max* = 5.45, *Min* = 1.90, *M* = 2.97, *SD* = 0.70). Importantly, when we predicted the average *likelihood of beginning a diet* on a given day with its perceived *meaningfulness* using an ordinary least squares regression
controlling for anticipated routine change, the relationship between meaningfulness ratings and motivation to begin a diet became even stronger ($\beta = 0.33$, $p < .01$).

**Discussion**

This correlational study shows that people feel more motivated to diet following days they perceive as more meaningful. Subsequent experiments will (1) causally test our hypothesis that temporal landmarks, particularly more meaningful landmarks, motivate goal pursuit and (2) more completely rule out routine change as an alternative explanation for our findings by holding anticipated routine change constant. We will also test our proposed mechanism that meaningful temporal landmarks motivate goal pursuit by separating the present self from past imperfections.

**Study 2**

Across two experiments examining real decisions, we next provide a causal test of the hypothesis that temporal landmarks increase people’s motivation to tackle their goals. Specifically, we investigate whether people are more likely to choose to receive a goal reminder on a given date when it is highlighted as corresponding to a meaningful temporal landmark.

**Study 2A**

**Method.** In early March of 2014, participants interested in learning how to more effectively tackle their goals were recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to take part in a short survey. Participants were first instructed to describe a personal goal that they planned to begin pursuing in April 2014 and then were asked to list one thing they planned to do to facilitate their pursuit of this goal. Next, we offered to send participants
an email reminder in late March that would describe their goal, their plan for accomplishing it, and a message they could customize. Only participants who signed up to receive a reminder went on to complete our survey; they comprised our actual study sample. Participants who chose not to receive a reminder exited our survey. We aimed for a sample of 100 participants per experimental condition. Based on pretests, we estimated that approximately 50% of participants who entered our survey would sign-up to receive a reminder. Thus, we invited 400 people to participate in our survey. Data collection ceased when total sample size reached our target number. Our final study sample included 165 participants (61% female, one unspecified; $M_{age} = 32$, one unspecified) who signed up to receive a reminder.

At this stage in the study, participants were randomly assigned to one of two experimental conditions: the meaningful landmark condition or the control condition. In both conditions, participants chose when to receive their personalized reminder from a list of seven consecutive dates ranging from March 18, 2014 (Tuesday) to March 24, 2014 (Monday) with the day of the week indicated in parentheses following the date. Our subtle manipulation involved highlighting the meaningfulness of March 20, 2014 as the start of spring (or the Spring Equinox). Specifically, in the meaningful landmark condition, the date – March 20, 2014 – was followed by a description: “(Thursday; The First Day of Spring 2014).” In the control condition, the description following March 20, 2014 framed it as an ordinary day: “(Thursday; The Third Thursday in March 2014).” After choosing a date from the list, participants were offered the opportunity to customize
the text of their email reminder. Then they rated to what extent March 20, 2014 felt meaningful to them.

Finally, participants provided their email address so they could receive our promised goal reminder.

**Results.** Our manipulation check confirmed that March 20, 2014 felt more meaningful when it was described as the first day of spring ($M = 3.68, SD = 2.02$) than when it was described as the third Thursday in March ($M = 2.45, SD = 1.74, t(163) = 4.20, p < .0001$). Our dependent measure was whether or not participants chose to receive a reminder on March 20, 2014. We predicted that participants would choose to receive a message reminding them to tackle their goals on March 20, 2014 at a higher rate when it was described as a meaningful temporal landmark (the first day of spring) than when it was described as an ordinary day (the third Thursday in March). Indeed, participants in the meaningful landmark condition were significantly more likely to choose to receive a reminder to pursue their goal on March 20, 2014 than were participants in the control condition (25.61% vs. 7.23%, $\chi^2(1) = 10.18, p = .001$; Figure 2). This is a remarkably large response (a 354% increase in sign-ups on March 20th) to a very subtle intervention: relabeling a date many would have already recognized as the first day of spring. Notably, the last day on the list (i.e., March 24, 2014) was selected significantly more frequently than any other days in both conditions (all p-values < .002). The likelihood that the focal date (March 20, 2014) was selected in the control condition was not significantly lower than the selection rates of any other days except the last day; thus, the finding that March 20 was selected more frequently in the meaningful landmark condition than in the control condition.
condition cannot be simply explained by a dislike for March 20th when it was labeled an ordinary day, (“The Third Thursday of March 2014.”)

Study 2B

Method. Study 2B extends Study 2A by leveraging a different landmark that is meaningful to a different subject population. In December of 2013, we invited individuals (primarily students) who were signed up to participate in studies at the behavioral lab of a large university in the northeastern United States to take part in an online survey in exchange for a chance to win a $50 Amazon gift card. Study 2B followed a similar procedure to Study 2A with a few key differences. First, participants were asked to describe a goal that they planned to begin pursuing in the summer of 2014 (rather than in April 2014) and were offered the opportunity to receive an email reminder sometime in the spring. Second, participants who signed up to receive a future reminder were asked to choose from a list of 14 consecutive dates ranging from May 3, 2014 (Saturday) to May 16, 2014 (Friday). We manipulated our description of May 14, 2014 to read as either “(Wednesday; First Day of [University name]’s Summer Break)” (meaningful landmark condition) or “(Wednesday; [University name]’s Administrative Day)” (control condition).

We aimed for a sample of 100 participants per experimental condition and invited the entire population of our university’s research pool to participate in the hopes of reaching our target sample size. In total, 582 participants responded to our survey. Our sample consisted of 278 participants (62% female, three unspecified; M_age = 23, three unspecified) who signed up to receive a reminder and completed the survey. Among
those participants, three participants completed our survey twice, and only their first response was included in our analysis reported below. Our results remain virtually identical if we instead exclude these participants entirely or include each of their multiple responses.

**Results.** Using a non-overlapping group of participants from the same population \((N = 45)\), we confirmed that May 14, 2014 felt more meaningful when it was described to students as the first day of summer break \((M = 5.09, SD = 2.45)\) than when it was described as their university’s “Administrative Day” \((M = 2.00, SD = 1.48, t(43) = 5.09, p < .0001)\). Consistent with Study 2A, participants in the meaningful landmark condition were significantly more likely to choose to receive a reminder to pursue their goal on May 14, 2014 than were participants in the control condition \((28.57\% vs. 4.35\%, \chi^2(1) = 29.53, p < .0001; \text{Figure 2})\). Again, we see a remarkably large effect (a 657\% increase in sign-ups on May 14\textsuperscript{th}) of a subtle relabeling intervention.

**Discussion**

By framing otherwise ordinary days as meaningful landmarks that demarcate adjacent seasons (Study 2A) or academic periods (Study 2B), we provide causal evidence that engaging in goal-directed behaviors is more appealing on meaningful landmarks. In an additional, similar study that offered participants an opportunity to receive a future goal reminder (details in Appendix B), we described the same date (October 5) on a list of options as either “the first day after Yom Kippur” (meaningful landmark) or “the 278\textsuperscript{th} day of year” (control). Consistent with our theory that meaningful landmarks spur goal pursuit, we observed that Jewish participants \((n=86)\) rated October 5 as significantly
more meaningful and chose it 25.88% more frequently when it was labeled as the day after Yom Kippur; our framing manipulation had the opposite effect on non-Jewish participants (n=892). The interaction between our manipulation and whether or not a participant was Jewish in predicting both the perceived meaningfulness of and choice to receive a reminder on October 5 was significant (p<.001 and p=.02, respectively).

**Study 3**

In Study 3, we manipulate the perceived meaningfulness of an otherwise identical temporal landmark with a guided writing task and then examine participants’ engagement in goal-directed activities.

**Method**

In early 2014, participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to take part in a survey about goal pursuit. They were asked first to describe one goal they had failed to achieve in 2013 and then to indicate what category in a dropdown menu best captured their goal. Next, participants indicated whether they planned to pursue the aforementioned goal again this year (i.e., in 2014). Participants who did not plan to pursue the goal in 2014 exited our survey and were not included in our sample. Participants who planned to pursue their goal again in 2014 comprised our study sample and went on to engage in a directed writing task. We aimed for a sample of 100 participants per experimental condition, and we assumed that most but not all participants would plan to pursue their personal goal again this year. Thus, we invited 250

---

21 We were unable to recruit our target number of Jewish participants (n=160) before the holiday. Our manipulation directionally increased reminder take-up right after Yom Kippur among Jewish participants but our sample was too small for this effect to reach statistical significance.
participants to participate in our survey. Data collection ceased when total sample size reached our target number. Our final sample included 216 participants (64% female; $M_{age} = 29$) who planned to pursue their goal again in 2014 and completed our survey.

In the directed writing task, we told participants that we were interested in learning how different people view the start of a New Year, and we randomly assigned them to one of two conditions. In the *meaningful landmark condition*, participants were told that many people view the start of each New Year as a very meaningful day and were then asked to describe three to five reasons why the start of this New Year felt meaningful to them. Participants in the *control condition* were told that many people view New Year’s as no different from any other day and were instructed to list three to five reasons why this New Year felt ordinary to them.

Next, we presented participants with information about and links to six different websites that could help them achieve their personal goals, including (a) a website that would allow them to put money on the line that they would forfeit if they failed to follow through on their goal, (b) four popular goal-tracking websites, and (c) a *New York Times* article summarizing insights from recent behavioral science research about how people could increase their chances of achieving their goals. We tracked the number of websites participants clicked on (min = 0, max = 6) as well as the amount of time participants spent reviewing the descriptions of different goal-related websites we provided. The time participants spent reviewing these website descriptions was not successfully recorded for three participants. We included these participants in our other analyses; removing them
does not meaningfully alter our results. At the end of the study, as a manipulation check, participants reported the extent to which New Year’s Day 2014 felt meaningful to them.

**Results**

Our manipulation was effective: New Year’s Day 2014 felt more meaningful to participants in the meaningful landmark condition ($M = 4.85, SD = 1.72$) than to participants in the control condition ($M = 3.45, SD = 1.65, t(214) = 6.09, p < .0001$). We predicted that people would engage more in activities designed to facilitate goal pursuit when a past temporal landmark (in this case, New Year’s Day) was framed as a more meaningful landmark. First, while most participants did not click on a website (82% clicked zero links in the meaningful landmark condition versus 90% in the control condition), probably due to an eagerness to complete the task quickly and earn their pay, participants in the meaningful landmark condition clicked on three times as many goal-related websites ($M = 0.62, SD = 1.54$) as participants in the control condition ($M = 0.21, SD = 0.75, t(214) = 2.4, p = .01$), consistent with our prediction. Similarly, participants in the meaningful landmark condition spent 46% more time reading our descriptions of these websites ($M = 41.37$ seconds, $SD = 60.09$) than participants the control condition ($M = 28.39$ seconds, $SD = 29.62, t(211) = 2.00, p < .05$).

**Discussion**

Study 3 demonstrates that having people reflect on the significance of a past temporal landmark increases their engagement in aspirational activities. The next study examines one mechanism that we hypothesize contributes to the motivating effect of meaningful landmarks.
Study 4

Study 4 tests our hypothesis that people feel more psychologically separated from their past, imperfect selves following more meaningful temporal landmarks, which motivates goal pursuit. In this study, participants predicted their own motivation to pursue real, personal goals following a move to a new apartment. We manipulated the meaningfulness of an otherwise identical move by framing it as a first experience.

Method. We recruited 300 participants (41% female, one unspecified; $M_{age} = 32$) online through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. We aimed for a sample of 150 participants per experimental condition. Data collection ceased when total sample size reached our target number. Participants were first asked to think of and briefly describe one goal that they had not succeeded in achieving and would like to pursue in the future. Participants were then asked to imagine that they had just moved to a new apartment that had a similar layout, rent, and commute to work as their previous apartment. They were randomly assigned to imagine either that they had moved for the first time since coming to this city nine years ago (the meaningful landmark condition) or that they had moved every year since coming to this city (the control condition). Participants then rated how motivated they would be after moving to this apartment to begin pursuing the personal goal that they had described earlier (1 = not at all motivated to 7 = very motivated).

Next, participants were prompted to think about the comparison between their current and past selves. Specifically, they were told the following:

“Most people agree that they have not behaved perfectly in the past (or that their past self has imperfections). There are always some aspects of ourselves and our
lives that we would like to improve. Sometimes our imperfect, past self feels very far away, while at other times our past imperfections feel very close.”

They were then asked to rate the psychological distance between their present and imperfect, past selves on three different scales. First, participants were presented with six pairs of Euler circles, which varied in their degree of overlap. Within each pair, one circle represented their imperfect past self one year ago (prior to the apartment move), and the other represented their current self today. Participants were instructed to select whichever pair of circles best reflected their opinion about how far away they would feel today from their imperfect past self, where no overlap between circles meant “extremely far away” and complete overlap meant “extremely close” (adapted from Bartels & Rips, 2010). A second question (adapted from Wilson & Ross, 2001) asked participants to predict the extent to which they would feel distant from their imperfect past self (one year prior) (1 = extremely close to 7 = extremely far away). A final question (adapted from Bartels & Rips, 2010) measured participants’ perceptions of the extent to which they would feel different from their imperfect past self (one year prior) (1 = exactly the same to 7 = completely different). Finally, participants responded to a manipulation check question assessing the perceived meaningfulness of the relocation described.

**Results.** Again, our manipulation was effective: Participants considered moving to a different apartment to be more meaningful when it was described as their first relocation in nine years ($M = 4.99, SD = 1.55$) rather than as their ninth relocation over the same time period ($M = 4.01, SD = 1.80, t(298) = 5.06, p < .0001$). Importantly, participants reported that they would be more motivated to start tackling their personal
goal after a more meaningful (first) relocation ($M = 5.05$, $SD = 1.73$) than after a less meaningful (ninth) relocation ($M = 4.42$, $SD = 1.89$, $t(298) = 2.98$, $p < .01$). We next standardized each of our three psychological disassociation ratings and averaged them (with the first rating reverse-coded) to create an index of psychological dissociation (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .88$) in order to conduct mediation analyses. We followed standard procedures to test whether psychological disassociation mediated the relationship between meaningful landmarks and goal motivation (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). Consistent with our hypothesized mechanism, participants expected to feel more disconnected from their imperfect, past self in the meaningful landmark condition ($M = 0.15$, $SD = 0.79$) than in the control condition ($M = -0.15$, $SD = 0.96$, $t(298) = 3.00$, $p < .01$). The composite psychological disassociation score was a significant, positive predictor ($\beta = 0.24$, $p = .04$) when we included this measure and a meaningful landmark condition indicator variable in an ordinary least squares regression to predict participants’ motivation to pursue their goals after an apartment move. A 5,000-sample bootstrap analysis showed that the 95% biased-corrected confidence interval for the size of the indirect effect ($b = 0.07$, $SE = 0.05$) excluded zero [0.003, 0.22]), indicating a significant, positive indirect effect of the meaningful landmark condition (relative to the control condition) through the psychological disassociation measure.\footnote{We replicated this mediation result in another scenario study where we asked participants ($n=200$) to forecast a Chinese man’s motivation to quit smoking and his perceived separation from his past imperfections following his 36$^{th}$ birthday (see Appendix A). We manipulated this birthday’s meaningfulness by either (a) telling participants that it represented the start of a new, 12 year Chinese zodiac cycle (meaningful landmark condition), or (b) withholding this fact (control condition), and we replicated the findings described above. When this birthday was framed as more meaningful, goal-pursuit was rated as more likely ($p<.0001$), and this effect was mediated by psychological dissociation from past imperfections (95% biased-corrected CI=[0.01, 0.29]).}
Discussion

Study 4 shows that the positive effect of a meaningful temporal landmark on a person’s motivation to pursue her goals is mediated by an increase in the subjective distance separating her current self from her imperfect past self.

General Discussion

The motivation we need to pursue our aspirations is not a universal constant – sometimes it surges, stimulating goal pursuit, and at other times, it fails us entirely. The present research addresses several major gaps in our understanding of when people feel particularly motivated to pursue their goals. First, we demonstrate that meaningful temporal landmarks cause people to (a) engage in more goal-directed activities and (b) forecast that their and others’ motivation to tackle goals will be heightened. These results hold for landmarks on shared social timetables (e.g., the first day of spring) and in people’s life histories (e.g., a relocation); landmarks that have passed (e.g., a recent New Year’s) and those yet to come (e.g., the start of next summer’s school break). It is well-documented that people are more motivated to pursue the causes that they find personally meaningful (e.g., Grant, 2012; Cryder et al., 2013). However, we demonstrate that imbuing a day (e.g., a date in March, a relocation) with greater meaning can inspire people to pursue an unrelated goal (e.g., quitting smoking). Further, we proposed and show that the motivating effect of meaningful temporal landmarks arises in part because more meaningful landmarks create a greater psychological disconnect between a person’s current self and her past, inferior self, which motivates goal pursuit. Thus, we elucidate
how landmark-induced discontinuities in individuals’ perceptions of time can affect their engagement in goal pursuit.

Our investigation suggests several opportunities for future research. First, future research should explore additional psychological processes that may contribute to the effect documented in this paper, which is likely multiply-determined. For example, it is worth exploring whether meaningful landmarks (e.g., the 40th birthday, a graduation) may disrupt individuals’ attention to day-to-day minutiae (Smith, 2014) and stimulate big picture thinking (Liu, 2008; Alter & Hershfield, 2014), which past research has shown promotes a focus on long-term, primary goals (Trope & Liberman, 2003). Another fruitful direction for future research would be to explore the boundary conditions of our findings: disconnecting from one’s past self following landmarks may not always be beneficial. For example, people who achieved challenging personal goals in the past may feel more motivated when they remain psychologically connected to those successes.

Our findings also have a number of practical implications. First, for individuals who hope to curtail bad behaviors but struggle with initiating goal pursuit, meaningful temporal landmarks may prevent them from succumbing to “what the hell” rationalizations and falling into vicious cycles of impulsive behavior, thus helping them begin pursuing their aspirations in earnest (Cochran & Tesser, 1996). For managers and policymakers, tools and interventions designed to facilitate the pursuit of long-term goals (e.g., social comparison, commitment devices; Chapman et al., 2014; Schwartz et al., 2014) may be better-received if they are provided following meaningful landmarks.

Further, our work suggests that framing an otherwise ordinary day as a temporal
landmark or highlighting the meaningfulness of a temporal landmark may be effective new “nudges” (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008), capable of bolstering people’s interest in engaging in goal-directed behaviors.
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Figure 1. The Meaningfulness Associated with a Given Date Positively Correlates with Motivation to Start a Diet on That Date (Study 1)
Figure 2. Framing an Otherwise Identical Date as a Meaningful Landmark Increases the Likelihood That Participants Choose to Receive a Reminder About a Goal on the Date in Question (Study 2)
Appendix A: An Additional Reminder Study

In addition to Studies 2A/2B, we conducted another experiment to test whether people are more likely to choose to receive a goal reminder on a day when it is framed as a landmark that they find personally meaningful.

Method

In September of 2014, we recruited participants from three sources: (a) individuals who were signed up to participate in studies at the behavioral lab of a large university in the northeastern United States, (b) individuals who were approached on the campus of the same university, and (c) participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. This study followed a similar procedure to Studies 2A/2B with a few key differences. First, participants were asked to describe a goal that they planned to begin pursuing in October or November of 2014. Second, participants who signed up to receive an email reminder were asked to choose from a list of seven consecutive dates ranging from October 1, 2014 (Wednesday) to October 7, 2014 (Tuesday). We manipulated our description of October 5 to read as either “(Sunday; The First Day after Yom Kippur)” (meaningful landmark condition) or “(Sunday; The 278th Day of the Year)” (control condition). Further, participants were asked to self-report their religious affiliation by selecting one from a list of options (“Christian”, “Jewish”, “Muslim”, “Other(s)”, “Unaffiliated”, and “Would rather not to answer”). They were also asked to rate the extent to which (a) Yom Kippur and (b) October 5, 2014 felt meaningful to them.

Our sample consisted of 978 participants (62% female; $M_{age} = 27$) who signed up to receive a reminder and completed the survey. Among those participants, 86 individuals
reported that they were Jewish, which was considerably smaller than our target number of Jewish participants (n=160). Our results did not differ significantly by subject population so we collapsed responses across our three subject pools.

Results

First, we confirmed that Jewish participants considered Yom Kippur to be more meaningful ($M=5.52$, $SD=1.65$) than non-Jewish participants ($M=1.59$, $SD=1.14$, $t(975)=29.22$, $p<.0001$). Then we confirmed that October 5, 2014 felt more meaningful to Jewish participants when it was described as the first day after Yom Kippur ($M=4.84$, $SD=2.02$) than when it was described as the 278th day of the year ($M=2.71$, $SD=2.02$, $t(84)=4.69$, $p<.0001$), whereas we observed the opposite pattern among non-Jewish participants ($M_{\text{meaningful landmark condition}}=1.89$, $SD=1.57$ vs. $M_{\text{control condition}}=2.48$, $SD=1.84$, $t(890)=5.14$, $p<.0001$). The interaction between our manipulation and whether or not a participant was Jewish in predicting the perceived meaningfulness of October 5 was significant ($p < .001$).

When choosing when to receive a reminder, Jewish participants in the meaningful landmark condition were (directionally) more likely to choose October 5 than participants in the control condition (32.73% vs. 25.81%, $\chi^2(1)=0.45$, $p=.50$); however, non-Jewish participants in the meaningful landmark condition chose October 5 less frequently than did participants in the control condition (8.51% vs. 19.26%, $\chi^2(1)=21.37$, $p<.0001$). The interaction between our manipulation and whether or not a participant was Jewish in predicting an individual’s choice to receive a reminder on October 5 was significant ($p=.02$).
Appendix B. An Additional Study that Tests the Proposed Underlying Mechanism

In addition to Study 4, we conducted another study to test our hypothesis that people feel psychologically more separated from their past, imperfect selves following more (versus less) meaningful temporal landmarks, which motivates goal pursuit. In this study, participants predicted a hypothetical man’s motivation to pursue a challenging goal following a birthday. We manipulated the meaningfulness of an otherwise identical birthday by imbuing it with cultural relevance.

Method

We recruited 200 Amazon’s Mechanical Turk participants (44% female, $M_{age} = 32$). Participants were asked to imagine that a man named Chang who lived in China had just celebrated his 36th birthday the day before. They were told that Chang had wanted to quit smoking for a long time but had never succeeded. We randomly assigned participants to one of two experimental conditions. In the meaningful landmark condition, they were introduced to the concept of the 12-year Chinese zodiac cycle and were told that Chang’s 36th birthday represented the beginning of his fourth zodiac cycle. In the control condition, participants were not told about the Chinese zodiac cycle. Participants in both conditions rated how motivated Chang would be to quit smoking after celebrating his 36th birthday (1=not at all motivated to 7=very motivated). Next, participants used the same scales described in Study 4 to rate the psychological distance between Chang’s present self and his imperfect, past self, imagined two years prior to his 36th birthday. Finally, participants evaluated the meaningfulness associated with Chang’s 36th birthday as a manipulation check (1=not at all to 7=very much).
Results

We first confirmed that our manipulation was effective: participants believed Chang’s 36th birthday would be more meaningful to him in the *meaningful landmark condition*, where his 36th birthday was described as corresponding to the start of a new zodiac cycle (*M*<sub>meaningful_landmark_condition</sub>=5.68, *SD*=1.22 vs. *M*<sub>control_condition</sub>=4.56, *SD*=1.49, *t*(198)=5.88, *p*<.0001). Further, we found that participants believed Chang would be more motivated to quit smoking in the *meaningful landmark condition* (*M*=4.93, *SD*=1.31) than in the *control condition* (*M*=4.02, *SD*=1.64, *t*(198)=4.35, *p* < .0001).

As in Study 4, we standardized the three measures of *psychological disassociation* and averaged them to create an index of psychological dissociation (Cronbach’s α = .77). Participants believed that Chang would feel more dissociated from his imperfect, past self in the *meaningful landmark condition* (*M* = 0.18, *SD* = 0.82) than in the *control condition* (*M* = -0.18, *SD* = 0.80, *t*(198) = 3.15, *p* < .01). The composite *psychological disassociation* score was a significant, positive predictor (β=0.32, *p*=.01) when we included this measure and a *meaningful landmark condition* indicator variable in an ordinary least squares regression to predict the extent to which participants predicted Chang would be motivated to quit smoking after his 36th birthday. A 5,000-sample bootstrap analysis showed that the *psychological disassociation* score mediated the relationship between the *meaningful landmark condition* indicator variable and motivation (β=0.12, *SE*=0.07, 95% biased-corrected CI=[0.01, 0.29]).
CHAPTER 3
A DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD: HOW AND WHY
RESETTING PERFORMANCE METRICS AFFECTS FUTURE PERFORMANCE

Hengchen Dai

ABSTRACT
In organizations, metrics that track individuals’ performance are often reset to zero at the start of a new performance period (e.g., a new month for salespeople, a new season for sports players). Additionally, organizations may disregard individuals’ historic performance records due to various events (e.g., a relocation to a different branch office, the implementation of a new incentive program that only rewards high future performance). I examine the impact on individuals’ future performance of tracking that performance without incorporating records of their past performance (a phenomenon I refer to as a performance reset). I propose that when individuals believe their past performance was poor, resets will improve their performance by boosting self-efficacy and commitment. However, I expect that when individuals believe their past performance was strong, performance resets will hurt their performance by decreasing commitment without increasing self-efficacy. One archival field study involving professional baseball players and four laboratory experiments support this hypothesized relationship between performance resets, past performance, and future performance; these studies also provide preliminary evidence that self-efficacy mediates this relationship.

Keywords: Performance Resets, Motivation, Self-efficacy, Commitment
**Introduction**

To motivate employees, organizations carefully track their performance and allocate resources (e.g., rewards, time, support) accordingly. Metrics that track individuals’ performance are often reset to zero at the start of a new performance period. For example, a salesperson’s tally of cumulative sales may be reset to zero at the beginning of each month, and many performance statistics for professional sports players are reset each season. In addition to these routinized, periodic resets of performance metrics, performance records may be temporarily or permanently wiped clean as a side effect of numerous organizational events. For instance, after being traded to a different league in the middle of a regular season, a Major League Baseball player’s season-to-date statistics will be reset to zero at the start of his first game on his new team. As a more extreme example of disregarding past performance, a manager who launches a program designed to reward the employee with the highest attendance in the following quarter is implicitly treating past attendance records as irrelevant to employees’ future performance appraisals. These and other similar examples raise a critical question about the impact of resetting performance records: When individuals’ performance is tracked from a new starting point without involving their past performance, can such a *performance reset* affect their subsequent performance, and if so, how and why?

Existing research that examines how past performance affects future performance via factors such as self-efficacy and goal commitment (e.g., Locke, Frederick, Lee, & Bobko, 1984; Bandura, 1997; Vancouver, 1997; Fishbach & Dhar, 2005; Heggestad & Kanfer, 2005) has looked at past performance in a somewhat static way. Specifically, our
past performance is viewed as something that is core to our being, signaling what we value and reflecting what we can achieve in the future. Such a perspective overlooks organizational practices that track individuals’ performance from a new starting point and thus impose a separation between past and future performance. However, feeling psychologically distant from past successes or failures may have important implications for individuals’ motivation and subsequent performance. This paper examines the conditions under which having a clean slate on performance records may spur versus hamper individuals’ motivation to perform well. Addressing this issue will also advance our understanding of organizational factors that may encourage people to improve their future performance in some situations but decrease their motivation in others.

Existing research on motivation and performance management has established that self-efficacy and commitment to performing well significantly and positively affect future performance (e.g., Bandura, 1997; Klein & Kim, 1998; Locke, Latham, & Erez, 1988; Tolli & Schmidt, 2008). Drawing on the literatures on performance feedback, self-efficacy, commitment, and motivation, I propose that the effects of a performance reset on future performance should depend on how an individual views her past performance. Further, I propose that the relationship between these variables can be explained by changes in individuals’ self-efficacy and commitment. Specifically, I propose that when individuals believe their past performance was poor, resetting their performance records is likely to boost their self-efficacy because they now view past failures as less indicative of their future ability. In addition, a clean slate induced by a performance reset may increase their commitment to performing well because they now have a new opportunity
to establish their capability. However, when individuals believe their past performance was strong, performance resets are unlikely to improve their self-efficacy because they have already formed a positive view of their capability of excelling at work. Rather, performance resets may decrease their commitment because once past achievements are set in stone, the value of proving themselves is reduced. In light of the positive effects of self-efficacy and commitment on performance, I predict that performance resets will improve future performance when individuals have weak past performance but dampen future performance when they have strong past performance. Altogether, this paper provides a theoretical framework that explicates how and why resets affect future performance.

I test my hypotheses in five studies. Study 1 examines the effects of performance resets in the context of Major League Baseball (MLB). I find that a performance reset improves the rate at which batters successfully hit when at bat if they performed poorly prior to the reset but harms hitting performance among batters who performed relatively well prior to the reset. In Studies 2-4, I provide causal evidence that performance resets improve performance when people view their past performance as poor but decrease performance when people think positively of their past performance. These studies experimentally manipulate the occurrence of performance resets. Study 4 further demonstrates that self-efficacy significantly mediates the relationship between performance resets, past performance, and future performance. Study 5 provides additional support for my hypotheses by showing that people rationally differentiate the value of performance resets based on their perceptions of their past performance.
Specifically, individuals who view their past performance less positively are more likely to elect to reset their performance statistics than individuals who view their past performance more positively. In all of my studies, performance resets are compared with a control condition where past performance is carried over the current performance period. Thus, my findings that performance resets improve future performance for individuals with weak past performance but harm future performance for individuals with strong past performance cannot simply be explained by regression to mean.

**Conceptual Framework**

**Performance Resets Create a Separation from Past Outcomes That Influences Future Performance**

The perceived continuity between past, current, and future selves, states, and outcomes is malleable (e.g., Peetz & Wilson, 2013; Bartels & Urminsky, 2011). Simple environmental cues may lead people to perceive their past and future states as separate (Peetz & Wilson, 2013) and evaluate past and future outcomes independently (Read, Loewenstein, & Rabin, 1999). For example, prior financial losses (e.g., losses at the gambling table) have a weakened influence on people’s subsequent risk-taking behavior when the losses are realized (e.g., cashing out after a gambling loss). This is because realizing prior losses closes the associated mental accounts and resets the reference point against which people compare subsequent prospects (Imas, 2014). Relatedly, landmark events that demarcate the beginning of a new period on calendars (e.g., the beginning of the year, the Spring equinox) or in personal histories (e.g., birthdays, relocations) lead people to feel psychologically distant from their past and future selves (Dai, Milkman,
Riis, 2015; Peetz & Wilson, 2013). This stream of literature suggests that salient transitions between two adjacent periods create boundaries between mental categories that lead elements in one period to be perceived as dissimilar to elements in the other period. Thus, we expect that resetting individuals’ performance metrics to zero creates a mental separation from their past performance and propels them to appraise their future outcomes relative to a clean slate.

How will performance resets affect individuals’ subsequent performance? What determines whether individuals respond to performance resets by either redoubling or relaxing their effort? Recent research on the “fresh start effect” (Dai, Milkman, & Riis, 2014, 2015) demonstrates that temporal landmarks—including personally meaningful life events (e.g., birthdays) and time dividers on calendars (e.g., holidays, Mondays)—motivate people to tackle their self-improvement goals. One reason is that people feel distant from their past failures following temporal landmarks and thus feel more confident about their current selves (Dai et al., 2015). Extending this “fresh start effect” to the context of performance resets suggests that when individuals do not feel they have performed well, having a clean slate on their performance records may motivate them to work harder. However, what if people feel that they have performed well? I argue that they may feel less motivated to exert effort if their performance is tracked from a new reference point because they have already proved their ability to excel at the task and may find the prospect of starting a new performance record unappealing. That is, I propose that the effects of performance resets on future performance should depend on how people view their past performance. Specifically, I hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 1: Past performance will moderate the effects of performance resets on future performance. Specifically, resets will increase future performance when individuals view their past performance as poor but decrease future performance when individuals view their past performance as strong.

My proposition is in line with the results of Gubler, Larkin, and Pierce (2014). They studied an awards program that offered employees with perfect attendance in a given month an opportunity to receive a prize; the award program thus implicitly disregarded employees’ historic attendance records. Comparing the factory that implemented this award program with similar factories that did not, Gubler et al. (2014) found that employees with the highest tardy rates prior to the introduction of the award program decreased their tardy rates after the program was implemented. They also found that employees with moderate pre-intervention tardy rates did not decrease their tardy rates and employees who were never tardy in the previous 12 months increased their likelihood of taking planned absences and lowered their productivity by 6 percent. These results provide suggestive evidence that past performance may alter the effects of performance resets on future performance. However, in Gubler et al. (2014), the award program also emphasized a performance metric that was previously overlooked by employees (i.e., attendance) and intensified competition among coworkers. In the current research, I examine the impact of performance resets without introducing new performance metrics or altering competition.

---

23 Gubler et al. (2014) speculated that employees with perfect pre-intervention attendance increased their absence rates and decreased their productivity because they felt it unfair that their past attendance was disregarded and that those with poor pre-intervention attendance had the same chance to win the award.
In the following sections, I theorize that two significant determinants of performance—individuals’ task-specific self-efficacy and their commitment to performing well—drive the psychological processes through which past performance moderates the effects of performance resets on future performance.

**Performance Resets and Past Performance Influence Self-efficacy**

Self-efficacy is a person’s belief in his ability to organize and execute the actions required to succeed at a given task (Bandura, 1997). Self-efficacy has been shown to predict actions and future performance. Compared to those with low self-efficacy, individuals with high self-efficacy select more challenging tasks (Bandura & Schunk, 1981), set more challenging goals (Brown, Jones, & Leigh, 2005; Tolli & Schmidt, 2008), exert more effort (Schunk & Hanson, 1985; Schunk, Hanson, & Cox, 1987; Schmidt & DeShon, 2010), work more persistently when faced with difficulties (Multon, Brown, & Lent, 1991), and eventually achieve higher performance (Bandura & Locke, 2003; Brown et al., 2005; Stajkovic & Luthans, 1998; Stefano, Gino, Pisano, & Staats, 2014). One determinant of self-efficacy is an individual’s past performance: Past successes indicate that you are capable of harnessing the resources required to perform well and elicit high self-efficacy, whereas past failures cast doubt on future accomplishments and decrease self-efficacy (Bandura, 1991, 1997; Locke et al., 1984).

Notably, the impact of past failures on self-efficacy is weakened when people feel distant from past failures and do not consider them to be reflective of their current and future capabilities. For example, Libby and Eibach (2002) showed that when dieters use a third-person perspective to recall past episodes of overindulgent eating, they become
more optimistic about their ability to refrain from overeating during their next
Thanksgiving dinner because they no longer view their undesirable past actions as a
reflection of their new, current selves. Similarly, attributing prior failures to externally-
controlled factors (as compared to internally controlled factors) has been shown to
increase self-efficacy (Donovan & Williams, 2003; Tolli & Schmidt, 2008). More
broadly, Polivy and Herman (2002) contend that many individuals engage in frequent
attempts at self-improvement despite repeated past failures because they sustain their
optimism by attributing failures to external factors and their past selves. Integrating this
line of research with the notion that performance resets separate past and future
performance, I propose that resets will boost self-efficacy when individuals view their
past performance as poor. This is because resets may make those individuals feel
untarnished by their unsuccessful past performance and more confident about their ability
moving forward.

Among individuals who performed well in the past, we might expect performance
resets to decrease self-efficacy if resets psychologically separate them from their
successful past selves and make them feel less positively about their current selves.
However, I argue that performance resets should have no effect (rather than a detrimental
effect) on self-efficacy when individuals have strong past performance. The desire to feel
competent is a basic human motivation (White, 1959; Ryan & Deci, 2000), and people
are good at claiming ownership of past achievements (e.g., by pulling past achievements
closer to their current selves) in an effort to maintain a positive self-view (Ross &
Wilson, 2002; Wilson & Ross, 2001). Thus, I expect that even when past achievements
are no longer part of performance appraisals following a reset, individuals will still be able to maintain a high level of self-efficacy due to their memories of past successes.

Combining these arguments, I propose the following hypothesis:

*Hypothesis 2*: Past performance will moderate the effects of performance resets on self-efficacy. Specifically, the positive relationship between resets and self-efficacy will be stronger when individuals view their past performance as poor than when they view their past performance as strong.

**Performance Resets and Past Performance Influence Commitment**

In addition to individuals’ self-efficacy, their commitment to achieving a high performance level also positively influences the effort they subsequently allocate to the task and their final performance (e.g., Fishbach & Dhar, 2005; Klein & Kim, 1998; Locke et al., 1988; Riedel, Nebeker, & Cooper, 1988; Zhang & Huang, 2010). One significant determinant of individuals’ commitment to a performance goal is the general value of the goal (Locke et al., 1988; Zhang & Huang, 2010): The more people value the goal of achieving a performance level, the more committed they are to taking actions and exerting effort.

I propose that the effects of performance resets on individuals’ commitment to performing well on a task depend on how they view their past performance. When individuals view their past performance positively, performance resets turn strong past performance into a successful record that is set in stone; by contrast, without performance resets, past performance becomes part of continuing performance appraisals but does not stand alone as proof of prior achievements. Consequently, performance resets may lead
those with strong past performance to feel that they have already established their ability to excel at the focal task and that it is less valuable to achieve strong future performance and prove themselves again. Since the perceived value of a goal is positively correlated with individuals’ commitment (Locke et al., 1988; Zhang & Huang, 2010), performance resets may reduce commitment among individuals who previously performed well.

However, I expect performance resets to increase commitment among individuals who believe their past performance was weak. Without performance resets, weak past performance is carried over to the current performance period and drags down overall performance, making it difficult for individuals to catch up even if they work very hard in the future. This may in turn reduce their engagement in the task (Cochran & Tesser, 1996). By contrast, a performance reset offers individuals an opportunity to build up their performance record from scratch. Performing well after a reset will allow individuals with weak past performance to establish their capability using their new record. Thus, performance resets may make it more valuable for those individuals to improve their performance and increase their commitment to a task. Consider a baseball player who has been performing poorly in the first two months of a regular season. He may realize that he has little chance to save his overall seasonal performance statistics regardless of how hard he tries in the next few months because his past performance is a burden. As a result, he may not feel committed to improving his performance. However, if he is traded to another league and has his season-to-date statistics reset, he has a new opportunity to prove himself and may feel more committed to achieving strong subsequent performance.

Combining these arguments, I propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: Past performance will moderate the effects of performance resets on commitment. Specifically, resets will boost commitment when individuals view their past performance as poor but harm commitment when individuals view their past performance as strong.

Performance Resets and Past Performance Influence Future Performance via Self-efficacy and Commitment

Self-efficacy and commitment have been shown to positively influence future performance. Research has simultaneously examined the effects of self-efficacy and commitment on performance, suggesting that self-efficacy and commitment have independent explanatory power (Sue-Chan & Ong, 2002). Thus, I expect that the psychological processes through which performance resets and past performance affect self-efficacy and commitment will have further implications for individuals’ subsequent performance. Specifically, I propose that for individuals with weak past performance, a performance reset should improve future performance by boosting their self-efficacy and commitment to the task in question; however, a performance reset should decrease subsequent performance for individuals with strong past performance by reducing their commitment to the task in question without changing their self-efficacy. I formally state my hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 4: Both self-efficacy and commitment will mediate the relationship between performance resets, past performance and future performance.

Specifically, past performance will moderate the effects of performance resets on
self-efficacy and commitment (i.e., Hypotheses 2 and 3), which will positively influence future performance.

**Overview of Studies**

I tested Hypotheses 1-4 across five studies: an archival study based on real performance outcomes gathered from a field setting and four laboratory experiments. In Study 1, I collected performance data on professional baseball players who were traded in the middle of the regular baseball season, taking advantage of the fact that inter-league trades reset season-to-date statistics but within-league trades carry over the performance statistics players achieved before they were traded. I examined how hitting performance — measured by the probability of successfully getting a hit when at bat—changes as a function of (a) whether a trade occurred between or within leagues and (b) a player’s hitting performance prior to the trade. In Study 2, I experimentally manipulated the presence of a performance reset and tested whether performance resets have a different impact on individuals’ performance on a cognitive task depending on past performance. Studies 3 and 4 used a task that requires motor skills and independently manipulated (a) the presence of a performance reset and (b) individuals’ perceptions of their past performance. This allowed me to provide a causal test of whether an individual’s view of her past performance alters her response to a performance reset. Study 4 further examined whether past performance and performance resets affect future performance by altering self-efficacy and commitment. Study 5 tested my hypothesis in a new way and examined whether people choose to reset their performance statistics at a higher rate if they believe their past performance was poor than if they believe their past performance was strong.
Study 1

In Study 1, I analyze data on 40 years of Major Baseball League games and examine the performance of baseball players who were traded in the middle of the regular season. I take advantage of the fact that players’ season-to-date statistics are reset after they are traded to a different league but are carried over after they are traded to a different team in the same league. I investigate whether the effects of being traded across leagues (versus being traded within a league) on players’ post-trade performance depend on players’ recent performance prior to a trade.

Setting

Major League Baseball (MLB) offers an appropriate setting to test Hypothesis 1 for at least two reasons. First, MLB consists of two leagues, the American League (AL) and the National League (NL). When a player is traded to the other league in the middle of a regular season, his season-to-date statistics will start from zero, and his statistics in the previous league will not be counted toward his totals in the new league; but if a player switches to another team in the same league, his statistics will carry over. Statistics are reset following inter-league trades for league leaderboards and awards purposes because (a) league leaderboards and awards are league specific and (b) it is deemed inappropriate for a player to lead in a league in which he has never or barely played. For both inter-league and within-league trades, players’ performance before and after a trade counts toward their career statistics. The second factor that makes MLB an appropriate setting is

---

The two leagues use the same set of rules and regulations, with the exception that the AL operates under the designated hitter rule, and the NL does not. The designated hitter rule allows baseball teams to have one player (known as the designated hitter) who bats in place of the pitcher. Without this rule, the pitcher in a team must bat.
that although baseball is a team sport, each team member performs more or less on his own. Thus, each team member’s contributions are relatively independent and can be rather objectively assessed (Mandelbaum, 2005).

Data

Play-by-play data for all Major League Baseball players from 1975 to 2014\textsuperscript{25} were obtained based on Retrosheet’s (n.d.) regular-season event files. I also collected information about trades that occurred during the same period based on Retrosheet’s (n.d.) transaction database. I focused on trades that were arranged between a team’s first game and its last game in a regular season (hereafter, \textit{mid-season trades}) because only mid-season inter-league trades result in performance resets. Since each player can appear in multiple seasons in this data, I use the term \textit{player-season} to capture a given player in a given season. I focused on the effects of inter-league trades on batters\textsuperscript{26} and identified 1,408 player-seasons of 1,116 unique players who batted in at least one game before and after a mid-season trade.\textsuperscript{27}

\textsuperscript{25} I started my observation period from 1975 primarily because event files on Retrosheet are missing a few games for most seasons prior to 1974 (Retrosheet, n.d.). In addition, free agency, which allows players to openly negotiate their contract with any team after their current contract has expired, became available in the mid-1970s and has increased player mobility.

\textsuperscript{26} I focused on batters rather than pitchers for two reasons. First, as explained earlier, pitchers must bat in the NL but do not have to bat in the AL. Thus, inter-league trades change whether or not pitchers must bat in a game. Second, pitchers in the NL can often get better outcomes when pitching to the opposing team’s pitcher, who is usually not a very good batter; but pitchers in the AL normally do not get to pitch to the opposing team’s pitcher. As a result, pitching statistics in the NL tend to be better than pitching statistics in the AL (Schwarz, 2007). In summary, the AL’s adoption of the designated hitter rules may cause inter-league trades and within-league trades to differently change pitchers’ statistics for reasons other than the reset of performance statistics. See Appendix A for results based on pitchers’ data.

\textsuperscript{27} For the 2.45\% of MLB players who were traded twice or three times in the middle of a season, I examined their first mid-season trade, thereby avoiding using those players’ observations after their first trade as the pre-trade baseline for their subsequent trades in the same season. My results are robust if I exclude the players who were traded more than once in the middle of a season.
For two reasons, my performance measure was whether or not a batter successfully hit the ball each time he was credited with an at bat. First, batting average, which the Baseball Almanac (n.d.) refers to as “easily the most common statistic in baseball and the most understood,” is calculated as the number of times a batter successfully hits the ball divided by the number of at bats. Second, a box score (or the summary of a game’s statistics) at minimum includes the number of at bats and hits each batter was credited with in a game. Consistent with my measure of performance, I operationalized batters’ past performance by calculating their batting average during the pre-trade period of the season. To ensure a sufficiently granular and meaningful batting average, I restricted my sample to players who had at least 100 at bats during the pre-trade period, which reduced my sample to 706 player-seasons of 558 unique players. Our results are robust if I relax this exclusion criterion. Across the 706 trades involved in my main analysis, 41.93% were inter-league trades.

Variables

**Dependent variable.**

**Hitting indicator.** Each time a batter was credited with an at bat, hitting indicator equaled 1 if the batter successfully hit the ball and 0 if the batter did not hit the ball ($M = 0.26$, $SD = 0.44$).

**Independent variables.**

---

28 Other batting statistics are not necessarily included in a box score. For example, base on balls (the number of times a batter is entitled to reach first base without the possibility of being put out because he receives four pitches that the umpire calls *balls*) may or may not be included in a box score.
**Inter-league indicator.** When a player was traded across leagues, *inter-league indicator* equaled 1; otherwise, it equaled 0 ($M = 0.42$, $SD = 0.49$).

**Pre-trade batting average.** For each batter in a season, I calculated the player’s batting average ($M = 0.260$, $SD = 0.032$) from the first until the last game he played for the team from which he was traded. The calculations were validated against data from Baseball-Reference.com, a website that is often used by major media organizations and baseball broadcasters as a source for baseball statistics.

**Post-trade indicator.** This dummy variable equaled 1 if a given observation occurred after a given player was traded and otherwise equaled 0.

**Analysis strategy**

I relied on the following ordinary least squares (OLS) regression specification to predict the hitting indicator for at bat $i$ for player-season $j$:

$$
\text{hitting indicator}_{ij} = \alpha + \beta (post - trade indicator)_{ij} + \\
\lambda [(post - trade indicator)_{ij} \times (inter - league indicator)_{j}] + \\
\tau [(post - trade indicator)_{ij} \times (pre - trade batting average)_{j}] + \\
\zeta [(post - trade indicator)_{ij} \times (inter - league indicator)_{j} \times \\
(pre - trade batting average)_{j}] + \delta_j + \epsilon_{ij},
$$

where the two-way and three-way interaction between the post-trade indicator and the other two independent variables (the inter-league indicator and pre-trade batting average) were included. I included player-season fixed effects $\delta_j$, allowing me to estimate how hitting performance changes after a trade while controlling for the player’s average performance in a given season. Notably, the inter-league indicator and pre-trade batting
average had a fixed value for a given player-season and were collinear to player-season fixed effects. Thus, the main effects of inter-league (versus within-league) trades and pre-trade batting average as well as their interaction were not included in the regression. I clustered the standard errors at the player-season level.

**Results**

Descriptive statistics and correlations are reported in Panel A of Table 1. As summarized in Panel B in Table 1, inter-league trades and within-league trades were comparable on relevant observables.

**Summary statistics showing the effects of inter-league trades on post-trade hitting probability.** For ease of exposition, I graphically present the results in Figure 1 by focusing on the bulk of the observations that happened either within 90 days prior to a trade or within 90 days after a trade.\(^{29}\) To understand how players’ responses to inter-league versus within-league trades change over time,\(^{30}\) I separate both the pre-trade period and the post-period period into three 30-day intervals. Figure 1 depicts the average probability of hitting at bat as a function of (a) whether a player’s pre-trade batting average was one standard deviation above the mean (i.e., 0.292) or below the mean (i.e., 0.228), (b) whether the trade in question was an inter-league or within-league trade, and (c) each of the 30-day intervals prior to versus after the trade. For both players with a high pre-trade batting average and players with a low pre-trade batting average, the

---

\(^{29}\) More than 80% of players played the last game in the regular season for their new team within 90 days after they were traded. Similarly, approximately 75% of players played the first game in the regular season for their previous team within 90 days before they were traded.

\(^{30}\) I did not expect the effects of a performance reset caused by an inter-league trade to persist throughout the season. Instead, I expected that the effects of a performance reset would arise early on and fade over time.
probability of hitting at bat did not significantly differ between inter-league and within-league trades across the three 30-day intervals before trades (all $p$s > .49). This suggests that batting performance measured as the probability of hitting at bat was comparable between inter-league and within-league trades prior to a trade.

My theory predicts that the lower a batter’s pre-trade batting average, the more an inter-league trade would improve his post-trade batting performance over and above a within-league trade. To test this prediction, I focus on the post-trade period. For players whose pre-trade batting average was one standard deviation below the mean, their average probability of hitting was significantly higher during the period of 0-30 days and 30-60 days following inter-league trades ($M_{0-30\text{days}} = 0.263$, $SD = 0.440$; $M_{30-60\text{days}} = 0.270$, $SD = 0.444$) than following within-league trades ($M_{0-30\text{days}} = 0.236$, $SD = 0.425$; $M_{30-60\text{days}} = 0.243$, $SD = 0.429$; both $p$s < .03). The benefits of inter-league trades among those players disappeared after 60 days following a trade.

However, the effects of inter-league trades (relative to within-league trades) turned in the opposite direction among players whose pre-trade batting average was one standard deviation above the mean. Specifically, their average probability of hitting across all of three 30-day intervals was directionally lower following inter-league trades ($M_{0-30\text{days}} = 0.287$, $SD = 0.452$; $M_{30-60\text{days}} = 0.279$, $SD = 0.449$; $M_{60-90\text{days}} = 0.254$, $SD = 0.436$) than following within-league trades ($M_{0-30\text{days}} = 0.292$, $SD = 0.455$; $M_{30-60\text{days}} = 0.283$, $SD = 0.450$; $M_{60-90\text{days}} = 0.254$, $SD = 0.436$; $M_{60-90\text{days}} = 0.279$, $SD = 0.449$; all $p$s > .26).
In summary, Figure 1 shows that inter-league trades improved post-trade hitting performance over and above within-league trades if players’ pre-trade batting average was low, but the effects of inter-league trades reversed if players’ pre-trade batting average was high. These patterns were prominent during the first 60 days following a trade but faded after 60 days.

Regression analyses showing the effects of inter-league trades on post-trade hitting probability. The analyses reported above were based on raw data without controlling for any factors and did not address the concern that a player-season has repeated observations. Next, I turned to the regression model described in the Analysis Strategy section, controlling for player-season fixed effects and clustering standard errors at the player-season level.

As shown in Model 1 of Table 2, the positive and significant coefficient on the post-trade indicator \((p < .001)\) means that the probability of hitting at bat on average improved after a within-league trade. Further, hitting probability on average improved more substantially after an inter-league trade than after a within-league trade, as indicated by the positive and significant coefficient on the interaction between the post-trade indicator and the inter-league indicator \((p = .014)\). Importantly, the negative and significant three-way interaction between the post-trade indicator, the inter-league indicator, and pre-trade batting average \((p = .014)\) suggests that the lower a player’s pre-trade batting average, the more likely inter-league trades were to improve hitting probability.

---

31 The negative and significant interaction between the post-trade indicator and pre-trade batting average suggests that the lower a player’s pre-trade batting average, the more their hitting probability improved after a trade. This may simply reflect regression to mean and is irrelevant to my hypothesis.
probability above and beyond within-league trades. Specifically, when a player’s pre-trade batting average increases by one standard deviation (i.e., 0.032), the additional improvement in hitting probability induced by an inter-league trade would on average decrease by 0.008, which is equivalent to 3% of the average hitting probability of an average player in my dataset. In fact, compared with within-league trades, inter-league trades decrease post-trade hitting performance ($p = .039$) for players whose pre-trade batting average was two standard deviations above the mean (i.e., 0.324). These findings are consistent with the patterns observed in Figure 1 as well as Hypothesis 1.32

**Placebo test addressing alternative explanations.** Inter-league trades and within-league trades may differ in aspects other than the reset of performance statistics. Importantly, the focus of my analysis is to test whether pre-trade batting average affects the effects of inter-league trades on post-trade batting performance rather than to test the main effects of inter-league trades. Thus, other inherent differences between inter-league and within-league trades would only create alternative explanations if these differences cause post-trade hitting probability to change differently for players with a low versus high pre-trade batting average.

To address the possibility that my findings are explained by differences between the two types of trades other than performance resets, I take advantage of the fact that inter-league trades occurring between seasons do not reset performance statistics. I applied the same analysis strategy described above to analyzing trades that occurred

---

32 In an alternative regression, I replaced the post-trade indicator with four post-trade indicators, each of which represented the 0-30 days, 30-60 days, 60-90 days, and beyond 90 days after a trade, respectively. The regression results are consistent with Figure 1 and Hypothesis 1. See Appendix C for details.
between seasons but did not see the same patterns predicted by my theory (Model 2 in Table 2). This suggests that the different impact of mid-season inter-league trades on players with a low versus high pre-trade batting average are unlikely to be explained by something inherent to such trades besides the introduction of a performance reset. See details about this placebo test in Appendix B.

**Robustness checks.** I conducted a number of robustness checks to ensure that the findings above are not the spurious results of the regression specifications and sample selection criteria. See Appendix D for detailed explanations and regression results. The findings are robust if:

- I use a logistic regression to predict the hitting indicator;
- I relax or strengthen the criterion I used to ensure that pre-trade batting average is granular and reliable;
- I only include players having more than 100 at bats both before and after a trade;
- I only include players who were not also a pitcher in a given season;
- I only include players who had one mid-season trade in a season; and
- I control for the Batting Park Factor of the team corresponding to each observation.\(^{33}\)

---

\(^{33}\) A ballpark’s Batting Park Factor captures the extent to which this ballpark is favorable to batters versus pitchers. It is plausible that batters who have a low pre-trade batting average and are traded across leagues are more likely to be traded to a team whose ballpark is friendly to batters and thus seemingly improve their performance, compared with (a) batters with a low pre-trade batting average who are traded within a league and (b) batters with a high pre-trade batting average. If this is true, then pre-trade batting average may moderate the effects of inter-league trades on hitting probability for reasons other than the reset of performance statistics. However, this speculation is not supported by my ancillary analysis because players with a low pre-trade batting average who are traded across leagues are not more likely than others to switch to a team with a more batter-friendly ballpark. See Appendix E for details about this analysis. To further address this alternative account, I controlled for Batting Park Factors in my robustness checks.
Discussion

Study 1 examines a high-stakes field setting where performance resets are naturally induced by mid-season interleague trades. Consistent with Hypothesis 1, I find that trading across leagues (relative to trading within leagues) improves players’ probability of hitting at bat among those who had a low batting average prior to a trade; however, the effects of inter-league trades reverse among players who had a high batting average prior to a trade. Also, my placebo test confirms that the same patterns do not emerge for trades that happened between two regular seasons, providing further evidence that performance resets—rather than inherent differences between inter-league and within-league trades—help to explain why the effects of inter-league trades on post-trade performance depend on pre-trade performance. However, whether a player is traded across leagues or within a league is not exogenous. In subsequent studies, I provide a causal test of the effects of performance resets by experimentally manipulating the presence of a performance reset.

Study 2

Study 2 is a laboratory experiment that assesses how an individual’s past performance alters the effects of a performance reset on his or her future performance.

Method

Participants. I recruited 202 participants (41.71% female, three unspecified; M_age = 34.49, three unspecified) from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to take part in a 15-

---

34 Among the 212 participants who passed my comprehension check questions, I excluded participants who quit the survey before being exposed to my experimental manipulations (n = 9) or who did not play any games due to technical difficulties (n = 1). To conduct an intention-to-treat analysis, I included one participant who quit the game after being exposed to my experimental manipulations and assigned a score
minute study. They were told that in addition to a base pay of $1, they would receive a bonus based on their performance on a word task.

**Procedure.** Participants were informed that the study involved 10 one-minute Boggle games and that they would receive feedback on their performance after every game. After reading the game rules, participants answered three comprehension-check questions that assessed their understanding of the rules. Participants who failed the comprehension check exited the study and were paid at the base rate, whereas participants who successfully passed the comprehension check proceeded to a one-minute practice game and became the study sample.

For each of the 10 games (plus the practice game), participants were presented with a 3x3 grid of nine letters and were asked to search for as many words as possible for one minute. They were instructed to search for and enter words formed from letters that adjoined horizontally, vertically, or diagonally to the left and right or up and down. According to the game rules, no letter could be used more than once within a single word, and words could not be shorter than three letters.

After each of the first five games, all participants received performance feedback in the same manner. Specifically, a bar graph that marked Games 1-10 on the x-axis depicted the number of correct words participants generated each game. Games that were yet to come had a score of zero. A horizontal line across the bar graph indicated the average number of correct words per game achieved by pretest participants (n = 21).
Participants were also informed of their average score (i.e., the average number of correct words generated per game) across all of the games they already completed. See Supplemental Materials for complete study materials.

After viewing their performance following Game 5, participants were randomly assigned to either the performance reset condition or the control condition. In the control condition, participants read, “You have finished five games. Game 6 will begin in one minute. We will continue tracking your average score when the games resume.” After a one-minute break, the games resumed, and participants received feedback in the same manner they had in the first five games. Specifically, the bar graph presented after Games 6-10 continued displaying participants’ scores for each game, and participants were informed of their running average score, tracked from Game 1.

In the performance reset condition, 10 games were divided into two rounds of five games, and scores achieved in the first round of five games were not included in the tabulation of performance in the second round of five games. Specifically, participants read, “You have finished the first round of five games. Your average score on Round 1 has been saved. A new round will begin in one minute. We will track your average score on Round 2 from zero, a new starting point.” Participants were then presented with a new performance interface designed to only track scores for the next five games. After a one-minute break, the games resumed; in other words, Round 2 began. After each game, the bar graph updated participants’ score, and participants were informed of their Round 2 running average score, which was tracked from the first game of Round 2. In addition,
participants’ average score across the first five games was a constant number and was always presented as part of the feedback interface.

After participants finished with 10 games, they rated the extent to which the five games before the break felt separated from the five games after the break on a seven-point Likert scale (1 = not at all; 7 = very much) and reported their gender and age.

Results

Manipulation check. The effectiveness of the performance reset manipulation was confirmed: the five games before the break felt more separated from the five games after the break for participants in the performance reset condition ($M = 3.53, SD = 1.46$) than for those in the control condition ($M = 3.11, SD = 1.50$), $t(199) = 2.00, p = .046$.

Performance resets and past performance. I measured each participant’s pre-break performance and post-break performance as the number of correct Boggle words generated in the first five games ($M = 35.09, SD = 15.45$) and last five games ($M = 37.82, SD = 15.00$), respectively. Figure 2 depicts the average difference between pre-break performance and post-break performance as a function of (a) whether a player was in the performance reset or the control condition and (b) whether the player’s pre-break performance was below or above the mean. For players whose pre-break performance was below the mean, the improvement between pre-break performance and post-break performance was directionally larger in the performance reset condition ($M_{\text{difference in performance}} = 5.29, SD = 7.14$) than in the control condition ($M_{\text{difference in performance}} = 3.23, SD = 7.89$), $t(114), p = .14$. However, for players whose pre-break performance was above the mean, the difference between pre-break and post-break performance was significantly
smaller in the performance reset condition ($M_{\text{difference in performance}} = -1.60, SD = 10.44$) than in the control condition ($M_{\text{difference in performance}} = 2.59, SD = 7.91$), $t(84), p = .04$.

In an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, I predicted post-break performance using an indicator for the performance reset condition (versus the control conditions), a continuous measure of pre-break performance, and their interaction (performance reset indicator x pre-break performance). The negative and significant interaction between the performance reset indicator and pre-break performance (Panel A of Table 3) suggests that the performance reset treatment influenced post-break performance differently depending on pre-break performance ($p = 0.01$). I conducted a simple slope analysis following the steps outlined by Aiken and West (1991). Compared with the control, a performance reset marginally significantly improved participants’ post-break performance for participants whose pre-break performance was one standard deviation below the mean (a gain of 2.65 words; $p = 0.10$); however, a performance reset led to lower post-break performance for participants whose pre-break performance was one standard deviation above the mean (a loss of 3.57 words; $p = 0.03$).

**Discussion**

In support of Hypothesis 1, Study 2 shows that as compared with the control condition, a performance reset improves post-break performance for participants with poor pre-break performance but harms post-break performance for participants with strong pre-break performance.

Individuals may assess their past performance by comparing their performance with an objective benchmark (if there is any) or with their peers’ performance. In the
context of professional baseball players, well-known benchmarks are used to categorize good versus bad performance. In Study 2, participants were provided with their peers’ average performance as a benchmark to assess their own performance. Thus, in Studies 1 and 2, I used players’ actual past performance to capture whether they viewed their past performance as poor versus strong. In the next two studies, I test Hypothesis 1 differently by experimentally manipulating individuals’ perceptions of their past performance. This approach also addresses the concern that differing past performance in Studies 1 and 2 was endogenous.

**Study 3**

Study 3 extends Study 2 in two ways. First, Study 3 directly manipulated individuals’ self-assessment of their past performance instead of measuring past performance. Second, instead of using Boggle games that primarily require cognitive skills, I employed a different task that requires motor skills and responsiveness to changes in stimuli.

**Method**

**Participants.** I recruited 244 participants\(^{35}\) (47.28% female, two unspecified; \(M_{age} = 32.54\), two unspecified) from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to take part in a 15-minute study. They were told that in addition to their base pay of $1, they would receive a bonus based on their performance on a series of games.

\(^{35}\) Among the 260 participants who responded to the survey, I excluded participants who quit the survey before being exposed to my experimental manipulations (\(n = 14\)) or whose scores were not successfully registered due to technical problems (\(n = 2\)).
Procedure. Participants were informed that the study involved 10 one-minute Snake games (described below) and that they would receive feedback on their performance after every game. They were also told that they would be paid $0.01 for every point that they earned across the 10 games.

To familiarize themselves with the rules of Snake games, participants first played two one-minute practice games. In each game, a white square resembling a snake first appeared at the center of the screen, and a red dot resembling a berry appeared in a random place on the screen. Participants were required to use the arrow keys to move the white square across the screen to touch the red dot. When the white square touched the red dot, the white square increased in length (simulating a snake growing longer after eating a berry), and participants earned one point. Then a new red dot appeared in another random place, waiting for the “snake” to move there. The game would end if (a) the “snake” hit itself while moving around, (b) the “snake” hit the edges of the screen but did not quickly turn around, or (c) the time ran out. This game was designed based on the popular arcade game Snake, which was familiar to most of the participants and had a straightforward scoring system.

Following two practice games, participants played 10 real games of Snake and received performance feedback after each game. Similar to Study 2, Study 3 presented participants with their game-by-game scores in a bar graph together with their running average scores. However, unlike Study 2, Study 3 did not include the average score of previous participants as part of the feedback interface because information regarding previous participants’ performance was experimentally manipulated (explained below).
See Supplemental Materials for complete study materials. All of the participants played the first five games under the same circumstances. It was only after Game 5 that participants were randomly assigned to one condition of a 2 (high self-assessment vs. low self-assessment) x 2 (performance reset vs. control) between-subjects design.

**High/low self-assessment manipulation.** Prior to Study 3, I recruited 80 individuals from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to complete the same Snake games. I used their performance to set high and low performance standards for the self-assessment experimental manipulation in Study 3. Specifically, participants in Study 3 were told that the program had selected 20 participants who previously worked on this project to help them assess their performance. They were then presented with the average score each of 20 selected pretest participants earned during the first five games. The average scores earned by the 20 pretest participants used in the high self-assessment condition were ranked between the 5th and 25th percentiles of the performance distribution (i.e., from 0.2 to 4.4 points per game). The average scores earned by the 20 pretest participants used in the low self-assessment condition were ranked between the 75th and 95th percentiles of the performance distribution (i.e., from 13.8 to 18 points per game). Thus, the median performance of the 20 pretest participants in the high and low self-assessment conditions was in the 15th and 85th percentiles, respectively. The choice to use pretest scores around the 15th and 85th percentiles of the distribution to manipulate performance expectations is consistent with past research (e.g., Flynn & Amanatullah, 2012).

**Performance reset manipulation.** The performance reset manipulation in Study 3 was identical to that employed in Study 2. Specifically, in the control condition, the same
bar graph used to record scores for the first five games continued displaying scores for
the last five games, and participants’ running average score was tracked from Game 1.
However, in the performance reset condition, ten games were divided into two rounds of
games. In place of the bar graph used to track scores for the first five games, a new
bar graph appeared and only tracked participants’ game-by-game scores in the last five
games (or Round 2). Participants’ Round 2 running average score was tracked from the
first game of Round 2, and their Round 1 average score was also included as part of the
feedback interface.

After a 30-second break, participants continued to play the last five games. At the
end, participants rated the extent to which (a) the five games before the break felt distinct
from the five games after the break and (b) the first game after the break felt like a new
start (1 = not at all; 7 = very much). They also rated their performance during the first
five games (1 = very bad; 7 = very good) and reported their gender and age.

Results

Manipulation check. The effectiveness of the performance reset manipulation
was confirmed: Participants in the performance reset condition reported that (a) the five
games before the break felt more distinct from the five games after the break ($M_{distinct} =
2.90$, $SD = 2.04$) and (b) the first game after the break felt more like a new start ($M_{new\_start}
= 3.78$, $SD = 2.13$), as compared with participants in the control condition ($M_{distinct} = 2.27$,
$SD = 1.81$, $t(242) = 2.55$, $p = .01$; $M_{new\_start} = 3.19$, $SD = 2.09$, $t(242) = 2.18$, $p = .03$).
Also, participants in the high self-assessment condition rated their pre-break performance
more positively ($M = 4.75$, $SD = 1.82$) than did participants in the low self-assessment
condition ($M = 3.60, SD = 1.87$), $t(242) = 4.90$, $p < .0001$, which confirmed the effectiveness of my self-assessment manipulations.

**Performance resets and self-assessments of past performance.** I measured each participant’s *pre-break performance* and *post-break performance* as the number of points earned in the first five games ($M = 45.73$, $SD = 29.65$) and last five games ($M = 52.03$, $SD = 30.31$), respectively. In an OLS regression, I predicted post-break performance using an indicator for the performance reset condition (versus the control condition), an indicator for the high (versus low) self-assessment condition, and their interaction (performance reset indicator x high self-assessment indicator). Following Flynn and Amanatullah (2012), I included pre-break performance as a control for individuals’ baseline performance. The marginally significant and negative interaction between the performance reset indicator and the high self-assessment indicator ($p = 0.05$; Panel B of Table 3) suggests that the effects of a performance reset on post-break performance depended on individuals’ evaluations of their pre-break performance. Specifically, the planned contrast analysis showed that as compared with the control condition, a performance reset directionally increased post-break performance (a gain of 0.84 points; $p = 0.78$) for participants in the low self-assessment condition. However, for participants in the high self-assessment condition, a performance reset significantly reduced post-break performance (a loss of 7.68 points; $p = 0.01$).

**Discussion**

Study 3 confirms Hypothesis 1, showing that the effects of a performance reset on subsequent performance are contingent on individuals’ perceptions of their past
performance. Specifically, a performance reset decreases performance when people are led to think positively of their past performance, but (directionally) improves performance when participants are led to view their past performance as poor.

**Study 4**

Building on and extending Study 3, Study 4 examines the psychological processes underlying the different effects of performance resets on those who believe they have performed well in the past versus poorly.

**Method**

**Participants.** I recruited 81 participants\(^{36}\) (46.91% female; \(M_{age} = 31.28\)) from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to take part in a 15-minute study. They were told that in addition to receiving base pay of $1.50, they would receive a bonus based on their performance on a series of games.

**Procedure.** Participants played 10 one-minute Snake games as described in Study 3 and received feedback on their performance after every game. After Game 5, they were randomly assigned to one condition of a 2 (high self-assessment vs. low self-assessment) x 2 (performance reset vs. control) between-subjects experiment. All materials and measures in Study 4 were identical to those used in Study 3, with two exceptions. First, I collected measures of potential mechanisms after 10 games were completed (described below). Second, I adapted the benchmarks used to manipulate perceptions of past performance. As noted above, participants in the low self-assessment

\(^{36}\) Among the 106 participants who responded to my survey, I excluded participants who quit the survey before being exposed to my experimental manipulations (\(n = 24\)) or who were unable to play the games due to technical difficulties (\(n = 1\)).
condition of Study 3 only directionally benefited from a performance reset (compared to the control). One possibility is that the high standards set by pretest players (i.e., from the 75th to the 95th percentile of pretest performance) were so daunting that a performance reset was unable to boost the morale of participants in the low self-assessment condition. Thus, in Study 4, I selected previous players whose performance would set a more reasonable benchmark. Specifically, the low self-assessment condition relied on 20 players whose average scores on the first five games were between the 65th and 95th percentiles in Study 3 (i.e., from 12.6 to 17 points per game). The high self-assessment condition relied on 20 players whose average scores on the first five games were between the 5th and 15th percentiles in Study 3 (i.e., from 0.4 to 1.2 points per game).

**Mechanism measures**

**Self-efficacy.** I assessed self-efficacy with the confidence scores developed by Bandura (2006). Specifically, I asked participants to recall how certain they were right before starting the last five games that they could (a) perform better in the last five games than in the first five games and (b) improve their performance rank relative to other participants in the last five games. Participants rated their degree of confidence by selecting a number from 0 to 100 using a scale adapted from Bandura (2006): 0 = Could not do at all; 50 = Moderately certain could do; 100 = Highly certain could do. The variable, self-efficacy, equaled the summation of participants’ confidence ratings for the two items (correlation coefficient = 0.79) following Brown et al. (2005).

**Commitment.** I used two measures to capture individuals’ commitment to performing well during the last five games. First, participants indicated how committed
they were to performing well in the last five games, relative to the first five games (-3 = Much less committed in Games 6-10[/Round 2]; 0 = About the same in Games 6-10[/Round 2]; 3 = Much more committed in Games 6-10[/Round2]). This measure was adapted from the target-free assessment of commitment developed by Klein, Cooper, Molloy, and Swanson (2014). In addition, participants rated how important it was for them to perform well in the last five games (relative to the first five games) in order to show that they were good at playing the Snake games (-3 = Much less important in Games 6-10[/Round 2]; 0 = About the same in Games 6-10[/Round 2]; 3 = Much more important in Games 6-10[/Round2]). This measure captured the perceived value of achieving strong performance, a determinant of commitment. The variable, commitment, equaled the average of a participant’s responses to these two items (correlation coefficient = 0.76).

Additional measures (positive and negative affect) were collected at the end to address the possibility that affect explained the effects of performance resets and past performance on future performance. Neither positive affect nor negative affect varied by condition. Details about the measures and results are reported in Appendix F.

**Results**

**Manipulation check.** The effectiveness of the performance reset manipulation was confirmed: Participants in the performance reset condition reported that (a) the five games before the break felt more distinct from the five games after the break ($M_{distinct} = 2.53$, $SD = 1.58$) and (b) the first game after the break felt more like a new start ($M_{new\_start}$

---

37 The wording in the brackets was used in the performance reset condition.
than did participants in the control condition ($M_{distinct} = 3.44$, $SD = 1.86$, $t(79) = 2.38$, $p = .02$; $M_{new\_start} = 4.83$, $SD = 1.96$, $t(79) = 3.53$, $p < .001$). The self-assessment manipulation also successfully affected participations’ evaluations of their pre-break performance: participants in the high self-assessment condition rated their pre-break performance more positively ($M = 5.05$, $SD = 1.53$) than did participants in the low self-assessment condition ($M = 2.95$, $SD = 1.89$), $t(79) = 5.51$, $p < .0001$.

**Performance resets and self-assessments of past performance.** As in Study 3, I measured each participant’s *pre-break performance* and *post-break performance* as the number of points earned in the first five games ($M = 46.84$, $SD = 27.82$) and last five games ($M = 52.36$, $SD = 29.25$), respectively. In an OLS regression, I predicted post-break performance using an indicator for the performance reset condition (versus the control condition), an indicator for the high (versus low) self-assessment condition, their interaction (performance reset indicator x high self-assessment indicator), and a control for pre-break performance. A significant and negative interaction between the performance reset indicator and the high self-assessment indicator ($p = 0.03$; Model 1 of Table 4) suggests that the effects of a performance reset on post-break performance depend on individuals’ perceptions of their pre-break performance. The planned contrast analysis shows that a performance reset directionally increased post-break performance (a gain of 1.69 points; $p = 0.72$) for participants in the low self-assessment condition but significantly reduced post-break performance for participants in the high self-assessment condition (a loss of 12.52 points; $p = 0.006$).
Mechanism analysis. Hypothesis 2 predicts that performance resets are more likely to boost self-efficacy for individuals who view their past performance as weak than for individuals who think positively of their past performance. To test Hypothesis 2, I predicted self-efficacy using the performance reset indicator, the high self-assessment indicator, and their interaction. The significant and negative interaction between the reset indicator and the high self-assessment indicator ($p = 0.049$; Model 2 in Table 4) suggests that the effects of a performance reset on self-efficacy hinged on individuals’ assessments of their past performance. The planned contrast analysis shows that for participants in the low self-assessment condition, a performance reset increased self-efficacy as compared to the control condition ($p = .001$); however, for participants in the high self-assessment condition, a performance reset did not significantly change self-efficacy ($p = .57$).

Hypothesis 3 predicts that past performance would affect the effects of performance resets on individuals’ commitment to performing well. To test Hypothesis 3, I predicted commitment using the reset indicator, the high self-assessment indicator, and their interaction. The interaction between the reset indicator and the high self-assessment indicator is not statistically significant ($p = 0.94$; Model 3 in Table 4), suggesting that the effects of a performance reset on commitment did not depend on individuals’ assessments of their pre-break performance. In fact, the performance reset treatment did not significantly change commitment in either the high self-assessment condition ($p = 0.75$) or the low self-assessment condition ($p = .82$). Thus, Hypothesis 3 was not supported.

I next tested the mediated-moderation model in which self-efficacy and commitment were expected to mediate the relationship between a performance reset,
perceptions of pre-break performance, and post-break performance (Hypothesis 4). Following Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes (2007) and Preacher and Hayes (2008), I simultaneously tested whether self-efficacy and commitment were significant mediators. First, as described above, I have established that self-assessments of past performance moderate the relationship between a reset and self-efficacy ($p = .049$; Model 2 in Table 4), but do not moderate the relationship between a reset and commitment ($p = .82$; Model 3 in Table 4). Next, I conducted a 5,000-sample bootstrap analysis to estimate the indirect effects of a performance reset via self-efficacy and commitment when self-assessments of past performance were manipulated to be high versus low.\(^{38}\) As reported in the bottom half of Table 4, the indirect effect of a performance reset on post-break performance via self-efficacy is statistically significant in the low self-assessment condition ($B = 4.05$, $SE = 2.43$, 95% bias-corrected confidence interval excluding zero [0.50, 10.46]); however, the indirect effect is not significant in the high self-assessment condition ($B = 0.67$, $SE = 1.27$, 95% bias-corrected confidence interval [-1.36, 4.18]). This suggests that self-efficacy is a significant mediator of the process through which self-assessments of past performance influence the effects of a performance reset on future performance. However, I did not find evidence that commitment was a significant mediator of the relationship between perceptions of past performance, a reset, and future performance. Specifically the indirect effects of a reset on post-break performance via commitment were not statistically significant in the low self-assessment condition ($B = -0.03$, $SE =

\(^{38}\) Similar to other methodologists (e.g., Edwards & Lambert, 2007; Muller, Judd, & Yzerbyt, 2005), Preacher et al. (2007) and Preacher and Hayes (2008) recommended directly examining the indirect effects using a product of coefficients approach together with a bootstrap analysis.
0.73, 95% CI [-1.80, 1.29]) or the high self-assessment condition ($B = -0.02$, $SE = 0.83$, 95% CI [-2.24, 1.31]). Altogether, Hypothesis 4 is only partly supported.

**Discussion**

Study 4 replicates the results in Study 3, showing that a performance reset (directionally) improves performance when individuals are led to perceive their past performance as poor but significantly harms performance when individuals are led to perceive their past performance as strong. Study 4 also provides preliminary evidence that perceptions of past performance moderate the effects of a performance reset on self-efficacy, which further influences performance. Further, Study 4 fails to support that commitment to performing well is one reason why self-assessments of past performance alter the effects of a performance reset on future performance.

**Study 5**

Thus far, I have shown that whether a performance reset improves or dampens future performance hinges on how individuals view their past performance. Study 5 offered individuals an opportunity to reset their performance statistics. Since participants were incentivized to perform well, Study 5 was designed to test my theory in a new way by examining whether people would rationally differentiate the value of performance resets as a function of their perceptions of past performance.

**Method**
Participants. I recruited 183 participants (63.39% female; $M_{age} = 20.71$) from a northeastern university in the United States. This experiment was part of a series of studies participants completed during a one-hour laboratory session. Participants were told that in addition to receiving a flat participation fee, they would receive a bonus based on their performance on a word task.

Procedure. Study 5 used the same Boggle games employed in Study 2. Participants were first informed that the study involved 10 one-minute Boggle games and that they would receive performance feedback after every game. After passing comprehension check questions and playing a practice game, participants proceeded to the games that counted. The remaining procedure in Study 5 was the same as the procedure in Study 3 with one key difference: Participants in Study 5 were asked to choose whether or not to reset their performance after Game 5 rather than being randomly assigned to either a performance reset or a control condition.

As in Study 3, participants in Study 5 first played five games without receiving information about their peers’ performance and were randomly assigned to one of two experiment conditions after Game 5: high self-assessment condition or low self-assessment condition.

High/low self-assessment manipulation. Prior to conducting Study 5, I recruited 178 participants from the same sample used in Study 5 to complete five, one-minute Boggle games in addition to a practice game. Participants in the high self-assessment

---

39 Among the 196 participants who took the survey, I excluded participants who could not play the games due to technical difficulties ($n = 1$) or who took the survey twice ($n = 12$). My results were robust if I included every participant who responded to my dependent measure (described later) for the first time.
condition of Study 5 were presented with the average scores of 20 pretest participants whose scores ranked between the 5th and 15th percentiles of the performance distribution (i.e., from 2.4 to 3.6 correct words per game); participants in the low self-assessment condition were presented with the average scores of 20 pretest participants whose scores ranked between the 85th and 95th percentiles of the performance distribution (i.e., from 12.8 to 18.2 correct words per game). Participants in Study 5 were asked to write down how many of these 20 previous participants had an average score lower than their own average score (see Supplemental Materials for complete study materials).

Participants subsequently were told that they had two different options for the next five games to be played. One option was that they could play the next five games as Games 1-5 of a new round, in which case their average score on the first round of five games would be saved and their average score on the second round would be tracked from zero. The other option was that they could continue to play the next five games as Games 6-10 without starting a new round. For each option, I showed participants a graph depicting what their performance interface would look like if they ended up choosing that option. I counterbalanced the order in which the two options were described (which did not affect participants’ decision). After participants indicated their choice, they played five more games and received feedback in accordance with their choice.

After completing 10 games, participants rated their performance during the first five games (1 = very bad; 7 = very good) and were asked to speculate about the purpose of this study. The results reported below are robust if I exclude the 21 participants who
correctly guessed the purpose of the study. Last, participants reported their gender and age and were paid according to the total number of correct words they generated.

**Results**

**Manipulation check.** I first confirmed that participants in the high self-assessment condition rated their performance on Games 1-5 more positively ($M = 5.47, SD = 1.14$) than did participants in the low self-assessment condition ($M = 4.14, SD = 1.33$), $t(181) = 7.23, p < .0001$.

**The decision to start a new round.** The primary measure of interest was whether or not individuals chose to start a new round. Participants in the low self-assessment condition chose to start a new round and reset their average scores at a higher rate than participants in the high self-assessment condition (52.75% vs. 34.78%), $\chi^2(1) = 6.00, p = .01$. Ancillary analyses show that compared with those in the high self-assessment condition, participants in the low self-assessment condition were more likely to expect resetting performance statistics to improve their subsequent performance and thus elect to reset their statistics at a higher rate (see Appendix G for details).

**Discussion**

Participants in Study 5 were paid based on their performance and thus had the incentive to choose an option that they believed would help them earn more points. I find that relative to those who think more positively of their past performance, people with a less positive view are more likely to choose to wipe their slate clean. Combining this result with earlier findings that resets improve performance for those with a negative view of their past performance but harm performance for those with a positive view of
their past performance, Study 5 suggests that people rationally differentiate the value of resetting their statistics based on how they perceive their past performance.

**General Discussion**

Across five field and lab studies, I demonstrated that the effects of performance resets on future performance depend on past performance. Specifically, performance resets improve future performance for individuals who view their recent performance as weak but harm future performance for individuals who view their recent performance as strong. These patterns held when I used objective performance to capture how individuals would assess their past performance (Studies 1 & 2) and when I experimentally manipulated individuals’ perceptions of their past performance (Studies 3 & 4). Study 4 provided initial support for a mediated-moderation model in which a performance reset boosted self-efficacy to a greater extent among those with undesirable recent performance (compared with those who had performed well), and self-efficacy further positively affected future performance. However, Study 4 failed to support the hypothesis that commitment mediated the relationship between past performance, a reset, and future performance. Further, Study 5 showed that perceptions of past performance shift preferences for performance resets, whereby individuals chose to reset their performance statistics more frequently when led to believe their past performance was poor than when led to believe it was strong.

**Theoretical Implications**

Management research that examines the relationship between past performance and future performance has largely assumed that past performance is related to who we
are now and thus alters our self-efficacy and commitment (e.g., Bandura, 1991, 1997; Fishbach & Dhar, 2005). However, there has been little research on how an individual’s psychological separation from her past successes and failures may affect her future motivation and effort allocation. Extending recent research showing that landmark events on calendars and in personal histories create fresh starts and increase goal pursuit, this paper provides a theoretical framework that predicts when fresh starts on performance records induced by performance resets can be inspiring versus demotivating. In addition, this paper examines changes in actual performance rather than the initiation of goal-pursuit progress (Dai et al., 2014, 2015) or optimism associated with feeling separated from past failures (Libby & Eibach, 2002).

Several studies in this paper manipulated individuals’ self-assessments of their past performance by providing social-comparison information. Information about peers with strong versus poor performance can be viewed as negative versus positive feedback. Thus, the current research also contributes to the literature on performance feedback by identifying a situational factor that influences whether positive or negative feedback leads to higher subsequent performance. Specifically, the findings in this paper suggest that negative feedback may be more motivating than positive feedback when resetting your performance record is possible, whereas positive feedback may be more motivating than negative feedback when your past performance will continue to be part of performance appraisals. This pattern may arise because the combination of a performance reset and negative feedback facilitates people’s tendency to disparage their imperfect past selves (Ross & Wilson, 2002), leading them to think more positively of their current selves and
gain higher confidence. Future research that directly tests whether it is easier to
internalize and leverage negative feedback after a fresh start would be valuable.

**Practical Implications**

The results documented in this paper have a number of practical implications for
managers. First, when deciding whether to reset employees’ performance metrics to zero,
they should recognize that performance resets may affect employees differently
depending on their past performance (which may be measured on an objective scale or
relative to their coworkers). In particular, managers need to be aware of the negative
impact of performance resets on high performers when they plan to implement an
intervention that will disregard employees’ past records. To reduce the possibility that
new programs will backfire among top performers, managers may want to highlight the
relevance of past performance only for top performers.

Second, this paper, and Study 5 in particular, suggest that employees would
appreciate the opportunity to put their past performance records behind them after a
streak of weak performance. Managers may be able to help employees cope with negative
feedback by offering them the option to reset their performance statistics (e.g., letting
employees with low daily sales the previous week choose whether they want to continue
tracking their daily sales over the entire month or only over the course of the current
week). Further, employees endowed with such an option may feel control over how they
can motivate themselves and thus experience increased job satisfaction and engagement.

**Limitations and Future Directions**
An important question related to the practical implications of performance resets is how long the patterns observed in this paper persist. One limitation of my laboratory experiments is that I was only able to track performance over a short period following a performance reset. However, Study 1 showed that the benefits of performance resets in the MLB lasted for up to two months. Given the robust evidence across Studies 2-4 that performance resets dampen high performers’ subsequent performance, my findings have meaningful implications even if performance resets only have short-term effects. However, it would valuable for future research to examine the long-term effects of performance resets and identify the right time for performance resets to recur in order to maximize the motivating impact of resets for low performers.

Studies 2-5 examine the effects of performance resets that individuals do not anticipate. Not informing participants of the existence of a performance reset allowed me to keep information and expectations the same across conditions before my performance reset treatment. This type of unexpected performance reset has parallels in organizations. For example, a manager may choose not to announce a new “employee of the month” program in advance, leaving employees unaware that their past records will not be counted toward the new program until the beginning of a new month. Future studies could explore how employees anticipating a performance reset adjust their efforts before the reset occurs, a question that will help managers decide whether and when to reveal interventions that may (inadvertently) reset employees’ performance records.

---

40 In Study 1, whether an MLB player knows in advance that he will be traded depends on many factors, such as whether he is to be traded after the MLB's July 31 trade deadline and how long he has been on an active major league roster.
In addition, my studies focused on performance resets that tracked performance from zero but still counted individuals’ past performance toward their final rewards (e.g., professional players’ career statistics, the bonus participants received at the end of an experiment). A stronger form of performance reset may completely disregard past records. For example, when an employee switches to a different branch office, her promotion prospects may be determined solely by her performance in the new position. Future research exploring and comparing a broad set of operationalizations of performance resets would be valuable.

Conclusion

Given the prevalence of work contexts where managers intentionally or inadvertently disregard employees’ past records when tabulating and rewarding their future performance, the need to understand the relationship between performance resets and individual performance remains critical. Specifically, does wiping one’s performance record clean enhance or impair individual performance? Five studies show that the introduction of a performance reset can produce performance benefits for individuals who did not perform well lately but cause performance decrements for those who have been effective in the past. I proposed that self-efficacy and commitment—two important determinants of individual performance—may drive the psychological processes underlying these results. Specifically, performance resets may improve performance by enhancing self-efficacy and commitment when past performance is viewed as weak but harm performance by decreasing commitment without improving self-efficacy when past performance is viewed as strong. By recognizing that not all employees are affected in
the same manner, organizations and their members may be able to better harness the benefits of and avoid the harms of performance resets.
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Table 1. Summary Statistics and Comparisons Between Two Trade Types (Study 1)

Panel A: Means, standard deviations, and correlations among study variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Hitting Indicator</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Inter-league Indicator</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Pre-trade Batting Average</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
<td>-0.01*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Post-trade Indicator</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>-0.02*</td>
<td>-0.03*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 268,491 at bats

* p-value < .05

Panel B: Inter-league trade and within-league trade comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Within-league Trades</th>
<th>Across-league Trades</th>
<th>P-value for the t-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trade Batting Average</td>
<td>0.256 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.255 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of “At Bats” Prior to Trade</td>
<td>240.42 (4.80)</td>
<td>245.09 (5.86)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of “At Bats” Post Trade</td>
<td>157.48 (4.99)</td>
<td>147.79 (5.17)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month of Trade (Apr-Sept Indicated by 4-9)</td>
<td>7.12 (0.04)</td>
<td>7.11 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days between First Pre-Trade Game and Trade</td>
<td>109.1 (1.42)</td>
<td>111.45 (1.52)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days between Last Pre-Trade Game and Trade</td>
<td>2.98 (0.32)</td>
<td>3.11 (0.42)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days between First Post-Trade Game and Trade</td>
<td>2.25 (0.28)</td>
<td>2.25 (0.35)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days between Last Post-Trade Game and Trade</td>
<td>62.24 (1.35)</td>
<td>61.69 (1.50)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 706 player-seasons

(within-league trade: 410 player-seasons; across-league trade: 296 player-seasons)
Table 2. Results of Regressions Predicting Probability of Hitting at Bat (Study 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1: Mid-season trades</th>
<th>Model 2: Between-season trades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator</td>
<td>0.148***</td>
<td>0.165***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>0.064*</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X Pre-trade batting</td>
<td>-0.557***</td>
<td>-0.626***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X Inter-league indicator X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.247*</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.101)</td>
<td>(0.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>268,491</td>
<td>732,415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of player-seasons (fixed effects included)</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>1,124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Standard errors are clustered at the player-season level.
* *, **, and *** denote significance at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively.
Table 3. Results of Regressions Predicting Post-Break Performance (Studies 2 and 3)

Panel A: Study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance reset indicator</td>
<td>6.61*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-break performance</td>
<td>0.94***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance reset indicator X Pre-break performance</td>
<td>-0.20**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.7136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^, *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively.

Panel B: Study 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance reset indicator</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High self-assessment indicator</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance reset indicator X High self-assessment indicator</td>
<td>-8.51*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-break performance</td>
<td>0.84***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.6951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^, *, **, and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively.
Table 4. Total Effects of Performance Resets and Self-Assessments of Past Performance on Post-Break Performance and Their Indirect Effects Through Self-Efficacy and Commitment (Study 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1: Post-break performance</th>
<th>Model 2: Self-efficacy</th>
<th>Model 3: Commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance reset indicator</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>57.99***</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.61)</td>
<td>(17.49)</td>
<td>(0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High self-assessment indicator</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>41.29*</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.57)</td>
<td>(17.34)</td>
<td>(0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance reset indicator X High self-assessment indicator</td>
<td>-14.21*</td>
<td>-48.38*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6.37)</td>
<td>(24.22)</td>
<td>(0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-break performance</td>
<td>0.91***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.7791</td>
<td>0.1368</td>
<td>0.0173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conditional indirect effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditional indirect effects</th>
<th>Indirect effect</th>
<th>Bootstrapped SE</th>
<th>95% bias corrected confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy as the mediator: Low self-assessment</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>[0.50, 10.46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy as the mediator: High self-assessment</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>[-1.36, 4.18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment as the mediator: Low self-assessment</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>[-1.80, 1.22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment as the mediator: High self-assessment</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>[-2.24, 1.31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bootstrap sample size = 5,000

*, **, and *** denote significance at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively.
**Figure 1.** Major League Baseball Players’ Average Probability of Hitting at Bat Before and After Mid-Season Trades (Study 1)

*Note.* Error bars correspond to standard errors.
Figure 2. Change in Performance Between the First and Last Five Games as a Function of the Presence of a Performance Reset and Pre-Break Performance (Study 2)

Note. Error bars correspond to standard errors.
Appendix A. Analysis of the Effects of Inter-league Trades on Pitchers (Study 1)

I focused on batters rather than pitchers for the reasons explained in the paper. However, for the sake of being comprehensive, I used the same play-by-play data reported in the paper to analyze how inter-league trades (versus within-league trades) affect pitchers’ strikeout rate, one of the most common performance metrics for pitchers. I relied on the same regression specification described in the Analysis Strategy section of the paper, with three changes. First, the dependent variable was a dummy variable indicating whether or not a given pitcher caused a strikeout when he faced the batter in question. Second, I operationalized past performance as a given pitcher’s strikeout rate (the total number of strikeouts he caused divided by the total number of batters he faced)\(^{41}\) prior to a trade. Third, I restricted my sample to pitchers who faced at least 100 batters prior to a trade. As shown in the table below, inter-league trades do not significantly improve post-trade performance over and beyond within-league trades (\(p = .81\)), and pre-trade strikeout rate does not moderate the effects of inter-league trades on post-trade strikeout rate (\(p = .92\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator</td>
<td>0.049***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X Pre-trade strikeout rate</td>
<td>-0.299***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X Inter-league indicator X Pre-trade strikeout rate</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 369,053  
Number of player-seasons (fixed effects included) 776  
\(R^2\) 0.0174

*Note.* Standard errors are clustered at the player-season level.  
*** denotes significance at the 0.1% level.

Appendix B. Placebo Tests Using Trades that Happened Between Seasons (Study 1)

Inter-league trades occurring between seasons do not reset performance statistics. If the findings reported in the paper are primarily driven by performance resets that are induced by mid-season inter-league trades, then I should see little to no effect among trades that occurred between seasons. I examined 1,111 cases where a player (a) was traded between two seasons, (b) had at least 100 at bats while he was playing for his previous team in the season prior to the trade, and (c) played at least one game for his new team in the season right after the trade. I used the same regression specification described in the Analysis Strategy section of the paper. As shown in the table below, the interaction between the post-trade indicator and the inter-league indicator is not statistically significant ($p = .82$), suggesting that inter-league trades do not improve post-trade hitting probability over and beyond within-league trades. Also, the interaction between the post-trade indicator, the inter-league indicator, and pre-trade batting average is not statistically significant ($p = .66$), suggesting that pre-trade batting average does not moderate the effects of inter-league trades on post-trade hitting probability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator</td>
<td>0.165***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.626***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X Inter-league indicator X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Observations  | 732,415                  |
| Number of player-seasons (fixed effects included)              | 1,124                  |
| $R^2$                                                        | 0.0037                 |

*Note.* Standard errors are clustered at the player-season level.

*** denotes significance at the 0.1% level.
Appendix C. Results of a Regression that Sliced the Post-trade Period into Four Narrower Windows (Study 1)

In an alternative regression model, I replaced the post-trade indicator with four post-trade indicators, which represented 0-30 days, 30-60 days, 60-90 days, and beyond 90 days after a trade, respectively. Similar to Figure 1 in the paper, this nuanced analysis allows me to capture how players’ responses to inter-league trades vary over time. In the table below, post-trade month 1 was a dummy variable that equaled 1 if a given observation occurred within 30 days after the trade in question and otherwise equaled 0. Similarly, post-trade month 2, post-trade month 3, and post-trade month 4 indicated the period of 30-60 days, 60-90 days, and more than 90 days after a trade.

As shown in the table below, the positive and significant coefficients on the four post-trade indicators (all ps < .01) mean that the probability of hitting at bat on average improved after a within-league trade. Further, hitting probability on average improved more substantially after an inter-league trade than after a within-league trade in the first two months following a trade, as indicated by the positive and significant interaction (a) between post-trade month 1 and the inter-league indicator (p = .028) and (b) between post-trade month 2 and the inter-league indicator (p = .042). Importantly, the three-way interaction between post-trade month 1, the inter-league indicator, and pre-trade batting average (p = .013) is negative and significant, as is the interaction between post-trade month 2, the inter-league indicator, and pre-trade batting average (p = .047). This suggests that the lower a batter’s pre-trade batting average, the more an inter-league trade would improve his post-trade hitting probability above and beyond a within-league trade in the first two months following a trade. After 60 days following a trade, the aforementioned effects were not statistically significant. These findings are consistent with Figure 1 and Hypothesis 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 1</td>
<td>0.126*** (0.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 2</td>
<td>0.140*** (0.025)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 3</td>
<td>0.245*** (0.041)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 4</td>
<td>0.163** (0.060)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 1 X Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>0.073* (0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 2 X Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>0.078* (0.038)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 3 X Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>0.019 (0.071)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 4 X Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>0.066 (0.094)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 1 X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.462*** (0.088)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 2 X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.541*** (0.094)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 3 X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.911*** (0.163)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 4 X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.625* (0.250)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 1 X Inter-league indicator X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.277* (0.127)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 2 X Inter-league indicator X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.293* (0.147)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 3 X Inter-league indicator X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.103 (0.275)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade month 4 X Inter-league indicator X Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-0.237 (0.372)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 268,491
Number of player-seasons (fixed effects included): 706
R²: 0.0048

Note. Standard errors are clustered at the player-season level. *, **, and *** denote significance at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively.
Appendix D. Robustness Checks (Study 1)

I conducted a number of robustness checks to ensure that my findings presented in the paper are not the spurious results of the regression specifications and sample selection criteria. Results of my robustness checks are reported in the tables below.

1. My results are robust if I use a logistic regression, rather than an OLS regression, to predict the hitting indicator (Model 1).

2. My results are robust if I relax or strengthen the criterion I used to ensure that pre-trade batting average is granular. Specifically, I obtain qualitatively the same results if (a) I do not restrict the sample based on the number of at bats a player had prior to a trade (Model 2), (b) I only include players who had at least 50 at bats prior to a trade (Model 3), or (c) I only include players who had at least 150 at bats prior to a trade (Model 4).

3. My results are robust if I only include players who had more than 100 at bats both before and after a trade (Model 5).

4. My results are robust if I only include players who were not also a pitcher in a given season (Model 6).

5. My results are robust if I only include players who had one mid-season trade in a season (Model 7).

6. My results are robust if I control for the Batting Park Factor of the team corresponding to each observation. I control for Batting Park Factors in two ways. My first approach is to control for Batting Park Factors obtained from Baseball-Reference.com (Model 8). In this case, each team’s Park Factor indicates the difference in runs scored and allowed by the team between its home and road games. My second approach is to control for Batting Park Factors that are calculated specifically for hits, as my main analysis measures performance based on whether a batter successfully hit the ball each time he was at bat. FanGraphs.com provides Batting Park Factors for each type of hit (i.e., a hit that allows a batter to reach one base, two bases, three bases, or a home run). Since a hit for one base (or a single) is far more common than the other three types of hits, I control for FanGraphs’ Park Factors for singles (Model 9). In this case, each team’s Park Factor indicates the difference in singles scored and allowed by the team between its home and road games.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator</td>
<td>0.802***</td>
<td>0.163***</td>
<td>0.163***</td>
<td>0.140***</td>
<td>0.160***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.091)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.020)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X</td>
<td>0.334*</td>
<td>0.043***</td>
<td>0.047*</td>
<td>0.074*</td>
<td>0.073**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.138)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>-2.992***</td>
<td>-0.620***</td>
<td>-0.613***</td>
<td>-0.523***</td>
<td>-0.594***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.348)</td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
<td>(0.071)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>0.334*</td>
<td>0.043***</td>
<td>0.047*</td>
<td>0.074*</td>
<td>0.073**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.138)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.021)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X</td>
<td>-1.279*</td>
<td>-0.171**</td>
<td>-0.185*</td>
<td>-0.280*</td>
<td>-0.267*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.529)</td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
<td>(0.083)</td>
<td>(0.117)</td>
<td>(0.105)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 268,491, 350,003, 306,111, 229,374, 204,853
Number of player-seasons (fixed effects included): 706, 1,406, 895, 554, 474
R² (Pseudo R² for Model 1): 0.0005, 0.0086, 0.0054, 0.0042, 0.0045

**Note:** Standard errors are clustered at the player-season level.
*, **, and *** denote significance at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
<th>Model 7</th>
<th>Model 8</th>
<th>Model 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator</td>
<td>0.150***</td>
<td>0.148***</td>
<td>0.148***</td>
<td>0.146***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X</td>
<td>0.061*</td>
<td>0.064*</td>
<td>0.064*</td>
<td>0.065*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>-0.562***</td>
<td>-0.556***</td>
<td>-0.554***</td>
<td>-0.548***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-trade indicator X</td>
<td>-0.233*</td>
<td>-0.248*</td>
<td>-0.246*</td>
<td>-0.252*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.102)</td>
<td>(0.101)</td>
<td>(0.101)</td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>2.82e-04</td>
<td>7.24e-04</td>
<td>2.77e-04</td>
<td>5.35e-04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 263,254, 267,001, 268,491, 268,491
Number of player-seasons (fixed effects included): 686, 701, 706, 706
R² (Pseudo R² for Model 1): 0.0047, 0.0047, 0.0047, 0.0047

**Description of the robustness check:**
- Only batters who were not also a pitcher
- Only batters who had one mid-season trade in a given season
- Batting park factor for runs
- Batting park factor for singles

**Note:** Standard errors are clustered at the player-season level.
*, **, and *** denote significance at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively.
Appendix E. Ancillary Analysis on Batting Park Factors (Study 1)

As explained in footnote 12 of the paper, I conducted further analysis to address the concern that batters who have a low pre-trade batting average and are traded across leagues are more likely to be traded to a team whose ballpark is favorable to batters, compared with (a) batters with a low pre-trade batting average who are traded within a league and (b) batters with a high pre-trade batting average. I used OLS regressions to predict the difference in the Batting Park Factor between a player’s pre-trade team and post-trade team in a given season. The independent variables included a player’s pre-trade batting average, the inter-league indicator, and their interaction (pre-trade batting average × inter-league indicator). The results of my regressions are reported in the table below. Regardless of whether the dependent variable was the difference in Batting Park Factors for runs (Model 1) before versus after a trade or the difference in Batting Park Factors for singles (Model 2), there is not a significant interaction between pre-trade batting average and the inter-league indicator (both ps > .40). This suggests that players with a low pre-trade batting average who are traded across leagues are not more likely than others to switch to a team with a more batter-friendly ballpark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1: Change in Batting Park Factors for runs</th>
<th>Model 2: Change in Batting Park Factors for singles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trade batting average</td>
<td>-11.542</td>
<td>-10.769*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10.729)</td>
<td>(5.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-1.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.253)</td>
<td>(1.991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-trade batting average X Inter-league indicator</td>
<td>5.129</td>
<td>6.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(16.518)</td>
<td>(7.734)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of player-seasons</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Standard errors are clustered at the player-season level. * denotes significance at the 5% level.
Appendix F. Analysis of Alternative Mechanisms in Study 4

I used the 20-item Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) to measure the positive affect (PA) and negative affect (NA) participants experienced after they were told that their scores would continue to be tracked (in the control condition) or that their scores on Round 2 would be tracked from zero (in the performance reset condition). Specifically, at the end of the survey, participants were instructed to recall how they felt during the break and indicate the extent to which they experienced the affective states described by the PANAS adjectives on a 5-point scale (1 = Not at all; 5 = Very much). PA scores equaled the sum of participants’ ratings for the adjectives indicating positive affect (e.g., excited, alert, active, enthusiastic), and NA scores equaled the sum of participants’ ratings for the adjectives indicating negative affect (e.g., distressed, hostile, scared, nervous). As shown in the table below, neither PA scores nor NA scores varied between conditions. Also, a 5,000-sample bootstrap analysis suggests that neither PA nor NA mediated the relationship between my performance reset treatment and self-assessments of pre-break performance with post-break performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Model 1: Positive Affect</th>
<th>Model 2: Negative Affect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance reset indicator</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.13)</td>
<td>(1.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High self-assessment indicator</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>-3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.10)</td>
<td>(1.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance reset indicator</td>
<td>-1.98</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X High self-assessment indicator</td>
<td>(4.33)</td>
<td>(2.40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 81 81
R² 0.05 0.05

Conditional indirect effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indirect effect</th>
<th>Bootstrapped SE</th>
<th>95% bias corrected confidence interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect as the mediator: Low self-assessment</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect as the mediator: High self-assessment</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative affect as the mediator: Low self-assessment</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative affect as the mediator: High self-assessment</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bootstrap sample size = 5,000
* *, **, and *** denote significance at the 5%, 1%, and 0.1% levels, respectively.
Appendix G. Ancillary Analysis Examining Individuals’ Beliefs about Whether Performance Resets Can Improve Their Performance (Study 5)

At the end of Study 5, participants were asked to select which one of two options they believed would help them achieve a better performance on the last five games: (a) the option of resetting their statistics in a new round, (b) the option of not resetting their statistics in a new round, or (c) no differences between the two options. First, I found that 43.96 percent of participants in the low self-assessment condition believed that starting a new round would lead to better performance than not starting a new round, whereas only 29.35 percent of participants in the high self-assessment condition believed so, $\chi^2(1) = 4.21, p = .04$. Next, I examined whether such a difference in beliefs led people to value a performance reset differently in the high versus low self-assessment condition. I created a dummy variable, belief in a performance reset, to indicate whether or not participants believed that a performance reset would improve their post-break performance more than not resetting their performance statistics. When belief in a performance reset was included in a logistic regression to predict individuals’ decision to start a new round, the positive effect of my low self-assessment manipulation on individuals’ preferences for a performance reset was reduced to non-significance (from $\beta = 0.74, p = 0.015$ to $\beta = 0.59, p = 0.15$), but belief in a performance reset was a significant predictor ($\beta = 3.47, p < 0.001$). A 5,000-sample bootstrap analysis shows that the indirect effect of being in the low self-assessment condition via belief in a performance reset is significant (effect size = 0.12, $SE = 0.05$, 95% bias-corrected CI = [0.01, 0.22]). Altogether, as compared with those in the high self-assessment condition, participants in the low self-assessment condition were more likely to expect a performance reset to improve their performance and thus to elect to reset their statistics at a higher rate.
CHAPTER 4
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Definition and Extension of Key Constructs

This dissertation is dedicated to advancing understanding of how “fresh starts” affect motivation and individual performance. I define fresh starts as moments or events that make people feel psychologically more distant from the past than they otherwise would. I study two types of fresh starts: temporal landmarks and performance resets.

In Chapters 1 and 2, I investigate temporal landmarks, or distinct events that “stand in marked contrast to the seemingly unending stream of trivial and ordinary occurrences that happen to us everyday” (Shum, 1998, p.423). What determines whether or not a day or an event stands out as a temporal landmark? Past research suggests that days that signify the beginning of a new time period are more likely to become temporal landmarks than days in the middle of a time period (Shum, 1998; Robinson, 1986). In particular, “salient points in time that define us as individuals and members of a particular culture (i.e., occupation, religion, pastimes)” are likely to carry greater importance (Shum, 1988, p. 427). Building on these notions, Chapter 1 examines whether engagement in goal-directed activities (e.g., exercising, creating goal commitment contracts) increases at the beginning of a generic calendar cycle (e.g., the start of a week), the beginning of a new period on an academic or work calendar (e.g., the start of a semester, the first workday after a federal holiday), and the beginning of a new period in one’s personal history (e.g., birthdays). Chapter 2 tests the causal relationship between temporal landmarks and goal initiation. Specifically, when I assign meaning and
importance to a day by highlighting that it marks the start of a new calendar or lifetime period (e.g., the first day of spring, the first day of summer break, the first day of a new zodiac cycle in China), people are more likely to initiate goal pursuit on that day.

The temporal landmarks studied in Chapters 1 and 2 are associated with either neutral or positive experiences. Temporal landmarks of negative valence (e.g., a divorce, the death of a family member) can also trigger a psychological disconnect between individuals’ past and present selves. For example, people who undergo significant trauma report feeling less connected to their pre-trauma self than those at the same age without such experiences (Cantor et al., 1987); when talking about the time before receiving a cancer diagnosis, cancer patients often refer to their past self before cancer as a different person (Mathieson & Stam, 1995). An interesting question worthy of future research is whether landmark events stained by negative emotions such as grief and anger bring about feelings of a fresh start and motivate individuals to strive for self-improvement. In the short period following a negative life event, people may focus on coping with stressful experiences (Cohen & Hoberman, 1983) and may not have the cognitive and self-regulatory resources required to pursue their long-term goals. However, after people have time to process these experiences, negative landmark events may prompt them to view their lives from a different perspective and pursue aspirations that they would not have thought about otherwise. Consistent with this speculation, concurrent research (Schultz, Price, & Coulter, 2014) shows that the number of recent, significant life events people have experienced positively predicts their intentions to pursue new goals, but the
valence of those life events is not correlated with goal pursuit intentions. In other words, both positive and negative life experiences predict an uptick in goal pursuit.

In Chapter 3, I study performance resets, which I define as incidences where individuals’ past performance is wiped clean such that it no longer affects how their future performance is appraised. In a field study, I examine performance resets in professional baseball. In professional baseball, being traded across leagues in the middle of a baseball season causes professional baseball players’ performance after the trade to be evaluated independent of their pre-trade performance in the same season. In my laboratory experiments, I introduced performance resets in the middle of a sequence of games by tabulating some players’ average performance across games from a clean slate without including their pre-reset performance. Across those studies, I focused on one-time performance resets that happen unexpectedly to performers. An interesting question for future research is whether the behavioral patterns documented in Chapter 3 would emerge following recurrent performance resets. I expect that recurrent resets will still boost morale and performance among individuals who performed poorly in the previous performance period. Just as New Year’s Day—a recurrent temporal landmark—motivates people who failed to achieve their resolutions in the previous year to renew their attempts, recurrent opportunities for individuals to build up their performance record from scratch may still help those with low past performance feel psychologically separated from past failures, experience higher self-efficacy, and perform better.

43 Major league baseball players often do not know that they are going to be traded. One exception is that players who have been with a team for five consecutive years and have been a major league player for 10 years cannot be traded without their consent and know in advance if they are to be traded.
However, recurrent performance resets may affect individuals with strong past performance differently from one-time performance resets. Specifically, if resetting performance statistics at the beginning of a new cycle (e.g., a month, quarter) is the norm in an organization, it is unlikely that people will reduce their work commitment after a reset simply because they are discouraged by the prospect of rebuilding their performance record or because they feel that their past effort has been wasted. In particular, if each performance period is associated with a performance goal (e.g., a monthly sales goal, a quarterly earnings goal), individuals who performed well in the previous period will still experience pressure to “keep up the good work” in order to achieve strong performance again in the new performance period. In short, I expect that, as compared with one-shot performance resets, recurrent resets are less likely to damage the motivation and performance of individuals with strong past performance.

The types of fresh starts studied in this dissertation trigger a break from the past and at the same time provide an opportunity to start over. I argue that the separation from the past and the opportunity to move into the future with a clean slate are both part of fresh starts. However, the focal aspect of fresh starts (achieving closure versus starting fresh) may vary across individuals and situations. For example, individuals who devote more attention to thinking about future periods of their lives—relative to those with a weak future focus (Shipp, Edwards, & Lambert, 2009)—may be more likely to construe a transition point in their lives as an opportunity to start anew rather than as an opportunity for closure. One potential extension of this dissertation would be to examine whether engagement in goal-directed activities varies as a function of which aspect of a fresh start
is highlighted. For example, when viewing a fresh start as a chance to start over, people may be more likely to take on new challenges; however, when viewing a fresh start as closure on the past, people may be more likely to push to accomplish goals they previously initiated.

**Mechanisms Driving the Effects of Temporal Landmarks and Performance Resets**

The fresh start effect documented in Chapters 1 and 2 is likely to be multiply determined. Chapter 2 tests and provides support for one psychological process: temporal landmarks create a psychological disconnect between a person’s current self and her past, inferior self, which motivates goal pursuit. Future research that examines additional mechanisms driving the motivating effect of temporal landmarks would be valuable. One possibility is that significant life transitions prompt people to take stock of their lives (Andreasen, 1984) and search for meaning (Alter & Hershfield, 2014), a process that may inspire them to adopt positive changes. Another possibility is that by triggering a disjuncture between individuals’ past and present selves, landmark events may push individuals’ present selves to feel closer to their future selves, which further leads them to behave consistently with their long-term goals (Bartels & Urminsky, 2011; Hershfield et al., 2011).

In Chapter 3, I propose that performance resets affect motivation by altering individuals’ confidence in their ability to improve their performance as well as their commitment to performing well. However, performance resets may also elicit different emotional responses depending on individuals’ perceptions of their past performance, which further influences their subsequent performance. If people perceive their past
performance as weak, they may feel excited and hopeful when a reset puts their bad performance record behind them; this excitement and hopefulness may boost performance (Brooks, 2014). On the other hand, if people perceive their past performance as strong, they may feel discouraged and upset when a reset prevents them from continuing to build their existing performance record and forces them to start from scratch; the resulting frustration may decrease performance (Hebb, 1955; Norman & Bobrow, 1975). Further research is needed to disentangle different potential drivers of the effects of performance resets on future performance.

The Long-term Effect of Fresh Starts on Motivation

Chapters 1 and 2 provide consistent evidence that people are more likely to initiate goal pursuit following temporal landmarks. An important open question is whether people will strive to achieve their goals more persistently and achieve better outcomes in the long run if they initiate goal pursuit after a temporal landmark than if they initiate goal pursuit on an ordinary day. Answering this question will help us understand whether managers and policymakers should encourage goal pursuit around fresh starts, particularly if repeated actions and persistent effort are needed to reach the goal in question. To draw causal inferences about the long-term effects of fresh starts, future research needs to randomly assign individuals to begin goal pursuit on different dates. I speculate that people assigned to begin to tackle their goals at the beginning of a new period experience higher self-efficacy, increasing their propensity to work harder and more persistently when faced with difficulties (Schmidt & DeShon, 2010; Multon, Brown, & Lent, 1991) and resulting in higher performance (Bandura & Locke, 2003).
The Effects of Anticipated Fresh Starts on Motivation

This dissertation has focused on how motivation and behaviors change following a temporal landmark or a performance reset. A question worthy of exploration is how behaviors change in response to the anticipation of a fresh start. Findings in this dissertation suggest a few possible consequences of anticipated fresh starts. First, people may believe that a better opportunity to initiate goal pursuit will arise following an impending landmark and thus delay launching their plans until after the landmark. Consistent with this speculation, ancillary analysis of data tracking stickK.com commitment contracts (Study 3 of Chapter 1) reveals that 20% of stickK users choose to start their commitment contracts on a future date (as opposed to now), and those users are significantly more likely to commit themselves in advance to starting a contract at the beginning of a new calendar period (e.g., Monday, the first workday after a holiday).

Second, people may use upcoming fresh starts as self-imposed deadlines and strive to bring ongoing goals to closure (e.g., finish reading a book, paying off a debt) by these deadlines because they want to avoid bringing unfinished businesses into a new mental accounting period. In a similar vein, when people have accumulated satisfying progress (e.g., abstaining from smoking for 11 months, obtaining perfect attendance at work for 27 days), the impending arrival of a new performance period may motivate them to keep up the good work, as they would feel remorseful about ruining a perfect record at the end of a period.

Third, anticipated fresh starts might liberate people to make goal-incongruent choices if they anticipate wiping the slate clean after an upcoming fresh start (Zhang,
Fishbach, & Dhar, 2007). In particular, people may reduce effort devoted to performance improvement if they are discouraged by their performance so far (Casas-Arce, & Martinez-Jerez, 2009; Hannan, Krishnan, & Newman, 2008), hoping that they will have a chance to start over in the next performance period. Future work is needed to explore different ways in which people vary their engagement in goal-related activities in anticipation of fresh starts.

**The Creation of Self-initiated Fresh Starts**

Across three chapters, I have primarily examined situations where external events (e.g., a birthday, a trade between sports teams) psychologically separate people from the previous calendar or performance period. Can individuals internally create a break from the past? Ample anecdotes suggest that when people want to leave their past behind them and start anew, they are able to construct fresh starts themselves. Self-generated fresh starts can be as significant as moving to a new residence (e.g., Kaufman, 2013; the film *Rebound*, 1999) and starting a journey around the world (e.g., the film *Eat, Pray, Love*, 2010) or as minor as clearing out cars or closets (Senise, 2014; Biziou, 2015), removing tattoos (Jackson, 2013), and getting a new hairstyle (Biziou, 2015). Consistent with these examples, Study 5 in Chapter 3 shows that when people view their past performance as poor (rather than strong), they are more likely to elect to reset their performance statistics and create a new performance period. It would be valuable for future work to examine (i) factors that motivate people to enact a fresh start and (ii) the effectiveness of different techniques or rituals people may leverage to regulate the psychological connectedness between their past and future selves.
Implications of Fresh Starts for Behaviors in Domains Other Than Goal Pursuit and Performance Improvement

In addition to goal pursuit and performance management, fresh starts may also affect behaviors in other important domains. One area that is worth exploring is ethical decision making. Past research has documented a slippery slope effect whereby minor violations of ethical rules can cause moral disengagement and increasingly unethical behaviors (Welsh, Ordóñez, Snyder, & Christian, 2014). Techniques that help people to (a) reflect on the temptations they have given into and (b) start over with a clean slate may reduce their propensity to slide down the slippery slope. Notwithstanding, findings in Chapter 3 suggest one caveat: introducing a fresh start may also lead individuals who previously did not cheat to feel licensed to act unethically.

Integrating fresh starts with the literature on escalation of commitment is another interesting future avenue. One common explanation for why people engage in escalation behavior is that they feel personally responsible for their decision failures and experience the need to justify their initial decisions (Staw, 1976; Sleesman, Conlon, McNamara, & Miles, 2012). Framing a situation in relationship to a fresh start may psychologically separate individuals from their past selves who made the bad decision, reduce self-justification needs, and thus alleviate their tendency to escalate commitment.

Further, fresh starts may have implications for interpersonal relationships. For example, people may be more likely to forgive another person who previously hurt them after they experience a fresh start (e.g., moving to a new city, switching to a new job) because the fresh start—which may be unrelated to the transgression in question—helps
people to leave the unpleasant past behind. Also, it is plausible that people make more lenient decisions if someone who committed a wrongdoing recently had a fresh start (e.g., a milestone birthday, the birth of a baby)—particularly a fresh start imbued with the concept of repentance (e.g., Rosh Hashanah for Jews, the Sacrament of Confession for Catholics), because people may believe that the transgressor is now ready to start anew.

In summary, future research should examine how fresh starts affect people’s beliefs about others’ ability to change their behaviors and further influence interpersonal judgments.
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